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Prescription
drugs now
on Internet
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky residents can now
order prescription medications
over the Internet.
Soma.com opened for business Jan. 15 and received
approval earlier this month to
dispense prescription drugs to
Kentucky residents.
Other Internet drugstores are
also expected to be launched
soon, including Rx.com and
Drugstore.com.
Soma.com, which dispenses to 32 states, has been
adding about five states a
week, said company spokeswoman Sandi Sonnenfeld.
The online pharmacy is open
24 hours and pharmacists are
available to answer questions.
Orders in plain packaging are
shipped to a customer's home.
The site also sends e-mail
reminders about refills and, for
customers who request it, email reminding them when to
take their medication.
"The only drawback is if
you have emergency needs,"
Sonnenfeld said. "If you need
to have medication in two
hours, you won't be able to
get it from us."
Prescriptions for Soma.com,
based in Seattle, are filled in
their
pharmacy
in
West
Chester, Ohio — the capacity is 50,000 prescriptions a
day — and then shipped.
Shoppers use a credit card
to buy medications and other
items; if insurance is paying,
shoppers .charge their co-payment.
Prescriptions are e-mailed,
faxed or called in to Soma.com
by doctors' offices or verified
by Soma.com by calling the
prescribing doctor.

Governor to
visit Murray
Gov. Paul Patton will visit
Murray on Thursday at 2:30 p.m.
Information provided to the
Ledger had indicated that Patton would be at the Calloway
County Courthouse.
He will actually be at the
Calloway County Judicial Building located at 312 N. Fourth
St.

Books
needed for
celebration

EDGER & TIMES
County agrees
to help with
parks grant
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The county half of the local parks
department has agreed to advance
half the local money needed for
a federal grant to establish a trail
system in the new city park.
The decision to advance $20,000
to the parks department was one
of three actions of support taken
by the Calloway County Fiscal
Court during its 2 1/2-hour meeting Tuesday night.
Magistrates also:
• Approved the first reading of
an ordinance to adopt an revolving loan agreement with the Murray-Calloway County Economic
Development Corporation Inc.
• Voted to support the merger
of the Murray No. I- Water District with the City of Murray.
In granting Parks Director Skip
Dobbs' request for support, the
court will provide half the match-

ing funds needed for the reimbursement grant already' approved
by the National Trails and Recreation Fund.
The parks department must provide the local money up front,
Dobbs said.
"I believe it's a worthwhile
project," Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins said before making a motion
to advance the money, which will
come from the court's contingency
fund.
The project calls for creating
and restoring approximately 3.2
miles of trails.
Dobbs said it will also include
soil erosion prevention, interpretive signs, easier access for the
physically disabled and elderly and
a foot bridge over Bee Creek connecting the Southwood and Northwood neighborhoods and soccer

II See Page 2

Whitfield fields
calls on radio show
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
From tobacco to Land Between
the Lakes, U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield responded to a myriad listener questions during a radio town
meeting Tuesday morning in Murray.
The hour-long show, broadcast
live on WNBS (AM 1340) and
WSJP (AM 1130), was one of
four radio programs Whitfield has
scheduled. Others are planned in
Henderson, Paducah and Cadiz.
According to Whitfield, the program was a different approach to
gain the public's input on a variety of topics concerning the First
District.
"Normally, we would send out
notices for a public meeting," said
Whitfield, before the 9 a.m. broadcast. "But we thought that we
would try something new this time.
"Some people are reluctant to
talk about the issues during a public meeting, but they would probably be more comfortable on the
radio," he added.

The program, hosted by Jeremy Bell, received a total of 15
calls from area listeners — some
of whom wished to remain anonymous.
The topic on many callers'
minds was Social Security and its
availability in future years.
Whitfield assured listeners that
the Social Security issue was a
priority in Congress.
"One of the things we did last
year was to pass legislation that
would tighten up Social Security," said Whitfield. "We wanted
to take certain steps to eliminate
the gaps ... We want the people
who really need it to be able to
use it."
Whitfield also received praise for
his handling of the LBL situation,
and fielded a question about the
future of the recreation area.
"Over the last few years, we
have had some problems because
TVA has talked about developing
some of that land. It was our

II See Page 2

About 600 children's books
are still needed for the March
2 community-wide celebration of
Dr. Seuss' birthday.
New and lovingly used children's books may be dropped
off at the city or county schools,
the public library, the Murray
Ledger & Times, Readmore,
Wal-Mart, New Life Christian
Bookstore, MSU (third floor
Wells Hall, Bookstore, Amencan Humanics office), and the
county extension office.
Books are needed for presentation to children who participate in the Green Eggs and
Ham Birthday Breakfast in both
city and county schools.
For more information, call
762-7333 or 759-9592.

More housing planned
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The Murray Planning Commission had a light
agenda Tuesday night, but still had plenty of things
to discuss.
In the evening's only official business, a preliminary subdivision approval was granted to Steve
Treas for a 10-lot subdivision that would be located west of Sherwood Forest, just off of Allan-ADale Drive.
The preliminary approval was granted under the
condition that Treas meets all city regulations regarding the property.
Blueprints indicated that the property already has
existing water and sewer lines. No development of
utilities has been made yet.
Director Butch Seargent then announced that the
Chateau Creek property located off of the 121 Bypass
on North 16th Street had been purchased by a new
developer.
The property was to be developed previously by
Frank Forte. Seargent did not give the name of the

new developer.
According to Seargent, the proposed project would
consist of 108 units, made up of duplexes, fourplexes and six-plexes. The addition of the six-plexes will require the developer to submit a plan of
development to the planning commission.
Opinions varied on the timeliness of the proposed project.
"I believe we're at our saturation point," said
commission member Loretta Jobs. "If you look at
vacancies now, not only on new properties, but also
on properties that have been here for many years,
you'll find a number of people who are not able
to fill the spaces they have."
"Our new house stats are down, too," said Seargent. "I truly believe, though, that the community
is going to bust loose this year from a business
standpoint."
Commission member David Graham echoed Sear-

1
Fees make tickets soar
II See Page 2

fund for people who suffered trauBy MARK R. CHELLGREN
matic brain injuries and $2.15 for
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Ken- the circuit court clerk for all the
ton District Judge Martin Sheehan trouble of calculating the ticket
has seen court clerks scramble to and distributing the money.
The Administrative Office of
add up the various fees and costs
that come with a simple speeding the Courts on Tuesday provided legislators a list of 57 different potenticket.
And Rep. Rob Wilkey, D- tial fines, fees and charges that
Franklin, knows the total could are tacked onto court cases.
It's no small undertaking. In
differ whether the offender is in
Kenton County or Simpson Coun- the past five years, the clerks collected fines, fees and charges totalty.
But the fact is the $25 speed- ing more than $820 million.
But it is a confounding one.
ing ticket will probably end up
costing at least $92.15 and that Wilkey, a lawyer, said fees and costs
perturbs legislators and judges routinely total $77 in Simpson and
Allen counties. "I can't make any
almost as much as offenders.
First, there's the $22 in basic sense of how fees are assessed
court costs. Then $10 for a state and how they are not," said Wilkey.
jail fee, $5 for a county jail fee, 'There's no uniformity at all."
Campbell Circuit Clerk Tom
$5 for a sheriff's security service
fee, 50 cents for a law library Calme said he keeps a two-page
fee, $12.50 for spinal cord and "cheat sheet" available for deputies
head injury research, $10 for a that calculate 13 different collec-

tions for potential fees and costs.
"They need to come up with a
method that is much easier to
administer and administer uniformly
throughout the state," Sheehan said
in a telephone interview. It was a
letter from Sheehan and his Kenton District Court colleagues that
prompted the interim Judiciary
Committee to look into the matter Tuesday.
And Sheehan said a new system needs to get the courts out
of the business of raising revenue,
which aggravates people even more
and casts questions about the fairness of the judicial system.
"The circuit clerks, as far as
I'm concerned, have become collection agents for everyone else,"
said Rep. Gross Lindsay, D-Henderson.
For themselves too. The 1998

II See Page 2

Keller eyes court seat
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
TAX TIME...Volunteer Louis Douthitt checks the forms for Robert Myers during his shift
helping other senior citizens with their taxes Tuesday at Glendale Place Retirement
Home.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
LET'S SPLIT...Bob Herrin cuts his Job down to size whiie
chopping wood on 14th Street.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
circuit judge in Fayette County
says he will apply to succeed Justice Robert F. Stephens on the
Kentucky Supreme Court.
Judge James E. Keller said he
already had planned to run in 2000
when Stephens' term ended. That
timetable was suddenly accelerated.
Gov. Paul Patton on Tuesday
selected Stephens to head the Kentucky Justice Cabinet. Stephens
will retire on May I. a year and
a half early and marking 19 1/2
years on the Supreme Court. Patton would appoint a successor from
as many as three candidates
screened by a judicial nominating
commission.
The appointment would be good
until November, when there would
be an election for the remaining
year of the term.
Keller, contacted by The Associated Press, said he intended to
apply for the appointment and
would run in the election.
He would not have run against

Stephens, but he had anticipated
Stephens' retirement and had aimed
himself for the 2000 election, Keller
said.
Patton chose Stephens, 71. to
succeed Daniel Cherry, who
announced his resignation last
week. Cherry is to leave at the
end of the month to direct a large
transportation project in Warren
County, his home.
Stephens was chief justice a
record 16 years, stepping down to
be succeeded by Joseph Lambert
on Oct. 1.
Patton said he and Stephens
months ago discussed the possibility
of his retiring and joining the
administration. "Obviously my
mind went back to that conversation" wAp.,Cherry resigned, Patton saidITE a news conference with
Stephens at the Capitol.
When Patton called, Stephens
said, he was "in Florida, looking
for a possible place to retire. So
much for that."
Stephens was Kentucky attorney general from 1975 to 1979,

when he was appointed to fill a
vacancy on the Supreme Court.
He became chief justice three years
later.
Stephens' salary as justice is
$103,800 per year. He said his
salary as justice secretary will be
about $86,000. Stephens also will
have a judicial pension of about
$83,000.
The Justice Cabinet, with 6,000
employees, includes the Kentucky
State Police, Department of Corrections, Department of Juvenile
Justice and Department of Criminal Justice Training, which runs
the state's police-training programs.
The state medical examiner's program and the Kentucky Parole
Board are attached to it.
Stephens lives in Lexington and
is a native of Kenton County. He
was first elected to office, as Fayette
County judge, in 1969. Judges at
the time were the chief judicial
and administrative officials of county government.
Patton said he had no particular candidate in mind.

rip
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Federaljudge to consider • County ...
citing Clinton for contempt From Page 1
.'•

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) — ment last year.
Only days after President Clin"Accordingly. I believe that now
ton's impeachment trial ended in it is time for the court to address
bipartisan acquittal, a federal judge the contempt issue," Wright said
said she is ready to consider cit- in an order issued Tuesday.
ing him for contempt for denying
The judge said she would step
under oath that he had a rela- aside from the
case if she were
tionship with Monica Lewinsky.
asked to do so by attorneys because
U.S. District Judge Susan Web- of her contact with a
House
ber Wright, who oversaw Mrs. impeachment case manager.
She
Jones' sexual harassment lawsuit gave lawyers until Friday
to file
against Clinton, said she waited a request.
because of the trial and an appeal
The White House referred
of Mrs. Jones' case. The appeal
ended when the president and Mrs. requests for comment to Clinton's
Jones reached an $850,000 settle- private lawyer, Robert Bennett,

• Tickets ...
From Page 1
General Assembly approved an
additional 5 percent charge on
some fees collected by .clerks for
others.
"It becomes so confusing to
clerks because this fee applies to
this type of violation, but this fee
does not apply to this type of violation," said Donna Tucker, who
advises county clerks on such matMURRAY
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complex with the rest of the park.
The grant has already been
approved, and work has begun,
with several Murray State University groups making in-kind donations by providing time and labor,
Dobbs said.
The county will be reimbursed
for $10,000 of its share once the
project is completed, Dobbs said.
A similar request has been made
to the Murray City Council, he
noted.
And with promises of about
$9,000 in in-kind services, such
as donations of materials, the county's actual cost might be less than
$10,000, he added.
"It's an opportunity to get
$50,000 of work done for $5,000
to $7,000," Dobbs said.
Magistrates'
preliminary
approval of the revolving fund
agreement came at the request of
City Administrator Don Elias.
The agreement will establish a
five-member board, which will
review requests from local businesses and industries wanting to
borrow state grant monies for
expansions or improvements, Elias
said.
Board recommendations for
loans will then return to the court
and city council for approval, Elias
said.
The court and city council will

ters for the Administrative Office
of the Courts. "It's very difficult
for the deputy clerk to know which
fee applies to which type of violation.
"A lot of times, the judge will
just say, 'Costs.' and that leaves
it up to the deputy clerk to calculate it at the counter," Tucker
said.
Wilkey said legislators want to
make some sense of the collection of fees, charges and costs and
perhaps weed out those that have
just been tacked on that have little connection to the judicial system.
"This discussion demonstrates
why judges and clerks are so
befuddled, so confused about costs From Page 1
and fees," Wilkey said.
(Congress) duty to make sure that
they had to stop," he noted.
"But I feel pretty good about
LBL right now. There's a lot of
ary Clinton questions that still need to be
answered, but we're further down
the road to protecting it than we
were two years ago."
The presidential impeachment
WASHINGTON (AP) — Hillary hearings - a hot topic nationally
Rodham Clinton said Tuesday she for several months - was also
would give "careful thought" to run- mentioned by at least one local
ning for a U.S. Senate seat from caller.
"I think the American people
New York. Three confidants said
she was talking with supporters
about what it would take to run
a serious campaign.
The first lady promised to make
her decision later this year. Pres- Staff Report
ident Clinton said on Monday she Murray Ledger & Times
would be "terrific in the Senate."
City police are still investigating a break-in of a car that netted someone 100 compact discs
and some cash.
The car, owned by Heather
Schroader of Irvan Street, was on
the parking lot of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Medical
Arts Building when the incident
Cash Quest:
happened
about 6:30 p.m. Mon17-24-47-63
day,
according
to a Murray Police
Pick 3:
Department report.
3-0-8
Someone removed the CDs and
Pick 4:
cash
from the unlocked car, then
8-7-7-4
pried open the glove compartment
Cash 5:
and damaged the trunk area, the
8-20-22-28-30
report said. The cost of the missing items and damage was about
$1,700, the report said.
In other reports, the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department is
looking into the burglary of a New

• Whitfield

Hill
to ponder run

have one member each on the board,
and they will jointly approve the
other three members. The head of
the board will be required to give
regular updates to both agencies
about the use of the monies.
In the past, loans were made
by the economic development
board, and the court and city council had no appointment powers,
Elias said.
In the other half of his presentation to the court, Elias said
the city "feel(s) very comfortable
with the merger" that will allow
the city to take over the 500-customer water district, which requested the change.
Once the state Public Service
Commission approves the merger,
the city plans to begin running water
lines out to more county residents,
especially near the lakes and subdivisions, Elias said.
The city also has plans to build
overhead water storage in order
to keep up water pressure, he said.
Elias, in answering magistrate
Steve Lax's question about comparing rates for city and county
customers, noted county customers
pay more since there are fewer
customers per mile. He also said
the "average" customer will see
an slight increase of about $1.50
per month.
Other business included approval
of road maintenance and improve-

ment recommendations made by
Randy Williams, the county's maintenance engineer with the state
Department of Highway's Reidland office.
The court approved his recommendation of seven county roads
and also passed a resolution affirming three of them - Ironwood Drive,
Cherry Hill Lane and Oakwood
Circle - have formally been included in the county road system.
The roads in their priority are:
Temple Hill Church Road, Old
Newburg Road, Ironwood Drive,
Oakwood Circle, Cherry Hill Lane,
Brinn Road and State Line Road.
Williams also reported the county will receive $761,836 from the
state Rural Secondary Roads program for its state roads. Of that
amount, $408,000 will be for maintenance of 138.887 miles of state
roads.
Another $349,970 will be for
improvements. Williams suggested, and the court approved, spending it on paving sections of four
state roads: Kentucky 893, 2.438
miles, $72,600; Kentucky 280, 3.07
miles, $97,070; Kentucky 1497,
4.111 miles, $137,650; Kentucky
1346, 1.303 miles, $42,650.
In other matters on Tuesday,
the court:
• Approved Jailer Phil Hazle's
request for a policy change allowing
deputy jailers to carry pepper spray

in the jail and to be trained in the
use of the chemical.
• Approved County Clerk Ray
Coursey's financial statement showing
his office will soon turn over $242.533
in excess fees to the court.
• Agreed to enter into a contract
with Microage Computer Center of
Main Street for 25 hours of evaluation, up to a cost of $1,875, to see
if the county's computer systems are
Year 2000 compliant.
• Heard a report from Joy Morgan with the state Division of Waste
Management, who said she was updating new judge-executives and magistrates about counties' solid-waste plans.
She said the first-ever Commonwealth
Cleanup Week is slated for March 2027 and that it will be eligible for a
$2,000 reimbursement for removing
tires found during that week.
Morgan also said a one-time-only
"tire amnesty" is being planned to
allow the public to bring in accumulated tires for removal. The court is
only being asked to advertise the event
when it is finalized, she said.
• Gave final approval of an ordinance changing the name of the county Disaster & Emergency Services to
the Calloway County Office of Emergency Management.
• Heard a request from 911 Coordinator Verlyn Malcolm that the court
urge residents to replace faded 911
addresses posted outside their homes
and that those who have yet to post
their addresses to do so.

sion Service Growers Meeting
Monday, and met with local law
enforcement officials about the
growing number of methamphetamine laboratories in the area.
He addressed - and fielded
questions - about those issues during the broadcast.
"Tobacco has come under such
political attack recently," Whitfield
explained. "The president has used
his bully pulpit to continually
attack tobacco, but we haven't heard

him address the problems methamphetamines can cause.
"We know that tobaccolcatr*
harmful when used over a lo4.
period of time, but methamphetamines can be more harmful to
people," he continued.
"Tobacco has been the No. 1
cash crop in this area for a long
time. It's a part of tradition here,
and we want to be sure that people have the opportunity to continue growing this crop."

•••

are fed up with the whole issue,
and - from my perspective - it's
all over," Whitfield responded.
"But the reason I voted for (the
articles of impeachment) was
because I feel that the president
should be held accountable to the
same laws as anyone else.
of laws, and
"We're a nation
.
we have laws that apply to everyone. We can't have one set that
applies to one person and another that applies to everyone else."
During his visit to Murray, Whitfield also spoke at the UK Exten-

Police report thefts
Concord home in which a $400
tabletop copy machine was reportedly taken.
Gladys Cunningham reported
the copier missing Monday, an
offense report said.
Someone reportedly pulled the
front door away from the house
and went in sometime in the past
month while Cunningham was staying with a relative in Illinois.

CLARIFICATION
In Tuesday's hospital board story,
one of the requirements for board
members contained an error. People who have been elected to any
city, county, state or federal office
within the last four years before
their appointment cannot serve on
the hospital board. The story stated the time frame as 40 days.

III Housing .
From Page 1
gent's optimism. He predicted that
a greater number of students would
be seeking off-campus housing next
semester.
"There won't be an empty apartment in Murray once that $100
fee increase goes in," Graham said.
"We can control how things are
built, but I don't think we're in
the business of saying who builds
what."
The commission decided to recommend that the new developer
construct entrances from both the
121 Bypass and North 16th Street.
No official decisions or motions
were passed concerning the project.
Commission
members also
briefly discussed the proposed
YMCA Health and Wellness Center that would be located on South
Ninth Street. Even though the commission
granted
conditional
approval to a subdivision plat at

Contributing to Your IRA Now,
Can Help Your Past As Well As
Your Future
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. Governor Paul Patton
First Lady Judi Patton
and
Lt. Governor Steve Henry

If you make a contribution to your IRA before April 15th,
you can apply it to the previous tax year and benefit from
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Trina S. Lasater
100 North 5th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071* (502) 759-2197

its Jan. 19 meeting, members still
have reservations about the proposed site.
"I just don't think it's a good
location," said Graham. "A large
percentage of their members are
university students. Once it goes
out there, I'm afraid they'll lost
a lot of their membership."
There was also some confusion
over exactly who had agreed to
pave the street once the road base
is complete. Minutes from the Jan.
19 meeting indicated that the mayor
had agreed to the deal, but commission members were unsure of
which mayor the minutes were
referring to.
"Mayor Cherry agreed to pave
that road," said Seargent. "I'm not
sure what kind of agreement they
have with the current mayor."
"I'm looking at this from a
completely community-development standpoint," said Graham. 'if
there's any way we can help the
YMCA, I'm all for it."

Patton • Henry for Kentucky
Campaign Kickoff
410-

Thursday,February 18, 1999
Calloway County Judicial Building
312N.4th St. Murray, KY
2:30 - 3:15 p.m.
You are also invited to attend the
Patton - Henry Regional Fundraiser
Thursday, February 18, 1999
The Executive Inn
One Executive Blvd., Paducah
6:00 - 7:00 p.m.
If you would like to attend the fundraiser,
please make your check payable to:
Patton - Henry for Kentucky
Suggested Contribution
$10 - $1,000
Personal Checks Only - No Cash Contributions
Paid for by Patton - Henry for Kentucky, George Helton, CPA, 'Measurer
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Newlyweds' home burns, wife charged
COLUMBIA, Tenn. (AP) — A woman who allegedly wanted
to teach her new husband a lesson about the dangers of smoking
in bed has been charged with burning down the house.
Linda Stewart, 39, put a lit cigarette on the couple's bed Sunday and left the house, police said.
"She admitted to intentionally starting the fire," Detective Mickey Jones said. "According to her, he had fallen asleep the night
before and left a cigarette burning, and it burned a small area on
the bed. So she said she was going to show him what could happen if she didn't catch it."
Her husband, Tim, was not home when when the fire started
about .10:30 a.m. When he returned, the house was gutted.
Ms. Stewart was arrested on arson charges. The Stewarts were
married two months ago.

Simpson's Heisman Trophy sold
LOS ANGELES (AP) — O.J. Simpson's Heisman Trophy fetched
$230,000 Tuesday night at auction to benefit the estates of the
former football star's slain ex-wife and her friend.
Other Simpson items sold for up to $10,000 to bidders making offers by phone, in person and over the Internet.
Among the items were a life-sized metal statue of Simpson that
went for $3,250, a glass University of Southern California Hall
of Fame award for $1,800, and a player of the year trophy give
by ABC Wide World of Sports in 1973 for $1,700.
The auction earned $382,075, Butterfield & Butterfield auction
house said.
The proceeds would barely "put a scratch" in the $33.5 million judgment owed to the estate of Simpson's ex-wife, Nicole
Brown Simpson, and the family of Ronald Goldman, said Gary
Canis, a lawyer for the Goldmans.

Largest octuplet moves to crib
HOUSTON (AP) — The largest of the surviving octuplets
moved from an incubator to a crib on Tuesday.
"We are pleased to see that Jioke has been able to maintain
his temperature after being weaned from the incubator," said
George Mandy, attending neonatologist at Texas Children's Hospital.
Jioke Chukwu, who'weighed just under 4 1/2 pounds, and his
sister, Echerem, remain in serious condition at a hospital nursery.
Five siblings are in critical condition in the neonatal intensive
care unit.
Nkem Chukwu in December delivered eight babies. The weakest girl died a week after birth.

Veterinarian found guilty
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A U.S. District Court jury found a
Paducah veterianarian guilty Tuesday on 432 counts of distributing controlled substances.
William Clayton Potter, 38, was charged by the Drug Enforcement Agency with selling Schedule III controlled substances, most
of which were steroids, from November 1993 to April 1997.
The jury deliberated for about three hours before returning its
verdict. U.S. District Judge Thomas Russell set Potter's sentencing hearing for May 21.
Prosecutors argued that over four years, Potter dispensed steroids
in transactions "outside the course of professional practice." Investigators said that the animal steroids ultimately went to health
clubs and bodybuilders.
Potter was arrested Nov. 12 and pleaded innocent to the charges.
His maximum sentence could be 146 years in prison, an $87.5
million fine and supervised release for at least two years if probated.
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Alum likes trust fund,
gives WKU $500,000
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— A Louisville woman who gave
$500,000 to Western Kentucky University says a new trust fund created by state lawmakers prompted her to contribute now instead
of years later.
Mary Nixon, 43, an executive
at Tricon Global Restaurants, a
corporation that owns Kentucky
Fried Chicken, Taco Bell and Pizza
Hut, had planned to contribute to
her alma mater later in life, perhaps after retirement.
But the trust fund established
last year by the General Assembly, which pushes Nixon's gift to
$1 million, was such an incentive
that "if there was any way I could
do. this, I needed to do it now,"
she said.
Nixon's gift is the latest evidence that the $110 million trust
fund is helping universities get more
private donations and raise their
profiles.
The gift from Nixon, a 1977
Western graduate, means that Western has qualified for nearly all of
its share of the one-time money
set aside to match private donations dollar for dollar and attract
top professors and researchers.
The University of Kentucky ed
the University of Louisville are
working to claim their full shares,
allowing them to create endowed
faculty positions.
University administrators and
some state legislators say the legislature should consider extending
the matching-fund offer for two
more years and perhaps permanently because of its success.
Nixon's donation, to be paid over
five years, will support the "Mary
R. Nixon professor of accounting," one of four endowed faculty positions established at Western since the university began digging into the trust fund in October. Before last year, Western had
no such professorships.
Other schools are reporting similar success in getting donors to
dig deep into their pockets while
the incentive money is available.
UK has used the donations to
more than double its number of
endowed professorships. It began
this fiscal year with 23 endowed
chairs, and the number is expected to reach 55 in the coming
months, said Terry Mobley, development director

Satisfy Your Craving
For A Leather Interior.
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"It has been tremendous to be
able to tell a prospective donor
that their dollar will be matched,
dollar for dollar. It's a great catalyst," Mobley said.
Last week, UK announced a $3
million contribution from the estate
of William T. Bryan, a 1963 graduate. The money, matched by $3
million from the state, will create
six endowed chairs in English, history, music, special education, and
Spanish and Italian, and in the
Martin School of Public Policy
and Administration.
"We have certainly learned that
the private sector out there is willing to go along and enhance higher education in the state of Kentucky when the public funds are
there and the state is doing its
part," Mobley said.
The $110 million in state matching money is divided into two funds:
$100 million for UK and UofL
and $10 million for the six regional universities. According to the
Council on Post-secondary Education, which is overseeing the program:
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A SPECIAL DAY: Mayor Freed Curd signs a proclamation
declaring Youth for America Day with 4-H board members
Cecil and Alice Like Tuesday afternoon.

Heath lawsuit might decide
amount of responsibility

—UK has matched $42.4 million of the $66.6 million availPADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
able to it.
lawyer for the parents of three
—UofL has matched $14 mil- girls killed in a shooting at Heath
lion of its $33.3 million.
High School claims in court doc—Western has matched $2 mil- uments that their lawsuit
could
lion of its $2.3 million.
determine responsibility in cases
The other state schools — East- of school violence.
ern Kentucky University, Kentucky
"The shootings at Heath High
State University, Morehead State are the fruit of a tolerance
that
University, Murray State Univer- preaches -rights without
responsisity and Northern Kentucky Uni- bilities," read a brief filed
Tuesversity — have yet to use any of day by attorney Mike
Breen to
their share.
oppose motions by the defense to
Roger Reichmuth, the interim have the case dismissed.
director of development at Mur"Deniability is a poisonous fruit
ray, said his university has startthat
condones evasion and detached a fund drive that he hopes will
ment when the seeds germinate
capitalize on the incentive.
violence and death. We have seen
"It's very much on our minds, it in this very case; the defenand we think we are going to be dants say they have neither duty
successful," he said.
nor responsibility."
Rich Collins, UofL's associate
Defendants have two weeks to
vice president for development, file their responses. Judge Will
said that so many donors want to Shadoan said he will then rule on
take advantage of the matching the dismissal motions.
money that the university is limInitially, the parents included
iting how it uses the incentive.
45 people in the suit, including
For example, Collins said, gunman Michael Carneal; his parLouisville is funneling the money ents; the owner of the gun that
only into flagship programs, such Carneal used; several teachers who
as medicine. He said the univer- examined his writings; and seversity will match its $33.3 million al students who the lawsuit claims
with no problems.
either helped plan the shooting or
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had seen Carneal with a gun at
school and failed to report it.
Eleven McCracken County
school employees were dropped
from the suit. Many of the defendants claim that they have done
nothing wrong, or in the case of
school employees, are constitutionally protected from such actions.
Breen admitted that there is little legal precedent in this area.
"This case calls upon this court
to decide what duties, and in turn,
what accountability we have to
one another, and to our children,"
he wrote. "This case mandates the
articulation of new judicial standards and duties."
Breen's motion said no pleading filed by any defendant tells more
than the motion to dismiss by
Carneal's parents, John and Ann
Carneal.
"It states, 'Kentucky law does
not recognize a duty of parents
to prevent their children from harming other people.' They are washing their hands of their child,"
The motion argues that Carneal
was caught with a deadly weapon
at school and that officials violated the school's disciplinary
guidelines by failing to notify his
parents
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Memorial fund
vital for veterans
Dear Editor:
A few weeks ago I preached at the funeral
of James W. (J.W.) Pitman of Wickliffe. J.W.
was a veteran of WWII. Though severely wounded in Germany, he returned home, married and
raised five great children and became one of the
most successful farmers in Ballard County.
After I was asked to preach at his funeral, I
began to think about this man who stood tall
.in his community and his church.
I thought about the pain he has suffered all
these years as a result of the war. Then I thought
of the tremendous price he paid for this country and how this country has prospered and
become the strongest in the world, both militarily and economically. This brought into focus
the truth of Tom Brokaw's "The Greatest Generation."
Then I thought about the proposed WWII
memorial to be built on the plaza in Washington, D.C., I found the address with help of U.S.

Rep. Ed Whitfield's office. The memorial will
be placed at the Rainbow Pool, at the east end
of the Reflecting Pool between the Washington
Monument and the Lincoln Memorial.
As a veteran myself, (two campaigns in the
south Pacific) I have been content to be a part
of that "silent generation" and still am. But then
I think of the millions who fought, died and
those lucky enough to come back home and
together helped rebuild this nation into what it
is today. And I say yes to a memorial.
And just as I asked those at the funeral, I
want to ask all the families of WWII veterans:
when a veteran dies, ask that expressions of
sympathy be in the form of a donation to the
WWII memorial fund.
This will be a continuing memorial to your
loved one. The memorial must be built with private donations. The address is:
The W.W. II Memorial Fund
P.O. Box 96766
Washington, D.C. 20090-6766
Dr. Harley C. Dixon, (W.W. II Pt. Boater)
3901 Lovelaceville Road
Paducah, KY 42001

Hyperbole in full flower
WASHINGTON (AP) — Reading Republican forecasts, the acquittal of George Washington's 41st
successor may have put every cherry tree at risk of chopping by
youths who will lie rather than
confess.
For if President Clinton can get
by with dishonesty, the House
impeachment prosecutors said, the
message will be that children can
too.
They argued as well that the
American legacy of duty and honor
would be so damaged as to leave
doubt that people would be willing to defend it.
According
to
Democratic
prophecies, Clinton's impeachment
demeaned the process, weakened
the presidency itself, opened a
path to political prosecutions.
In impeachment, hyperbole was
part of the rhetoric of Republican
prosecution
and
Democratic
defense. The warnings of doom
were not credible, then or now.
But they were part of the argument.
"I wonder if, after this culture
war is over, an America will survive that will be worth fighting
to defend?" Rep. Henry Hyde said
in closing the case against Clinton, knowing the Senate would
not convict the president.
The list of dire predictions grew
steadily over the 13 months from
the beginning of the Monica Lewinsky sex scandal to the Senate votes
acquitting Clinton on House articles of impeachment for perjury
and obstruction of justice.
Now that it is done, and Clinton has been spared conviction,
the grimmest of those forecasts
are being toned down.
"Only time will tell," said Hyde,
the chief House prosecutor, who
had claimed prior to the Senate's
two not guilty verdicts that acquittal would permanently undermine
fair and equal justice.
And Democrats say that despite
the damage to this president, there
probably will be no lasting harm
to the office of the presidency.

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Columnist
"We really upheld the presidency," said Sen. Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn., "and therefore, I
think the damage to it will be
temporary and minimal."
What time has told about forecasts in the entire impeachment case
is that almost every prediction has
been wrong.
Except the one about the verdicts.
Nobody thought there were or
would be 67 Senate votes to convict Clinton and force him from
office.
The warning that American
youth would see unpunished lying
by the president as a license to
do it themselves was threaded
through GOP arguments to the
end.
"What do we say to the kids
about truth and justice, about honesty and integrity, about the political and governmental heritage they
should admire and emulate?" Sen.
James Inhofe, R-Okla., asked after
voting to convict.
Logically, that none of those
standards have changed, and that
Clinton's conduct was neither to
be admired nor emulated.
Washington, of course, was the
president who could not tell a lie,
and so, legendarily, admitted as a
boy that he had chopped down
the cherry tree.
Clinton is a president who can
tell one, more than one, although
not, his lawyers maintained, under
oath.
The oath, to tell the truth, would
be a casualty of acquittal, the prosecutors argued. "We have reduced
lying under oath to a breach of
etiquette, but only if you are the
president," Hyde said.
"The impact of allowing a •r

ident to stand above the law will
be felt for generations to come,"
argued Rep. James Sensenbrenner,
R-Wis.
But after the Senate voted against
ousting Clinton, Hyde said he could
only hope and pray that the oath
against lying would remain a strong
pillar of American justice.
"Only time will tell what effect
all of this has had on the efficacy, the enforceability of the oath,"
he said.
Ironically, one of the few
impeachment forecasts that stood
up was Hyde's, more than a year
ago — and it held despite his
best efforts to disprove it. Hyde
said at the start, long before Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr gave
the House a case for impeaching
Clinton, that impeachment would
have to elicit bipartisan support.
"So nothing much will happen
until the Democrats decide something should happen," Hyde said.
They didn't. Republicans drove
impeachment through the House,
and in the Senate trial, which
ended with all 45 Democrats voting not guilty.
What bipartisanship there was
came in the votes of 10 GOP senators to acquit on the perjury
count, five on obstruction of justice.
Then, of course, there is the
ancestor of all flawed forecasts,
the Supreme Court decision that
Clinton could be sued in the Paula
Jones sexual harassment case while
serving as president.
"It appears to us highly unlikely to occupy any substantial amount
of petitioner's time," the court said
in the 1997 decision, opening the
path that ultimately led to impeachment.
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A new testing system
Since Socrates ran his academy in ancient Athens and taught
the likes of Plato and Alexander
the Great, teachers have been
administering and students have
been taking tests of one kind or
another to see whether students
are learning.
So you would think that student testing would be a fine art,
honed over the centuries by trial
and error to an exact science,
and the easiest thing in the world
would be to see whether a particular school in Kentucky is living up to the high standards of
KERA.
As we have learned, that's just
not the case. Of all the controversies generated by KERA since
it was adopted by the General
Assembly in 1990, the testing
system and the resulting school
accountability have been the focus
of intense debate.
And it looks as if that debate
isn't over yet.
When the old testing system KIRIS - fell apart and lost even
the confidence of the strongest supporters of education reform, the
legislature last year ordered KIRIS
junked entirely and a new testing and accountability system created to replace it.
Actually, coming up with a
new test turned out to be far less
difficult than using the test to
hold individual schools accountable for their students' progress.
Under KIRIS, schools were judged
on how students in that school
alone improved over previous test
scores. That degree of improvement was the basis on which millions of dollars in rewards were
handed out to the teachers, administrators and staff of successful
schools.
But the State Board of Education isn't sure how to go about

ANALVSIS

TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
that accountability process under
the new test. Last week, the board
adopted a two-year interim system that has enough arcane complexities to make even Socrates
reach for the beaker of hemlock.
In essence, rather than compete with itself under the new
tests, a school will compete with
other schools to see which receive
rewards and which are liable for
punishment. But the competition
won't be that simple. Schools will
compete with other schools in
what is called a "comparison
group" that had comparable test
scores the two years ending in
1998. Every school in the state
will then have a score based on
Student work on the new test
this year and in 2000.
Thus the rewards for the next
two years will be based on school
progress in comparison to other
similar schools.
Education Commissioner Bill
Cody likened this interim system
to "a horse race." Cody said,
"Everyone will know up front
that to succeed, they'll have to
run faster than other schools."
That kind of competition, of
course, is directly opposed to what
the crafters of KERA wanted, but
after the two-year interval is over,
a new accountability system more
closely will focus on a school's
progress based only on its previous test scores.
This two-year testing and
accountability system also comes
dangerously close to a proposal

put forth by Jefferson County
school Officials recently.
They complained that schools
with, large numbers of poor and
disadvantaged students are not
able to progress at a pace as fast
as other schools They wanted
extra time for those disadvantaged
schools to reach the ultimate goal
of proficiency.
It seems clear that dividing
schools into "comparison groups"
for accountability purposes will
do what Jefferson County educators proposed, even if for only
two years. Disadvantaged schools
in Kentucky's largest county and
schools in Kentucky's poorest
counties almost inevitably will end
up in the same comparison groups,
while schools in wealthier districts will end up competing against
similar schools across the state.
Some may argue that is only
fair - and they undoubtedly will
when the two-year interim is over
- but it also lessens the pressure
on disadvantaged schools to
progress at a pace putting them
on a tinbetable for success with
all other schools in the state.
And when everyone begins
assuming such-and-such school
can't keep up that pace, it almost
certainly won't.
That's why it is important that
the State Board of Education stand
firmly on its two-year time limit
and get a new accountability system up and running before these
comparison groups get too comfortable for schools.

Pushing for character
Some Republicans trolling New
Hampshire for votes one year
before the primary think they
will capitalize on the character
issue and turn it into electoral
gold.
Gary Bauer, late of the Family Research Council, is a true
man of character and believes
that someone with qualities like
his in the White House will inspire
the rest of us to do better.
Elizabeth Dole told the Manchester Chamber of Commerce last
Monday night that "the United
States deserves a government worthy of her people."
But if Bill Clinton is unworthy and a sufficient number of
people voted for him twice to
make him president (and huge
numbers opposed his conviction
and removal), perhaps this unworthy president reflects a largely
unworthy people.
So what do Republicans do
in such a circumstance?
CNN's Bill Schneider got it
right when he observed that while
it is true people would prefer a
president with character, they do
not like "character police."
That puts Republicans back
where they've been since Ronald
Reagan strolled out of the White
House 11 years ago.
They lack a coherent policy and
an articulate leader who won't
melt when Democrats turn up
the heat with charges of "insensitivity" to the needy and currying favor with "the rich."
If that person also has good
character, so much the better, but
it would appear that an ability
to formulate and implement credible and appealing policies is the
majority's first choice.
They'll accept someone who
can do this, yet whose character is questionable. They won't
accept someone with character
who can't do this. Call it "character plus."
Is there such a man (or woman)
among the Republican possibilities? More importantly, can that
person win?
Republicans would be nuts to
go with their visceral feelings
this time around, given the number of Supreme Court nominations that are likely to come in
the next presidential term.
There are also choices to be
made between bigger and small-
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Syndicated Writer
er government and between high tle, government taxes too much;
taxes and returning some money school choice improves all schools
to those who work for it.
and, besides, they're your chilElect Al Gore and the era of dren, not government's; there's
big government will hit overdrive too much regulation - if freeas we all are forced to drive Yugos dom is good for Eastern Europe
to placate his environmental gods. it should be good for America;
The Clinton scandals are not this country is about equal opporWatergate, as some might des- tunity, not equal outcome.
perately have wished.
Republicans who are called
Many voters saw Jimmy Carter insensitive to the poor should
as one who could exorcise demons remind the public how many peofrom the Nixon White House.
ple are off welfare and holding
But they quickly learned that real jobs thanks to Republican
strong personal character without governors who made them go to
sound policies won't work.
work, despite Democrat protestaDid America catch a dose of tions that we would see people
integrity and fidelity during the starving in the streets.
Carter Administration? Carter said
If Republicans can't make that
people living together should get case, the White House is not worth
married.
winning and Republicans don't
Did they? Apparently not in deserve it.
noticeable numbers. And there
In such an instance they will
was no observable decline in the have demonstrated that not only
divorce rate.
do they lack ideas they're willBill Clinton lies about every- ing to fight for, but also they
thing, but he does it so well he are lacking in character.
gets high approval ratings. In
fact, he owes much of his perceived success to Fed chief Alan
Greenspan, the buoyant Dow Jones
Industrial Averages and a lot of
Letters must be signed
luck.
by
the writer With the
House Minority Leader Dick
writer's
address and
Gephardt says the public wants
Congress to do things that will
phone number included.
help their families.
Send letters to P.O. Box
Here is where Republicans have
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
their opportunity.
They
may also be faxed
They must re-teach the lesto
(502)
753-1927 or esons of Ronald Reagan to a new
generation and remind those who
mailed to mlt@murvoted for him what he stood for:
sulcy.campuscwix.net
government doesn't spend too lit-
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Mrs. Gertrude Elizabeth White
Mrs. Gertrude Elizabeth White, 87, Murray-Paris Road, Murray,
died Wednesday, Feb. 17, 1999, at 5:02 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Her husband, Hugh White, died in 1991. Born Dec. 5, 1911,
in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Alvie Oliver and Dorothy Parker Oliver.
Mrs. White was a member of Green Plain Church of Christ.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Sue Heiss and husband,
Albert, and Mrs. Faye Travis and husband, Will Ed, all of Murray; one sister-in-law, Mrs. Evelyn Oliver, Louisville; four grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Green Plain Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Thursday.

Mrs. Mary Ann Cochrum Shultz
Mrs. Mary Ann Cochrum Shultz, 95, St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, died Tuesday, Feb. 16, 1999, at 11:40 a.m. at Long Term
Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was married Dec. 23, 1935, to Ira Dewey Shultz who died
May 7, 1982. Born Oct. 31, 1903, in Lynn Grove, she was the
daughter of the late John L. Cochrum and Millessa Tennessee
Holcomb Cochrum.
Mrs. Shultz was a member of Bell City Church of Christ.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Martha Jo Bradford and
husband, Jessie, Benton; one son, James D. (Jim) Shultz and wife,
Sharon, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Edith Sledd and husband, H.M.,
Murray, and Mrs. Ruth Kelso, Paris, Tenn.; one brother, Codie
Cochrum, Mayfield; five grandchildren; 13 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and William Hardison will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Gerald Shultz, Darrell Shultz, Jimmy Dale
Cochrum, Bobby Gene Cochrum, Russell Giles and Clifton Coleman. Burial will follow in Antioch Cemetery in Graves County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Ruby F. Skelton
Larry Daniel will officiate. Burial
will follow in Van Lee Cemetery
in Houston County, Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8:30 p.m.
Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may
take the form of donations to the
Calloway County Public Library,
710 Main St., Murray, KY 42071.
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QUESTION: My wife works
hard to teach my sons to respect
me as their father, and that
makes my job with them easier. Even when she is upset with
me, she never lets the kids know
about it. Don't you think that
is generous of her?
DR. DOBSON: She's not only
generous she's a wise woman, too.
Mothers can help bond the generations together or they can drive
a wedge between them. This concept was expressed beautifully in
a book titled "Fathers and Sons"
by Lewis Yablonsky.
The author observed that mothers are the primary interpreters of
fathers' personality, character and
integrity to their sons. In other
words, the way boys see their
fathers is largely a product of the
things their mothers have said and
the way they feel about their husbands. In Yablonsky's case, his
mother destroyed the respect he
might have had for his father. This
is what he wrote:
"I vividly recall sitting at the
dinner table with my two brothers and father and mother and
cringing at my mother's attacks
on my father. 'Look at him,' she
would say in Yiddish. 'His shoulders are bent down, he's a failure. He doesn't have the courage

"interprete ": me to our kids. I
will ar
be grateful for her for
doing that.

to get a better job or make more
money. He's a beaten man. He
would keep his eyes pointed toward
his place and never answer her.
She never extolled his virtues or
persistence or the fact that he
worked so hard. Instead she constantly focused on the negative
and created an image for his three
sons of a man without fight, crushed
by a world over which he had no
control.
"His not fighting back, against
her constant criticism hag the effect'
of confirming its validity . to her
sons. And my mother's treatment
and the picture of my father did
not convey to me that marriage
was a happy state of being, or
that women were basically people. I was not especially motivated to assume the role of husband
and father myself from my observations of my whipped father."
My overall research clearly supports that the mother is the basic
filter and has enormous signifi-

Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on
the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80903; or
www.family.org. Questions and
answers are excerpted from "Solid
Answers," published by Tyndale
House.

Calloway, Murray winners at Governor's Cup
Calloway County High School
won the district Governor's Cup
championship recently at Murray
High School with four individual
winners.
Lee Ann Crider won the mathematics written assessment; Ann
Taylor, composition; John Clayton, the language arts written assessment; and Austin Webb, general
knowledge.
Murray was second overall with

a team victory in future problem
solving and Wesley Hart winning
the science written assessment.
Here is a list of the individual
winners from the two schools:
Mathematics - first, Lee Ann
Crider, Calloway County; second,
Sarah Wurgler, Murray; fourth, tie,
Carl Gustafson, Murray, and Austin
Webb, Calloway County.
Science - first, Wesley Hart,
Murray; third, Scott Holbrook, Cal•

IF

• I 41.

loway County; fourth, Colin Wier, ton, Calloway County; second,
Murray.
Drew Thompson, Murray; third,
Composition - first, Ann Tay- Ashley Ellison, Calloway County;
lor, Calloway County; second, fourth, Christina Sames, Murray.
Rebekah Travis, Murray; third, ElizGeneral Knowledge - first,
abeth Allen, Murray; fourth, Ash- Austin Webb, Calloway County;
ley McKendree, Calloway Coun- fourth, Wesley Hart, Murray.
ty.
Future problem solving - first,
Social Studies - second, Aaron Murray; second, Calloway CounCowan, Calloway County; third, ty.
Drew Thompson, Murray
Quick recall - second, Murray;
Language Arts - first, John Clay- third, Calloway County.
t.11-•.• I *.t-• •-•-• ..9_,..

"Millennium Madness Sale"

Company

Price

By

Chg.

Dow Jones Ind. Avg
9290.90 - 6.13
Air Products
34%
AT&T
85%6+ 1%.
Bell South
48% -6/.
Briggs & Stratton
50% unc
Bristol Myers Squibb ....I27 4-11/.
Caterpillar
44% -%
Daimler Chrysler
94% +14.
Dean Foods
36%
Exxon
681'46+%
Ford Motor
58'h +Hi.
General Electric
99%+4
General Motors
84%+
Goodrich
32%-%
Goodyear
48%6+11/.
HopFed Bank*
20 B 20%A
IBM
l72-%
Ingersoll Rand
495/, -I/.
Intel
I 27%.+ 1%.
Kroger
61 u/k. - 1 /1 .
LG&E
23'%.+%
Lucent Tech
99%+
Mattel
26% -%
McDonalds
81%.
Mercantile Bank
44% -1-1/.
Merck
76% -3/.
Microsoft
153 - 31/:
J.C. Penney
38,..
Quaker Oats
54%.unc
Schering-Plough
55 +'/.
Sears
41% -I/1
Texaco
509/.+"/.
Time Warner
63% +%.
Union Planters
45%.-3/.
UST
27'%.
Wal-Mart
87% +II.
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock.
unc - price unchanged

Fleetwood

1998 Close-Out Specials
Size

Description

14x60 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath
14x52 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Front Kitchen
16x8OSCEIdom,2 Bath
16x60 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Front Kitchen

3 16x80 3 bedroom,2 Bath, Front Kitchen
16x80 2 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Fireplace
16x80 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Deluxe Kitchen

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

24x44S011dom,2 Bath, Doublewide

Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.

28x48 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Doublewide
HILLIARD
DCNS
SINCE 10S4

28x64 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Doublewide

*Washington Would Have Loved Our Sugar-Free Cordial
Cherries and All Other Sugar Free Chocolates at 15% Off
*Clearance Table, Lincoln's Favorite, Discounted
Prices + 1(
*Jelly Belly Candies Made Famous By Reagan
:
•13eiy
Sold Here
'Selected Boxed Chocolates 30% Off

ENGLISH FARMS
mc
We Ship
UPS

VISA
DISC

Close-out
Special

*Less
Mfg. Rebate

Customer
Price

$16,100
$14,500
$20,500
$17,500
$21,300
$25,800
$24,500
$27,700
$32,800
$41,200

- $500
- $500
- $500
- $500
$500
$500
- $500
- $750
- $750
-$750

$15,600
$14,000
$20,000
$17,000
$20,800
25,300
24,000
$26,950
$32,050
$40,450

* "Mfg. Rebate on All New Homes"
Free DSS Satellite Dish with Most New Home Purchases

New, Used &
Repossessed Homes Includes Set-Up & Delivery

through the month of February!

10th & Arcadia
M-F 9-5

cance in the lather-son relationship. Though Yablonsky did not
say so, it is also true that a father
can do great damage to his wife's
relationship with their children.
Very early on I found that when
I was irritated with Shirley for
some reason, my attitude was
instantly picked up by our son
and daughter. They seemed to feel,
"If Dad can argue with Mom, then
we can too."
It became clear to me just how
important it was for me to express
my love and admiration for Shirley.
However, I could never do that
job of building respect for my
wife as well as she did for me!
She made me a king in my own
home. If our son and daughter
believed half of what she told
them about me, I would have been
a fortunate man.
The close relationship I enjoy
with Danae and Ryan today is
largely a product of Shirley's great
love for me and the way she

QUESTION: After reading
several 'excellent books on parenting I see now that I've been
doing many things wrong with
my children. Can I undo the
harm?
DR. DOBSON: I doubt if it
is too late to do things right,
although your ability to influence
your children lessens ,vith the passage of time. Fortunately, we are
permitted to make many mistakes
with our kids. They are resilient
and usually survive most of our
errors in judgment. It's a good
thing they do, because none of us
can be a perfect parent. Besides,
it's not the occasional mistakes
that hurt a child; it's the consistent influence of destructive conditions throughout childhood that
does the damage.

Prices as of 9 AM

J.1.11.,MNIEL lyen,Inc •Emir NYSE And SF1C

753-0921
753-6909(fax)
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Sons see father through mother's eyes

DEATHS

Mrs. Ruby F. Skelton, 77, Utterback Road, Murray, died Tuesday,
Feb. 16, 1999, at 11:45 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Joseph Webb Skelton, preceded her in death. Born
Oct. 26, 1921, in Calvert City,
she was the daughter of the late
Martin Lloyd Flora and Arah Texie
Smith Flora Kennedy.
Mrs. Skelton was a member ot
the United Methodist Church and
of the Order of the Eastern Star.
She was valedictorian of the 1938
graduating class of Calvert City
High School.
Survivors include two sons.
Joseph Lloyd Skelton and wife,
Diana, Benton, and James Morris
Skelton
wife, Kathryn,
and
Evanston, Ill.; four grandchildren,
Christina Haltom, Allison Tomlinson, Laura Skelton and Cody James
Tomlinson.
The funeral will be Friday at
9:30 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1999

*5% Down Payment

No Money Down With Land. Trade Ins Welcomr,
With Approved Credit

Hwy. 79 N. • Paris • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(901)644-0012

1-800-533-3568
****
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Hightower, Pickens selected

The Murray State Rodeo Team, currently ranked fifth in the
Ozark region, begins spring competition this weekend in
Lansing, Mich., and next weekend in Starkville, Miss. Pictured is Amanda Greer of Murray State winning the AllAround in barrel racing at a recent MSU Rodeo.

Morgan gets degree
Joseph Andrew Morgan of Murray received his Ph.D. in agriculure education in December from
Oklahoma State University, Still-

water.
Morgan was of 46 students to
receive doctor of philosophy
degrees during the ceremony.

Two Murray High School seniors, Julie Hightower and Anne
Pickens, have been recently chosen as Murray Rotary Club's Students of the Month.
Hightower is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. David Hightower
She is a member of MHS Chorus, French Club, Student Council and Tri-Alpha. She has worked
on both the school newspaper and
yearbook and is a three-year member of the TV Club. °
After high school graduation.
Hightower plans to continue her
education in the broadcasting/television field.
Pickens, the daughter of Jim
and Ginger Pickens and Ruth Pickens, has a 4.0 grade point average. She has served as a class
officer all four years in high school
and as president for three years.
She is also president of the Student Council.
Recently Pickens participated
in the Presidential Classroom at
Washington, D.C. She has been
chosen by her classmates as "Most
Likely to Succeed." She has participated in many clubs while at
MHS and was a soccer team member her senior year.
Pickens plans to attend the Uni-

versity of Kentucky and major in
medicine.

Pet

JULIE HIGHTOWER

Nor
Kimberly Green
and Jason Thompson

Green and Thompson
wedding to be May 15

KEEP OUR ENVIRONMENT CLEAN
• Free College
Information Night

ANNE PICKENS

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

for adults beginning
or returning to college to
earn an undergraduate degree

gip
Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

FIND OUT ABOUT:
•• Careers
•• Financial Aid
•
• Admission Procedures
•
• Campus Resources to Help Students
•
• Evening & Weekend Degrees

Ages 0-5

State University
Murray State Utuverstty u as equal education and employprient opportsuuty 1(/VD/R1 employer.

OPEN TO PUBLIC

Pia
no
Sal
e
at Murray State University, KY

No doggone headaches or hassles at your
on-the-Spot Cash-Advancer!
As /. Bring driver's license or
other picture I.D.
2. Most recent
paycheck stub.
3. Latest bank statement
& personal check.

513 So. 12th St.

Murray, KY
(502) 759-8900

MoneyPlace

Tom host 180 Pounds
In 43 Weeks
Tom
Beckham
lost 180
pounds
142 inches

For Preview / Purchase
Appointment or More
Information
Preview appointments strongly suggested'

field, Paducah, Hopkinsville, Paris,
Tenn., Nashville, Tenn., and Morganfield.
To see if your child may benefit from help or to make an
appointment, call Debbie Craven,
Admission's office at 1-502-2478007; or write to Shedd Dyslexia Foundation, 401 South 7th,
P.O. Box 493, Mayfield, KY
42066; or contact Shedd through
its web site: www.sheddacademy.org. Limited scholarship is
available.

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
305 N 12th St • University Square • Murray

LOSE WEIGHT & INCHFS• LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES• LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES
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BURKEEN
Bookkeeping & Tax Service
— 1300 Hillswood Drive
(Located inside Hill Electric)

753-6730 or

753-9567 Ext. 106

Sunday, February 21, 1999
. 2 - 4 p.m.
Murray Woman's Club House
Vine Street
— Refreshments Provided —
You Will Receive Team Captain's Packets
And Other Pertinent Information
Needed To Form A Team!
You Will Not Want To Miss This Event!!!

I
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A
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FOR FAST REFUND!!

CANCER

HI-ENERGY
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record
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Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs

M
A TOYS AVANT TO

767-0780

Tay

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
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FILE EARLY

The 1999
.
* M Calloway County
r
. 4 Relay For Life
Flow
Kick-Off
,

Results
May Vary
"Before I came to Hi-Energy, I
was so heavy that I could hardly FREE CONSULTATION
breathe to sleep at night. For 15
CALL NOW
years it was like carrying another
person around on my back. Now
I'm half the man I used to be with
four times the energy. Friends
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 8-5,
and relatives don't recognize me.
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2
I'm a New Man."

OR BY
PREVIEW
APPOINTMENT

The Shedd Dyslexia Foundation will offer Educational Screening Clinics during February and
March to help identify students
with potential reading and attentional problems.
Help is available in several
different communities.
In the programs, one parent
becomes involved by helping tutor
the students. Classes include 11 reading, social skills training
and a listening skills class.
Tutorial programs are in May-

4

ore

rovgied b Schutber Music Co

Clinic scheduled

RELAYS

* No
Prepackaged
Meals
* No Shots
or Pills

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

David and Barbara Green of Madisonville, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kimberly Green, to
Jason Thompson, son of Chuck and Linda Blanchard and Tommy and
Joyce Thompson, all of Benton.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Blanche Green and
the late T. Howard Green of Madisonville and of the late Jim Ed
and Doris McChesney of Dawson Springs.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Margie Myers and the
late Emmit Myers and of Jack and Sue Thompson, all of Benton, and
of Chuck and Sally Blanchard of Aurora. He is the great-grandson of
Mrs. Eugena Thompson and the late Hugh Thompson of Benton.
Miss Green, a graduate of Madisonville North Hopkins High School,
attended Murray State University where she earned a bachelor's degree
in finance and a master's degree in organizational communication.
She is currently employed by AFLAC Insurance Company.
Mr. Thompson is a graduate of Marshall County High School and
attended Murray State University. He is currently enrolled in the Pipefitters Apprentice Program, Reidland, and is employed by MURTCO
Mechanical Contractors of Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 15, 1999, at 6 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Madisonville.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding.

LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES•LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES•LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES

Call(5021762-4289

PUBLIC SALE DAY
Service & Delive

753-3444

Get MONEY-ON-THE-SPOT!

EASI

Sales. Financm

Over 25 Years Experience

95 Chestnut., Murray
(across from Ryan Milk)
www.designquilt.com

Acadimaik Urania

Sun., Feb. 21 • 12-5pm
Appointments Call .
(502)762-4289

Home & Industrial

753-5227

Call 1-800-669-7654 or 762-2392 by March 3 to register.

Numerous pianos, including
Yamaha pianos used in the music
department at Murray State
University. will be sold on Sunday.
February 2Ist. between 12:00PM
and 5:00PM. or on the preceding
Friday & Saturday by appointment only. Baby grands, grand
pianos. uprights. & digital pianos
%k ill be ot1ered in a variety of sizes
and finishes. Many are less than
one year old and come with new
warranties. All pianos will he
priced substantially below the
manufacturer's retail price. Other
new & used pianos by Yamaha.
lialdw in. Roland. Clavino‘a.
Wurl it/cr. Samick.& others
;nay be available at comparable
discounts To see or purchase
pianos before the public sale
day, call(502)762-4289.

Sewing Machine
SALES • SERVICE

Call For Openings

Thursday, March 4, 1999••6-9 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center, Mississippi Room

Mu
ed tow(
female
male,
to the
a.m. t
call 7

CALL MARTHA ANDRUS AT

753-3862

FOR MORE INFORMATION

-drIr
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BIRTHS

JO'S DATEBOOK

Emma Grace Watkins
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Watkins of Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of
a daughter,.Emma Grace Watkins, born on Tuesday, Feb. 9, 1999, at
9:23 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds 10 ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Kathy Tibbotts.
Grandparents are Jack and Ava Watkins of Hazel, the late Kevin
Tibbotts of Auckland, New Zealand and the late Janice Haim of Sydney, Australia. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Haughtie Byars of Murray.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
An All Night Singing will be at Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church on Saturday starting at 6 p.m. The church
is located two miles east of Dexter.
This is a benefit singing to raise funds for the annual Easter Victory Celebration, an outdoor drama to be held this year
on April 2 and 3 before Easter Sunday, April 4, on the grounds
of the church.
About 150 people will be taking part in the Easter Celebration. This is sponsored by area community churches. This is
a special program presented with the cooperation of the church
members and friends.
All singers and listeners are urged to attend the singing on
Saturday to raise funds for the celebration. For information
call Mary Jo Mitchell, 437-4188, Rachel Jackson, 753-6943,
Lavonia Rowland, 753-2289, or Daytha Dowdy, 1-502-527-8356.

Pets available for adoption
Murray Calloway Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore St., has listed two special animals for adoption this week. They include a gray
female, short hair cat, five months old, and a black and white.
male, short hair cat, seven months old. Hours of the shelter, open
to the public, are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday, and closed on Sunday. For information
call 759-4141.

North PTO to meet Thursday
North Elementary School PTO will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. in
the school cafeteria. Heather McClure, state choir finalist from
North, will perform a special solo selection. Refreshments will be
served and a door prize will be given away. All parents are urged
to attend, according to Pam Saddoris and Tammy Thompson, PTO
co-presidents, and Margaret Cook, school principal.

Taylor will present program
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The Voices of Praise Ministries will present Karen Taylor in a
program Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union, 800
Waldrop Dr., Murray. Taylor is out of the ministry of Bishop T.D.
Jakes from the Potter's house, in Dallas, Texas. She recently
recorded one compact disc and has released a mini-cassette introducing her second CD. The public is invited and there is no charge.

Special film will be shown
A movie premiere of "No Apologies - the Truth About Life,
Love and Sex" will be shown Thursday at 7 and 8 p.m. in the
Barkley room of Murray State University Curris Center. The film
is produced by Focus on the Family and is being sponsored by
LifeHouse in Murray'. For groups of 15 or more call 753-0700.
There is no admission charge and the public is invited.

Mize honored at parties

Angie Massey presented the program at the recent meeting of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.

Creative Ar

Angie Massey .presented a proutler.
and Ter
gram on "Silk-Ribbon Embroidery"
The department wi meet Monat the meeting of the Creative Arts day at 9:30 a.m. at the club house.
Department of the Murray Woman's Diana Wicai will demonstrate and
Club on Jan. 25.
teach the art of "Finger WeavHostesses for the social hour ing." Each member is asked to
were Vicky Holton, Leah Furst bring a clipboard and scissors.
Hostesses will be Angie Massey
and Lee Ann Taylor.

Need Money?

Bring almost any item
in for Cash Loan

_Mole'.7570 - $3399.00 includes lax cC 3 cards

Highway 68 Near 1-24, Exit 16
502-898-7301
1-800-599-USEW (8739)

•

mol on No

Ems Nis

Willow Pond
‘‘I

1(1\1

Southern Catfish
Restaurant
A urom Location

Opening Friday • Feb. 19th
For the '99 Season
• Catfish
• Ocean Boneless
• Frog Legs

• Steaks
• Chicken
• Shrimp

• Children's Plates
• Homemade
Desserts

Beginning March 1st
Open 7 Days A Week
February Hours:
Fri.-Sat. 4-8, Sunday 12-8
Aurora, Ky.

474-2202

Jon Reid, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James T. Reid Jr., Murray, was
named to the A honor roll
Jeanne Maddox, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Maddox of
Murray, has been named to the
B honor roll.

Janet Miller, Frances Parker,
Mabel Rogers, organist, Eva
Morris and Laverne Ryan enjoy
the organ music.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center
Maude Jones, Janet Miller,
Frances Parker and Gaynell
Canady enjoy quilting.

84 Utterback Road
Murray, KY 42071

(502) 759-8700

;1/P•i-.
.Storewide
1/2 Price Sale

A gospel singing by Almo Church of Christ will be Friday at
7 p.m. at the church building, located off Highway 641 North on
Highway 464. Congregational singing will be led by several son
leaders in the area. Hoyt Cleaver Jr., song leader at Almo, will be
the coordinator. The public is invited.

FEBRUARY CLEARANCE SALE! :

Three local students have been
named to honor rolls for the 1998
fall semester at Georgetown College, Georgetown, according to
Academic Dean Dr. Keon Chi.
Jason Eaves, son of Sharon
Eaves and Jason Eaves, Murray,
was named to the A honor roll.

767-9113

Gospel singing at Almo Friday

Natio

Students named to list

506 N. 12th St.
Olympic Plaza • Murray, KY

Hazel Woman's Club is scheduled to meet Thursday at 7 p.m.
at the Hazel Community Center. Pat Latimer of Union Planters
Bank will present a program on "Investing in Your Future." Hostesses will be Sharon Ray, Marla Thompson and Patty Knott.

The Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray, will
sponsor a Lenten Fish Fry Friday from 4 to 7 p.m. in the Parish
Center. Take out trays will be available. Meals will be $6 for
adults, $5 for seniors (60 and up), $4 for children 5 to 12 years
and $1 for children 1 to 4 years. For further information call 7591621 days or 753-0391 evenings. Other fish fries will be March 5
and 19.

Weinert, Charli Langston, Levi
Langston and Andy Mize.
Also attending were her parents; her grandparents, Rickey and
Kathy Alexander, Pam and Micheal
Shelton and Reba Harris; her greatgrandparents, Eva Alexander, Daisy
Dunn and JoAnn Jones.
Other guests were Ginny Harper, Susan Cunningham, Marji Mize,
James Oakley, Ronda Ellegood,
Mark Rhodes, Karla Weiner and
Micheal Mize.

,AFLW ACTIVITIES

e Pot 0' Gold

Hazel club will meet

Ladies Guild plans fish fry

meet

Tristan Allysa Mize celebrated
day with two pars se he was rn eb. 14, 1997,
ties.
at -48 p.m.
earents are Lann and Amy Mize.
The first party took place Feb.
2 at Chuck & Cheese, Paducah.
The second event was at her
ome on Feb. 14. The party theme
as "Winnie the Pooh."
Tristan's special guests were
Andree Harper, Talitha Cunningham, Jessica Waldon, Alexandra

Bugs, frogs, dragonflies, butterflies,
ladybugs — it seems this is the season
for critters. Designers are using this bug
theme — from hair accessories to dresses and tops.
Belle Pointe makes some of the best
theme type sweaters and vests in the
market place. We have just received
more of these vests and sweaters. They
are whimsical and eye catching. Lime
green, hot pink colors, pop on black
backgrounds. These vests are a must
have for spring. Pairing these vests over
a tank dress would also be a cute look.
Everyone has been wanting dresses
with sleeves. This season we have dresses with cardigans and jackets for those of
us who don't like showing our arms.
Knits are a hot topic this season; from
twin sets to dresses in an array of colors
from bright to pastels will be shown this
season.
DK Kelley has just received some great
new jewelry in costume and sterling.
Straw tote bags and hats are perfect for
the beach.
In our gift department we have just gotten new picture frames in all sizes &
shapes and for the pet lovers there are
lots of cute frames for that special cat or
dog. New garden items, stepping stone
which can also be used as wall decorations, heavy pottery containers can be
used inside or outside are here, too.
Tervis® tumblers are insulated glasses
that have a lifetime guarantee, they don't
sweat and they are dishwasher safe. We
have many different designs from boats
to frogs to sunflowers. These are perfect
for the pool and patio.
New merchandise is arriving daily. Be
sure to stop by.
Soft easy dressing is very popular along
with linen. We have just received a flax
color and black in linen from I.B.
Diffusion. Kasper suits, Henry Lee and
Patrick are a few of our suit lines in sizes
4 to IS.
Khaki is big again this spring — flat
front pants to cargo pants and shorts are
all here in time for spring break.
It is not too early to be thinking about
the perfect Easter dress.
Congratulations to Jeanie Carson who
won the jewelry last week at our lunc heon.
Sale merchandise is still available —
S8. 512. 520. 525, 529 racks and 70% off
racks make bargain hunting fun.
By the way, for all you cat and frog
lovers come by and see the whimsical
lamps — they are just adorable.
Come in soon, be sure to have lunch on
Friday with us.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report

305 South 121h
Murray, KY • 753-7441

Starting Monday, February lath

e/1149Z

S

Southold. Manor • Murray • Men-Sat 10-5•(502)753-9100;

[ffi
Tuesday, March 2
`Breakfast to Bedtime
Help us emphasize the imPortance of reading
with our elementary and younger children.
A Green Eggs & Ham Birthday Breakfast
will be presented by City and County Food Service Programs at
all elementary and Preschools. We would like each child eating
school breakfast that day to receive a book in celebration
of Dr. Seuss' birthday.

PLEASE DONATE ANY
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
(New or Lovingly Used)
Books may be dropped off at thefollowing locations:
*. Calloway County Public Library • Readmore Bookstore

• City and County Schools
Murray Ledger and Times
• Wal-Mart
• Family Resource and Youth
Services Center

• New Life Christian Bookstore
• Weaks Center, 2nd Floor
• On Murray State Campus:
Wens Hall, 3rd Floor
Curris Center Bookstore

OM*

,
•

.1 • ..... .

•• •
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Group plans trip to Indiana
The Jackson Purchase Chapter
of Senior Friends will make a trip
to Clarksville, Ind., on March 24.
The group will leave from
PineLake Regional Hospital, Mayfield, at 6:30 a.m. with a short
stop at Beaver Dam.
After arrival in Clarksville, the

group will stop for a buffet lunch.
Later plans are to go to the Derby
Dinner Playhouse and Louisville
Slugger Mtiseum.
The group will make a dinner
stop at Cracker Barrel (dinner on
our own) before returning to Mayfield at about 9:30 or 10 p.m.

The price of $90 per person
includes motor coach transportation,
buffet lunch, play and factory tour.
Registration and full payment is
due no later than March 12.
For more information call
LeeAnn at 1-502-251-4470 or
Shirley at 1-502-527-9748.

Contest planned for local seniors
Entries are still being taken for
the Limericks Contest for anyone
60 years of age and over by the
Murray Calloway County Senior
Citizens Center.
To enter the contest, send your
original limericks, along with your
name, address and phone number

to Senior Citzens Center,607 Poplar
St., Suite 105, Murray, KY 42071,
attn: Limericks Contest; or bring
them by the office.
Entries will be received until
Feb. 26.
The winner will be announced
March 10 at 11:30 a.m. at the

center. First place winner will
receive $15 with the runner-up
receiving $10. All submitted limericks will be published in the
April newsletter, "Citizens With
Seniority."
For more information call the
center at 753-0929.

Lipscomb students named for honors
Students from the Murray area
have been honored for academic
achievement during the fall semester at Lipscomb University,
Nashville, Tenn.
Students named to the honor

roll for posting gradepoint averages of 3.4 to 3.99, their majors,
parents' names and addresses, and
high schools attended:
Angela Long, management, Mr.
and Mrs. Brooks Russell Long,

1403 Misty Creek Dr., Murray
High School;
Melody Parker, dietetics, Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Parker, 2012 College Farm Rd., Calloway County High School.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at Murray-Calloway County Hospital have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Bedwell baby boy, parents, John
and Christi, Hardin;
Johnson baby boy, parents,
Nathaniel and Carol, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Treva Fennel and Mrs.
Rhonda Kay Culver, Almo; Mrs.
Kathy Jean Watkins and baby boy,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Hampton L. Gish, Mrs. Doris
Annette Puckett and baby girl, and
Ashley N. Moody, all of Cadiz;
Wayne Styers, Gilbertsville, Miss
Eva Fuqua, Farmington; William
B. Turnbow, Benton;
David G. Priest and Robert W.
Beynon, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Charlene Dee Knight, Hazel;
Alton Brooks Shackleford, Miss
Velma Rose, Charles Wyatt, Austin
Lane Kemp, Mrs. Judith Carol
Warren, Mrs. Juanita Wells Spiceland, Miss Victoria Kathleen
Doughty, Mrs. Lorraine Frances
Maggard and W.D. McKinney, all
of Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Mae Evelyn Thomason,
New Concord.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Feb. 13 have
been released as follows:
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WHY SHOULD YOU
SHOP WITH US?
With all of
the fine furniture
stores in the
area, why
should you
shop with
us.
For one
thing, we
never lose
sight of the
fact that it is you, our customer,
who keeps us in business and we
therefore try a little harder to
please you, knowing that a satisfied customer is better than a full
page ad in the newspaper.
We want you to deal with us
because we sincerely appreciate
your patronage and we recognize
the great importance of customer
loyalty.
Realizing that customer good
will must be earned, we know that
it is simply a matter of good business to give you that "extra" service and attention which will
make you want to deal with us.
Of course, there is also the matter of competitive prices, wellmade and well-styled furniture
and courteous and helpful service
which are all important factors in
our plan to make you want to deal
with us.
Please pay us a visit. We know
you will like doing business with
Us.

/0 OFF
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Five newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Feb. 14 have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Elliott baby girl, parents, John
and Melissa, Mayfield;
Crady baby boy, parents, James
and Ruth, Almo;
Spindler baby boy, parents. Terry
and Mandy, Benton;
Teeters baby boy, parents, Jamie
and Christy, Marion;

ALL WINTER
MERCHANDISE
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Sale Starts 1ebruary I&n
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Come in and see our
new spring arrivals!
•

0
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Crass
FURNITURE,INC.
103 S. Third Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-3621

Miller baby boy, parents, Donald and Dawn, Almo.
Dismissals
Bobby
Gerald
Clayton,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Carol Diane
Johnson and baby boy, Cadiz;
Joseph Michael McClure, Paris,
Tenn.;
Joseph Newton Jackson, Miss
Deborah Ann Payne, Miss Sharon
Kay Lee, Mrs. Reba Pearl Crouse
and Mrs. Marjorie J. Grady, all
of Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Viola V. Sorenson, Murray.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Feb. 15 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Knapp baby boy, parents, Shannon and Rob, Benton;
Duncan baby boy, mother,
Jeanette Henson, Benton.
Dismissals
Cecil Nelson Swift and Mrs. Darlene Fay Watkins and baby boy,
Benton; George Q. Thornton, Kirksey;
Kenneth Thomson, Almo; Mrs.
Christi Hosick Bedwell and baby
boy, Hardin;
Mrs. Lillie McDaniel, Mrs. Lora
Wilkinson, Mrs. Novella Kenley,
Miss Margaret Evelyn Cole and
Mrs. Martha Nelle Ellis, all of
Murray.

Custom-ordered
wallcovering & border

The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club held its January meeting
at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.
Imogene Palmer presented the
main lesson on "Breezin' Through
Life."
The devotion on the "Value
of a Homemaker" was given by
Ann Darnell who read Proverbs
31:10-31 and a poem, "The House
of the Open Door."
Martha Butterworth gave the
opening prayer. The homemaker
thought for the month was "The
best and most beautiful things
in the world cannot be seen, or
even touched, they must be felt
with the heart" by Helen Keller.
Announcements were made of
the Annual Day to be Oct. 21
at Murray State University Curris Center; Farm and Home Show
at West Kentucky Exposition Center with Calloway County Homemakers to have a booth; Southern Women's Show in Nashville,
Tenn., April 8-10 with reservations to be made at the County Extension office.
The club will meet March 9
at 9:30 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus.

CAREY LIND

Wallgraper
e:4_e-•44 *
MURRAY
519 South 12th Street

502-753-7575

Remove Unwanted
Hair Permanently
Eliminate tweezing, shaving or
having to use depilatories.
•Eyebrows •Napeline *Arms
•Facial *Underarms *Legs
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SOLJTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER • MON.-SAT. 95 • 753-3456
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Electrolysis
by Pat Mullins, CE
25 Years Experience • Nationally Certified

Call 753-8856

Take pet dental health to heart

00

Love your pet? Then make a commitment to
provide routine dental care. Studies show that
proper care of teeth and gums is at the heart of a
total healthcare program for dogs and cats.
Bacteria in your pet's mouth can lead to infections
that eventually enter the bloodstream and could
infect the heart, liver and kidneys. Don't let this
happen to your best friend!
Here are three oral care steps recommended by
the American Veterinary Dental Society:
1. Visit your veterinarian for a dental exam.
2. Practice a home dental care
routine.
0
3. Get regular veterinary
dental checkups. Ask your
veterinarian for advice
on dental care nutrition.

00

Pets Need
TM

Will Be Offering Free Dental Exam.,
On sat. Feb. 20th and 27th from S a.m.-12 P.m.
Sponsored by the Arnencan Vetennary Medical Association and the Amencan Vetennary Dental
Society Fducational grant pminded by Hill's Pet NoIntion. Inc
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Westside Veterinary Service
1271 Robertson Rd. South
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CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS
Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS
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Newborn admissions
Fisher baby boy, mother, Belinda Fisher, Murray;
Watkins baby boy, parents.
Joseph and Darlene, Benton.
Dismissals
Kenneth
Lee
Steelman,
Springville, Tenn.; Mrs. Evelyn
Marie Page and Miss Mackenize
Dianne Fowler, Cadiz;
Miss Breeana Franchesca Salcedo, Brentwood, Tenn.; Mrs. Alma
Jean Davidson, New Concord;
Miss Kimberly Ann Sigrist,
Hardin; William Ricky Watts, Mayfield;
Mrs. Virginia P. Clark, Elmo
Tyler, Ms. Lillie Mae Pace, Larry
Doyle Puckett, Ralph W. Riley,
Culver baby boy,
James Kennedy Simon, Ms. Conley Louise Paschall, Mrs. Verna
Mae Lax and Mrs. Teresa Jean
Williams, all of Murray.
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•Advanced Wash System With
2 Wash Levels
•100% Filtered Wash With SelfCleaning Filter
•OuietClean ITN insulation
Package
•Silverware Basket
•White Vinyl Coated Racks
•Available In White-On-White Or
Black With Reversible Color
Panels In White, Almond And
Black

IIIFRIGIDAIRE
MODEL MDB125

0.1,8240

COURT SQUARE-MURRAY • 753-1713

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH • CASH 6 CARRY!
4.
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WKMS looks to listeners for
1999 pledge drive donations

Philpot wins award
The software MDSolids written
by Dr. Timothy A. Philpot, associate professor in the department
of industrial and engineering technology at Murray State University, was one of three winners of
the 1998 Premier Award for Excellence in Engineering Education
Courseware.
The national competition was '
organized by NEEDS, the National Engineering Education Delivery System of the Synthesis Coalition, a National Science Foundation Engineering Education coalition, and sponsored by the publisher John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
In announcing the awards.
NEEDS stated that the three winning "instructional courseware
packages were chosen through a
rigorous application and review
process and represent excellence
in the use of computer-based
instructional media to enhance engineering education.
"The Premier Courseware have
distinctive strengths, representing
the breadth of styles, sophistication, pedagogics, and use of multimedia that should encourage incorporation of courseware in the classroom."
The award was presented last
November during the Frontiers in
Education conference in Tempe,
Ariz.
MDSolids is software aimed at
supplementing the mechanics of

materials course. In this course,
students are challenged to develop problem-solving skills necessary for the design of machines
and structures.
MDSolids is multifaceted software that offers students numerical, descriptive and visual results
and details that illustrate and explain
many types of problems involving stress and strain, axial members, beams,columns, torsion members, truss analysis and section properties calculations.
MDSolids is a flexible and versatile tool that helps the student
with the specific problem that he
or she is interested in rather than
compelling the student to consider a problem that is posed by the
software.
MDSolids' graphical user interface makes the software visually
appealing, easy-to-use, and very
intuitive so that students can focus
on the problem-solving concepts
rather than on the operation of
the software.
In conjunction with traditional
instruction techniques, MDSolids
supports a learner's development
of basic concepts and problemsolving skills through self-study.
The software is available for
download from the Internet at
http://msumusik.mursuky.edu/mdso
lids and questions can be directed
to
the
author
at
tim.philpot@murraystate.edu or by
calling (502) 762-3654.

Members of the Fort Heiman Camp #1834 Sons of Confederate Veterans and special guests are pictured at a charter
ceremony in January 1999. Camp Commander Sandy Forrest is pictured left with the charter.

Fort Heiman Camp 1834
receives charter Jan.23
The Fort Heiman Camp #1834
Sons of Confederate Veterans
received its charter Jan. 23 in a
ceremony at the First United
Methodist Church Youth Center.
The state commander Sam Flora
from Lexington piresented the charter to camp commander Sandy
Forrest after he gave a charge of
purpose to the attendant.
Other officers are Steve Spiceland, first lieutenant; Charles L.
Hiter, adjutant; and Dr. Thomas
M. Yoden,camp chaplain. The camp
has 33 charter members.
In attendence from other camps
were camp commander Steve Vick
and guest from the Loyd Tilghman Camp of Paducah and camp
commander Howard Stokes and a
guest from the Jefferson Davis
Birthplace Camp in Hopkinsville
and Barbara Smotherrnan of U.D.C.
The Fort Heiman Camp has

already had a cleanup/fixup day
at Bowman Cemetery on Radio
Road. They repaired some of the
stones.
The camp is also trying to
aquire the actual Fort Heiman in
southeast Calloway County and turn
it into an interpretive park for area
students to study and see actual
earthworks of the war.
"The camp wants to be a positive force in the area through
education on the War Between the
States, a defining time of this nation.
We want to preserve and honor
our confederate ancestors," Forrest said.
Calloway County had over 800
to serve in the southern ranks.
They are to be honored for their
service.
If you have confederate ancestors and wish to show your heritage, call Forrest at 753-9688.

BILLS / BILLS / BILLS

Tickets only $17.50
ON SALE FEB. 15th!

Loans from $10,000 to $ 75,000

1-800-929-5905

•No equity required - easy qualifying
• Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
• Cut your monthly mortgage payments in half
MONTHLY PAYMENT
EXAMPLES

\ \ 1 I11\11 11)1
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$10,000

$108.84

Do you
have a CD
or IRA
maturing?

01:•18.137Z9

OUR CURRENT
FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

5.50%
Company otters Flex II. a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed •
periodic as well as single premiums Y
contributions, less any apo.
nance tees, accumulate wt
future. Early surrender chargt.

INSURAMO!

PLAYERS PREFER
THE ISLAND!.

$75,000
$799.82

1-800-819-7010
PAYMENT BASED ON 11.50% NOTE RATE, 12.649 APR
20 YEAR FIXED TERM. 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILABLE

7J14/14/
CASINO

MITRO•01.15, IL
In Metropolis, IL, gross from Paducah, KY, where I-24 meets the Ohio River ,Eut 37
If ycu fool you may hero a problem wirr lonobioe or know sown'wIto doss (ail
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11400-47i
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Visit our website... www.nationwidelending.com

GAS LOG SALE
(HOMESHOWSPECIAL)

GAS LOG SALE
Home Show Special
TEMCO American DreamTM
Vent-Free Gas Logs & TEMCO Fireplaces

Friday - Saturday - Sunday
February 19-21

ALL MONESSEN DRASTICALLY
REDUCED FOR THE SHOW!

A major breakthrough in Gas Log Technology

$
II00
"1OFF
Fireboxes & Logs
Available In Natural or LP
Stop by the Home Show at
The Regional Special Events Center
Booth Numbers 19& 20

$100 OFF
• Design Certified for Safety and
Performance by AGA
• Environmentally Clean and Safe
• Manual, Thermostat or Millivolt Control

Monessen
Gas Logs &
Fireplaces

• High Fuel Efficiency
• Provides Supplemental or Zone Heating
• Requires No Electricity To Operate
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AY
SUPPLY COMPANY

11
11
11
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Y
SUPPLY COMPANY

Inc.

Inc.

"Your Hometown Hardware Store"

"Your Hometown Hardware Store'

7534703
FARM
BUREAU

$50,000
$533.21

With Congress yet to decide on
how to fund public broadcasting
beyond the year 2001, public radio
stations across the country must
become continually stronger in
community support. This means
more listeners pledging as well as
listeners increasing their commitments.
Like other public radio stations
nationwide, WKMS must balance
reductions in federal grants to
strengthen their services and the
system nationwide.
In its 29th year of broadcasting, WKMS serves listeners in five
states with in-depth international,
national and regional news and
information, a variety of music
including classical, jazz, folk and
bluegrass, blues and new age.
Anyone who wants to contribute
to WKMS may do so directly by
sending a pledge check made
payable to WKMS/MSU Foundation to WKMS, 2018 University
Station, Murray, KY 42071.
Visa, MasterCard and Discover
pledges are also accepted.
Many regional corporations will
match employee pledges. Murray
State University employees may
request their pledges paid through
payroll deduction.
91.3 FM studios are on the eighth
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center at Murray State University, located at the corner of 15th
Street and Olive Boulevard in Murray.

RONNI MILSAP

CALL 753-1916

PADD,MSU
business center
to offer seminar
The Purchase Area Development District(PADD)and the MSU
Small Business Development Center are offering a seminar for all
potential and current small business owners.
Topics will include the following: initial business considerations,
self evaluation, methods of getting Into business, business structures, basic organization forms,
business start-up details, duties as
an employer, the business plan.
In addition, there will also be
discussions for the following: The
Best Tax Saving Ideas for Today's
Small Business, Seven Stops to
Marketing Soccess and Financing
Your Small Business.
Representatives from the PADD
and the Small Business Development Center will lead this workshop and will be glad to address
issues and concerns presented by
attendees.
The seminar is open to the public Feb. 25, from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m
at the PADD office in Maylield.
A registration fee of $10 is
required, with lunch being provided.
Call the PADD office at 251-6117
for reservations.

91.3 FM WKMS, the listener
supported National Public Radio
member station serving the Four
Rivers Region from Murray State
University, is calling upon listeners to raise $60,000 for its spring
99 community pledge drive.
WKMS uses listener contributions to fund its annual operating
budget (in conjunction with funds
from MSU, The Corporation for
Public Broadcasting, and underwriters) for programming, production, engineering and other expenses.
The fundraiser began in early
February as 91.3 sent letters to
listeners who've contributed before
to renew pledges. Now, WKMS
is calling listeners who've contributed previously. The call-outs
will be Tuesday and Thursday
nights Feb. 18, 23, 25, March 2,
4 and 9.
WKMS depends greatly on the
kindness of volunteers for help
during fundraisers. More volunteers are needed to assist in the
effort to achieve part of the monetary goal before the on-air portion of the fundraiser begins.
If you'd like to get involved,
call 800-599-4737, ask for Pat Terrell, Kathy Thweatt or Marian Dillard, and give your name and
phone number as a possible volunteer. On Feb. 25, 91.3 FM staff
and Friends will invite listeners
to call 800-599-4737 and pledge.

IN CONCERT!
March 19th,
7 & 9 p.m. at
Players Theater

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

The Republican Party held a banquet last Saturday at Murray State University's Curris Center. Pictured are Rita Henley; Michael Pape, field representative for U.S. Congressman Ed Whitfield; Melvin Henley, master of ceremonies;
Tom Collins, chairman of the Calloway County Republican
Party; and Peppy Martin who is running for governor of
Kentucky.
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1999

3 DAYS ONLY!
SEE US AT
THE HOME SHOW
REGIONAL SPECIAL
EVENTS CENTER

206 E. Main St.

753-3361

206 E. Main•753-3361

BOOTH NUMBERS 19 & 20
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NCI financial support
helps cancer research
Q: How much money does the
National Cancer Institute spend
on cancer research?
A: As the largest organization
within the National Institutes of
Health, the National Cancer Institute (NCI) is part of the Federal
Government. It coordinates a
national research program on the

Receiving a check for $1,000 from Brenda Crouch, assistant manager of Murray Wal-Mart, is Skip Dobbs from the
Murray-Calloway County Parks. The money is to spent on
restoration of historic buildings and a fence for the new
BMX track.

causes, prevention, detection, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer.
In fiscal year 1998, the NCI
received an estimated $2.55 billion from the U.S. Congress. These
funds supported research at the
NCI headquarters in Maryland and
in laboratories and medical centers throughout the United States.

In fiscal year !997, the NCI received
$2.4 billion.
Here is what the NCI spent in
fiscal 1997 on the four most common cancers: breast, $332.9 million; colorectal, $99 million; lung,
$123.3 million; and prostate, $74
million.
Other federal agencies, state and
local governments, voluntary organizations, industry, and private institutions also spend a substantial
amount of money on cancer-related research and services.

Jean Masthay, director of the Calloway County American
Red Cross, is pictured receiving a $1,000 check from Jerry
Cooper, manager of Wal-Mart of Murray. The money is to
be used for various diaster relief and armed forces emergency services.

Local YMCA holds annual meeting
We had our annual meeting last
Tuesday. The Ledger and Times
reported on the meeting with a
front page story and reporter Eddie
Sheridan did a great job capturing the highlights of the evening.
I've received numerous comments about the Y from that story.
Thanks.
Now, I'd like to take a few
lines to cover the points mentioned in the keynote address, given
by YMCA CEO and Kentucky
State Rep. Brian Crall. I hope I
can do his presentation justice.
According to Crall, the evolution of a YMCA is similar from
town to town. However, each community's YMCA changes and grows
uniquely. The first step is a "Small
Beginning."
That's where the Murray Family YMCA sits at present. In fact,
we've been there for some time.
Growing out of an MSU student
YMCA program, the Murray Family YMCA has continued its slow
but steady growth since 1989. We
are ready for a metamorphosis.
The next step for a YMCA is
the "Soaring Vision." We are at
that door's threshold. A "Soaring
Vision" is dreaming about what
we could be, how we can meet
more needs in the community and
how we can positively affect more
lives.
We took a step in that direction when the community determined a need for a Big Brothers
Big Sisters program. The YMCA
stepped in. In a day and age where
resources are tight and donated
dollars are competed for by many
great agencies, collaborations are
not only convenient, but often
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needed just to survive.
It's been a great marriage
because the YMCA and Big Brothers Big Sisters mission are so
closely related. The YMCA's simple mission is to build strong kids,
strong families, strong communities. That's what BBBS does.
Our "Soaring Vision" must lead
to action. Four key steps to achieve
that, according to Crall, are:
engaged, enthusiastic and enduring volunteers; capable, caring and
committed staff; well resourced
and quickly responsive volunteers;
clear and resonant mission.
As Crall spoke, he related much
of what he said to his experience
as a former Racer quarterback.
Under. the leadership of then head
football coach Mike Gottfried, he
and his teammates had a soaring
vision which brought them from
the basement in the polls to a 10
and 2 season.
Gottfried's vision was to win
the national title. Well, the team
may have fallen short of that goal,
but just think how much farther
they did go because they dared
to have that "Soaring Vision."
I'd like to think that sports
often reflects life. Who remembers that successful season from
20 years ago? My guess is not many.
However, how many people will
remember what the YMCA has done

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER

20 years from now? I believe that
hundreds or thousands.
I am continually surprised at
the number of people who come
up to me and say "I grew up in
the YMCA," or "I learned to swim
at the Y," or "I'll never forget
that YMCA counselor at camp."
Just think how much greater that
impact will be when our "Soaring Vision" of a community fullfacility is realized.
According to Crall, five critical steps need to be addressed.
First, we must identify needs. I
have spoken with teen leaders,
senior citizen groups, MSU administration and other groups about
their needs.
Next comes defining our vision.
A full-facility is not an answer to
all the needs in Murray. However, building a facility designed to
meet a large number of community needs will certainly help us
to be more effective in our mission. Come by our booth at the
home show and see a video presentation of a prototype YMCA. I
think you'll be impressed and
pleasantly surprised.
Also important is to build relationships. Just as the YMCA has
collaborated with the Big Brothers Big Sisters, we are willing to
work with any other agency or
persons who can help us reach
our vision for this community.

SHARE YOUR A/EWS 'WO SPORTS
SCORES, CAtt 7534916 WTI/

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
Snapper, John Deere, Roper, Lawn Chief & Troy Bilt
Through March 15, 1999

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

Cadeletf

Writing this weekly article is also
designed to build those relationships and share our vision.
Cultivating resources is another critical step.* Whether that is
through grants, donations or collaborations, each YMCA on the
threshold of a soaring vision must
evaluate all the resources available to it within its community.
The Barren County YMCA in
Glasgow doesn't seem to have
nearly the resources we have here
in Murray/Calloway County. However, they have expanded their
YMCA community facility twice
since it's opening only six years
ago. Business, individuals and city
government all lent financial support to that endeavor.
The last critical step is to translate that vision to the community. Not having a full facility YMCA
in Murray hampers our efforts a
bit. People can only imagine what
others have gained through a fullfacility YMCA.
Because of the university and
the number of national businesses we have in Murray, there are
a lot of people who come through
Murray who have had great experiences with YMCA'S outside our
area. I would love for those people. to contact me. I can always
use YMCA storytellers.
Through our programs and our
facility, we'll have a great impact
on our future community leaders.
When this vision becomes reality, you can bet that 20 years from
now, people will remember what
we are doing today. For one thing,
they'll have a brick monument
here to remind them. It's called a
YMCA.

All For Only
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Calloway County High School senior Eric Hicks has been
named as a Student of the Week. Joining Hicks, who is
dressed for Spirit Week, is teacher Durell Hamm and Century
21 representative James Hart.

Teacher workshop will
focus on new curriculum
A new curriculum from the popular EconomicsAmerica series will
be introduced to area teachers at
a free workshop Feb. 18 at Murray State University. "Entrepreneurs in Kentucky" emphasizes
entrepreneurial skills and characteristics and the impact of entrepreneurs on Kentucky's economic
development.
The workshop will be held from
4 to 7 p.m. in room 403 of the
MSU Business Building. It features websites, profiles and video
segments that highlight Kentucky
entrepreneurs as well as connections to most content areas.
"We want to stress to teachers
that they do not need to have
prior economic knowledge to benefit from EconomicsAmerica workshops," said Barry Brown, director of the Center for Economics
Education which is operated under
the College of Business and Public Affairs at Murray State University.
The workshop will focus on
basic strategies that teachers can
use to integrate economics into
their classrooms. A light meal will
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All For Only

$5995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

9 Months
12 Months

4.05%
4.10%

$1000
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"SERVING YOUR FARM LABOR NEEDS'
For H-2A/Migrant Workers
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206 Maple St.• P.O. Box 1056
Murray, KY 42071-1056
Telephone: 502/759-3300

$500
SAVE UP TO $500 PER YEAR ON GAS!

18 Months

4.85%

$500

60 Months

4.35%

$500

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

Through the statewide network
of university and college-based Economic Education Centers (like the
one located at Murray State University) and trained Economic Education Teacher Advocates, they are
able to promote and deliver economic education in a broad, yet
cost-effective means.
Contact Brown at any of the
following sites to register or get
more information: phone 502-7624277, fax 502-762-5478, or e-mail
Barry.Brown@Murraystate.edu.
Teachers may also call Steve
Freeman at (502) 442-9152 or Janice Vaughn at (502) 395-4997, or
e-mail jvaughn5@apex.net.

$3995

Ji.

Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

be provided at the workshop and
free training materials will be provided.
The Kentucky Department of
Education has approved this workshop for KERA credit and teachers may also earn three hours of
professional development credit if
their school district agrees.
EconomicsAmerica in Kentucky
is a part of the EconomicsAmerica national network.

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

( Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs. )

Murray Home & Auto
753-2571
753-4110

Chestnut St
Murray
HOME CENTERS

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30, Sat. 7:30-5:00
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Conley second at Junior Miss
For the fifth year in a row,
Calloway County has been recognized at the Kentucky Junior Miss
Program. At the 41st state finals
in Lexington, Calloway County's
Junior Miss, Amanda Conley, was
chosen first runner-up out of a
slate of 32 Junior Misses from
across Kentucky.
Conley, a senior at Murray High
School, was also awarded a preliminary Creative and Performing
Arts Award, Overall Scholastic
Award and Panel Evaluation Award.
She was awarded $2,900 in cash
scholarships and over $36,000 in
college offered scholarships.
Conley and the other participants were evaluated on the basis
of judge's panel evaluation which
was conducted prior to the oncompetition;
stage
scholastic
achievement which was evaluated
by a team of university admissions counselors; a creative and
performing arts performance; overall health and fitness as established by their performance in a
fast-paced choreographed routine on
stage; and presence and composure as established by their performance in a choreographed routine and response to an impromptu on-stage question.
For her creative and performing arts presentation, Conley performed a vocal solo titled "Quella Fiamma" before the crowd at
UK's Singletary Center.

U

LET US PUT You BEHIND
THE WHEEL OF A QUALITY
USED CAR OR TRUCK

Your Best Self' program to students at Johnson Elementary School
and receiving a facial and makeover
from the Aveda Environmental
Lifestyle Store at Fayette Mall.
The group was also featured on
the Kentucky Sunrise news program
in Lexington.
America's Junior Miss, of which
Kentucky's Junior Miss and Calloway County's Junior Miss are subsidiaries, is the nation's oldest and
largest scholarship program for
young women who are seniors in
high school.

AMANDA CONLEY

1998 Dodge 1500 Club SLT- St. #99011.1. White, V-8, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,
12,000 miles
$19,995
1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee - St. #99002.1. v-8, LTD, 4x4, black leather, all power,
27,000 miles
$26,350
1998 Dodge Neon - St. #99286.1.4 door, auto., A/C, PS/PB, 12,000 miles
$9,995
1998 GMC 2500 Pickup - St. #496. V-8, 5 speed, only 3,000 miles
Reduced $16,986
1998 Silverado Z71 - St. #99163.1. Local, one owner, full power, only 21,000 miles
$21,500
1998 Chev. Blazer 4x4 LT - St. #990121. Local, one owner, full warranty, 24,100

Over $1 million in cash and
college offered scholarships were
given to young women in the Kentucky's Junior Miss Program this
year and over $34 million in scholarships is offered nationally through
the America's Junior Miss Program and its local and state subsidiaries.

Conley is the daughter of
Michael and Nancy Conley of
Murray. She has been active in
band, chorus, student council and
has been an award winning member of the Murray High Speech
America's Junior Miss is made
Team.
possible through the generous supAdditionally, she was a 1997 port of CompuServe
and Coca
participant in the Governor's School Cola USA. Plans
are under way
for the Arts and a 1998 Gover- for the 2000
Calloway County
nor's Scholar.
Junior Miss competition in 1999.
Conley, along with the other
If you would like to help make
participants was hosted by a Lex- the program possible by
serving
ington family during her week- on a committee or making
a cash
long preparation for the program. or prize donation, or if you
are
She and the other participants interested in competing for the
engaged in numerous activities dur- title of Calloway County's Junior
ing the week in addition to prac- Miss 2000, contact Sarah Curd at
tices, including presenting a "Be 753-9286.

miles, fully loaded.
Was $27,495.00

a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Four follow-up
meetings will be held during the
1999-2000 school year.
Information and applications
have been sent to all elementary
schools in Kentucky. Teams of
teachers from the same school are

Sale Price

$24,400

1998 Jeep Cherokee 4WD Ltd.- St. #99120.1. P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, PS,
cassette/CD, leather, local one owner

Reduced

$18,996

1997 Dodge 1500 Club SLT - St. #99248.1. Driftwood, V-8, auto , P/W, P/L, tilt &
cruise, 24,000 miles
$18,986
1997 Plymouth Neon - St. #99030.1.4 door, auto., NC,PS/PB, 28,000 miles .. $8,750
1997

d F150 XL Club Cab Pickup - St. #98296.5. V-6, auto., PS/PB, P/L, 31,000
miles
$15,995

1997 Buick Regal - St. #991431. 4 door, local, one owner, full power

$13,785

1997 Saturn SW2 Station Wagon - St. #99240.1. Tan, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise....
$11,995
1997 Mustang GT - St. #98377.1. Black, V-8, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, 27,000 miles
$1 5m,i4
le9
s,2
1997 Chev, Tahoe 4 Dr. - St. #990471. Local, one owner, full power, only 38,500

Summer event open to local teachers
Teachers who are interested in
participating in the Kentucky Reading Project to be held on the campus of Murray State University
this summer must apply by March
1.
Modeled after the acclaimed
National Writing Project, the Kentucky Reading Project will offer
three hours of tuition-free graduate credit and a $350 stipend to
experienced primary teachers as
they learn about the theory and practice of reading instruction and
design literacy plans for their own
classrooms.
Murray State is one of eight
sites across Kentucky that will
hold the two-week institutes on
primary reading instruction this
summer. The KRP institute is scheduled to be at MSU June 1-15,
with sessions each day from 9
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excellent condition.
Was $28,995.00

encouraged to apply. The application deadline is March 1. Applicants will be interviewed soon
thereafter.
For more information contact
Dr. Sharon Gill, project director,
at (502) 762-6868.

Sale Price

$25,600

1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #493. V-6, auto, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, burgandy
Reduced $12,975
1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto, A/C, white, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
Reduced $9,988
1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT - St. #99077.1. White, V-8, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt
& cruise, 27,000 miles
Reduced $17,995
1996 Ford Ranger - St. #991091. Local trade, V-6, auto., only 31,500 miles
$8,985

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
8 A.M.-NOON
Monday-Friday 7-5

1996 Dodge 1500 Club Sport - St. #99188.1. V-8, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,
cassette
$15,995
1996 Ford Windstar GL Van - St. #99053.1. Rear A/C, V-6, 39,000 miles $13,955
1996 Chevrolet 3500 Crew Cab 4 Door Dually Diesel - St. #99018.1. Red,
auto., P/W, P/L.
Reduced $19,982
1996 _Nissan Sentra GXE - St. #980901. One owner, full power, 34,160 miles, factory

ew and Used Tires
:owest Prices In Town
*Free Mount and
Computer Balance

MOUSE
TIRE
Industrial Rd.

warranty, very nice.
Was $10,995

753-1111

Sale Price

$8,995

1996 Pontiac Grand Prix - St. #97379.3. 4 dr., V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,
$9,995
38,000 miles

YOU CAN'T BUY THIS.

1995 Dodge 1500 Club SLT - St. #99178.1. Dark blue, V-8, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt &
$14,986
cruise, 55,000 miles
•
1995 Mercury Sable - St. #99106.1.4 door, local, one owner, full power, 57,000 miles...
$8,795
1995 Nissan Pathfinder 4x4 - St. #992531. Local, one owner, full power, extra nice
$12,495
1995 Chevrolet Ex Cab 1500 4x4 Z71 - St. #99199.1. White, 53,000 miles$17,995
1995 Chrysler Cirrus LX - St. #99212.5. V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,
$9,872
cassette, 41,000 miles
$7,285
1995 Honda Civic - St. #5270. One owner, great gas mileage
1995 Chevrolet Suburban - St. #991641. Local, one owner, full power, excellent
condition
$18,985
1995 Chrysler LHS - St. #985442. Local one owner, full power, nice Reduced $9,795

JointCommission
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

1995 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. #991101. Local one owner, full power, extra nice....
Reduced $7,885
1995 Chev. Camaro - St. #99242.1. V-6, auto., A/C
$9,995
1995 Subaru Legacy LS 4 Dr. - St. #985001. Local trade, full power, 84,000 miles,

When you leave the hospital to go home, you feel
better, don't you?

excellent condition.
Was $12,495.00

Being at home gives you more choices. One of
those choices is Holland Medical.

$10,495

1994 Chev. Camaro Convertible - St. #99196. Local trade, full power, extra sharp
$11,985
1994 Dodge 1500 LWB ST - St. #99139.1. Blue/tan, V-8, auto., NC,tilt & cruise
Reduced $7,784
1994 Dodge B250 Cony. Van - St. #98321.1. Burgandy, V-6, auto , A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt
& cruise
Reduced $7,995

You might choose Holland because of nearly 15
years of experience in home health equipment.
There is no substitute for professional experience,
and Holland is accredited by the Joint
Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations.

1993 Chevrolet 1500 SWB Silverado Pickup - St. #99086.1. Red, V-6, auto.,
P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise
$8,986
1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera - St. #99161.1.4 door, blue, V-6, auto., A/C, only
26,000 miles, extra, extra clean
$6,450
1992 GMC 1/2 Ton Ext. Cab - St. #98547.1. Local, one owner, 87,2R4e2dm
uc
ile
es
d, excellent

No matter which hospital you use, or which doctor you see, you still have a choice for home health
equipment. Holland is one of your choices.

condition.

You Number One Choice.

z

Sale Price

Was $12,495
All Vohicios Subjoct To Prior Solo

("Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Track Compan)

itat-PP/eY
Holland Medical Equipment
PADUCAH
1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502-442-6311
Toll Free: 1-800-223-4947

Dodge

MURRAY
905 Arcadia Circle • KY 42071
502-753-1465
Toll Free: 1-800-227-4125

Dodgerfohs

2420 E. Wood St.,
Paris, TN
EC7
(901)642-3900 (if)TOYOTA
CHEVROLET
1-800-325-3229

db.
()ridge

Certified Blue Cross/Blue Shield participating sUpplier, Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment.

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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Todd wins first place
in NCGA contest

Clint Hampton, a senior at Murray High School, was recently
named a Student of the Week by Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors. Pictured with Hampton is MHS Assistant Principal Jimmy
Harrell and Century 21's James Hart.

Jerry Cooper, manager of the Murray Wal-Mart store, is pictured presenting Don Hellkamp, president of the MurrayCalloway County Transitional Home Board, and treasurer
Don Elias a $1,000 check to be used to provide shelter for
the homeless.

Tickets available for'Annie'
Tickets are now on sale for
Playhouse in the Park's hit broadway musical, Annie.
Tickets can be purchased for
performances Feb. 25-27, March
4-6 and 11-13 at 8 p.m. •
Special matinees will be pre-

sented Feb. 28 and March 7 at
2 p.m. Tickets are $8 for adults,
$7 for seniors and $5 for children and students.
Reservations may be made by
calling Playhouse in the Park's
box office at 759-1752.

Warren "Hawk" Boughton, 2nd Captain of the American
Mountain Men, was visited recently by Ron Maggart. Maggart had heard about Boughton having a third stroke, which
has affected his sight. These two men shared a survival
trip in Tennessee on the Emery River with about 14 other
American Mountain Men in 1983. Boughton gave a small
remembrance to Maggart which he made years ago.

Community Publishing
program to be presented
The Community Publishing
Company, a program designed for
use by teachers of third through
sixth grade students, will be presented Feb. 25 from 4 to 7 p.m.
at Sharpe Elementary School in
Marshall County. The school
address is 8400 U.S. Highway
68W, Benton.
The Community Publishing
Company teaches basic economic
principles that children must learn
to understand the economic system in which they participate.
Using family, business, government and the media, the curriculum provides an opportunity for
children to view their community
through an economics perspective.
Then, students become involved
with their community's marketplace in an entrepreneurial enterprise in which they produce, market and sell a book about their
community.
The workshop is approved for
KERA credit by the Kentucky
Department of Education. In addition to receiving a Teacher Resource
Manual containing 33 detailed and
arranged lessons and black line masters, other benefits of attending
include three hours of professional development credit (based on

approval by their school district),
teaching strategies, chance to win
door prizes and a light meal.
The Center for Economic Education is operated by Murray State's
department of economics and
finance within the College of Business and Public Affairs. EconomicsAmerica in Kentucky is a part
of the EconomicsAmerica national network.
Through the statewide network
of university and college-based Economic Education Centers (like the
one located at MSU) and trained
Economic Education Teacher Advocates, they are able to promote
and deliver economic education in
a broad, yet cost-effective means.
No prior economic knowledge
is needed to benefit from this free
workshop. Space is limited and
teachers are encouraged to enroll
quickly.
To register or get more information call Barry Brown, director
of the MSU center, at (502) 7624277; send him a fax at (502)
762-5478
e-mail
Or
to
Barry.Brown@Murraystate.edu.
Janice Vaughn will also accept
registration information at (502)
395-4997 or jvaughn5@apex.net; or
c
2a
81512.Jackie Prater at (502) 898-

Leroy Todd of Todd Farms
recently won first place in the irrigated division of the 1998 National Corn Growers' Association's
(NCGA) Corn Yield Contest in
Kentucky.
Todd won with Pioneer brand
3394, which yielded 196.4 bushels
per acre.
The award gave Todd one of
the 360 state titles won with 57
different Pioneer hybrids. Growers planting Pioneer hybrids also
won 22 out of 27 national honors. The NCGA awarded a total
of 478 state and national titles in
this year's contest. Growers planting Pioneer hybrids won 76 percent of all awards presented.
According to the NCGA,the goal
of the contest is to encourage corn
growers to develop new, efficient
production techniques that can help
improve corn profitability through
increased yields.
This year, the average yield for
the 3,200 completed entries from
47 states was 193 bushels per
acre. That compares with yields
of 186 and 178 bushels per acre
in the 1997 and 1996 contests,
respectively. This year's winners
harvested 521 plants per acre more
than all other entrants, with an
average yield of 204.2 bushels per
acre.
"We're extremely pleased to see
the tremendous results that growers achieved in the NCGA corn
contest this year with Pioneer products," said Bob Wichmann, Pioneer vice president, North American Sales. "Corn growers are looking for every opportunity to increase
their return per acre.
"Yield potential and stability,
combined with greater product
value, are topping their priorities
today. These wins are evidence of
a Pioneer research effort focused
on increasing the productivity of
our customers. We will continue
to be the world's best at integrating new technologies to develop products that offer customers
such as Leroy Todd choices with
real value."
Todd planted the winning entry
April 10, 1998, in fields grown
to soybeans in 1997. He planted
the crop into 30-inch rows using
a Case IH 800 Cyclo Air planter
at a rate of 30,000 seeds per acre.

Todd applied a total of 230
pounds of nitrogen, 69 pounds of
phosphorous and 90 pounds of
potash per acre to enhance fertility. He controlled weeds in the
conventional-till plot using 2.5 pints
per acre of Bicep and 1 pint per
acre of AAtrex. Todd used sprinkle irrigation to water the crop.
Todd used a Case IH 1644 combine to harvest the winning plot
on Sept. 16, 1998, at 14.3 percent moisture.
"Today growers have more
hybrid choices than ever before,"
Wichmann said. "We launched 27
new products in 1997 and another 37 in 1998. This coming year
Pioneer is making available 59 additional corn hybrids for planting in
1999 in North America. This introduction marks the third consecutive year Pioneer has led the seed
industry with record-breaking numbers of new hybrids designed to
meet the evergrowing producer
demand for specialization in agronomic, crop-protection and enduse grain traits."
Pioneer Hi-Bred International,
Inc., Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc.,(NYSE-PHB) is the worlds
leading supplier of agricultural
genetics and is the leading developer and integrator of agricultural technology.
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•Lose Weight •Feel Better •Have Fun
•Improve Self-Esteem •Exercise Regularly
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Shovel
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$2199

Poly Tank Sprayers
This is just one of the "Expect Success"classes.
Thanks to a wonderful response our classes are full, but names
are presently being accepted for our waiting list.

(

•Rust-Free Tank
•Adjustable Nozzle
•Flexible Wand
•Carry Handle

2 Gallon

"With ACE, We're Your Complete Do-It-Yourself
Plumbing, Repair Store."

YMCA
We build strong kids,
strong families, strong communities.
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Y
SUPPLY COMPANY

LOCATIONS:
209 N. 12th St.

ME 759-YMCA

1510 Chestnut (5 Points)

753-0228

Hardware

"Your Hometown Hardware Store"

206 E. Main 753-3361
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GOOD LUC!RACERS!
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QAMIE 28

THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE
612 South 9th St

Murray State at Tennessee State

753-5719

IES

Bel-Air Center •753-0440

IIES
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February 18 • The Gentry Center • Nashville, TN •7:30 p.m. CST

• Plumbing 8 Electrical •

We're Cheering For

Last time out...

Murra

State at Terinesee State

111
4
DISCOUN
BUILDING SIIPPL
Hwy 641 North Murray, KY
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 7 -5; Sat. 7 - 12
Portable Buildings 8 Much More
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Make The
Winning
Choice

•10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands
•Brake Service
•Transmission Service
*Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned & Operated
507 S. 12th
(next to Log Cabin
Restaurant)

759-2265
...For All Your Home Improvement Needs

Due

The Game
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza,

•Murray State (23-4, 15-1 OVC) can secure the conference championship outright when it travels.to Nattivtile, Tenn., Thursday night to take on
Tennessee State'(11-138-8 OVC),Or a 7:30 start.
•With a victory Thursday, Murray State will match last season's OVC
victory total. The Racers finished 16-2 in the league last season.
•The Racers are coming off a hard-fought 94-89 double overtime win
over Eastern Illinois last Saturday. That win extended the nation's longest
homecourt winning streak to 42 games and gave MSU the top seed for
next week's Ohio Valley Conference tournament.
•MSU downed Tennessee State 81-71 in Murray Jan. 21. The Racers
built a big lead, only to see TSU rally before MSU put the game away in the
closing moments.

53-0000
Two Large
Two Toppings

Not s and with any offer Valid only at participating locations Customer
pays all applicable sales tax Additional toppings,- extra
mi ism .....al
ola

•

Schedule &Results
Februm
•This will be the 33rd meeting between the schools, with Murray State
holding a 22-10 edge.
•The Racers have won the last five meetings with TSU and hold a 9-4
advantage in the series. Murriy State swept the Tigers in three meetings
last year.

EVERYDAY SPECIAL
All Movies

•
•
• 3for $7.95

About Tennesse State

2 Night Rental

a
VIDEO SUPER STORE

x-Murray Si.
SE Missouri
Tennessee St.
Middle Tennessee
E. Illinois
Tenn. Tech
Morehead St.
Austin Peay
Tenn.-Martin
E. Kentucky
x-won regular-season title

All
W
L
23 4
17 8
11
13
10 17
14
13
14
9 15
8 16
3 21

Sun -Thur.
10-11
Fn & Sat.
10-12

•
•

Coach: Frankie Allen (163-177, 11th year)
1997-98 Record: 13-16
OVC Record/Finish: 8-10/ 6th
Starters Returning: (2) Jason Johnson,6-8,Jr.:Jamie Roberts,6-3,So.
Top Newcomers: Demario Jones,6-7,So.;Ralph Martin,6-8,So.;
John Strong,6-3, So.;Corey Williams,6-7,Jr.

2
6
8
11
13
18
20
23
26
27

Eastern Kentucky

g Tennessee-Martin

aSaint Louis

Southeast Missouri
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
CAustin Peay
OVC Tournament
OVC Tournament
OVC Tournament

a

7.30 pm
7:30 pm
705 pm
730 pm
700 pm

New Coac
New Style,
New Home...

745 pm
TBA
TBA
TBA

Contact your
independent State
Auto agent today!

• All Times Central
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Regional Special Events Center
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means better
grades!
Introductory
Special
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The Series

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE

•

OVCSTANDINGS

AB(
schE
Mar

759-1529

Professional Lubrication For Your
Car, Truck, Motor.Home.

Junior point guard Aubrey Reese led the Murray State Racers to an 81-71 conference win
over Tennessee State on Jan. 21 at the Regional Special Events Center.

500 S. 4th St.•753-6450

Five Points

WEDP

WAL*MART
SUPERCENTER

Murray State
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ABC workshop
scheduled for
March 4 at MSU

February 1999
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An Adults Belong in College
( ABC) workshop for the adult or
non-traditional student who is interested in learning more about attending college is scheduled from 6
to 9 p.m. March 4 in the Mississippi Room of the Curris Center on the Murray State University campus.
Sponsored by Murray State University, the workshop is designed
for people who have been out of
school a number of years and are
thinking of either beginning or
returning to college to earn an
undergraduate degree.
Shown earlier this winter with their certificates of national
Presentations will be given on
achievement
are four members of the Murray Middle School
financial aid, admissions procedures
chess
team
who
placed eighth in the United States in the
and tutoring services. Participants
National
Scholastic
Grade Championships. Pictured from
who are undecided about a career
can receive help during the option- left are Todd Buck, Justin Arnold, Nathan Crafton and Alex
al career session.
Gustafson. Chess coaches are Dr. Wayne Bell and Doug
"Many adults have questions Crafton. These students, along with kindergarteners
through
about careers," said Billie Burton, high schoolers, will participate
in the Regional Chess Touradvisor of Community College and
nament Feb. 20.
Adult Student Services at MSU.
"Prospective adult students who
have attended previous workshops
tell us the career session is the
most helpful part of the workshop."
Reservations can be made by
The Humane Society will be
calling Murray State University
Community College at (502) 762- actively involved spreading kind
2392. Persons outside of Calloway words about animals at this year's
County may call toll free at 1- Home Show at the new Regional
Special Events Center on the MSU
800-669-7654.
campus.
The workshop is free, but
The volunteers will be at booth
because of limited space, reservations must be made by March 3. #98 Feb. 19-21 and talk to our
volunteers about your pet's antics
- or its problems. Bring along a
by the
picture of your pet to share if you
Calloway Co. Wg*fbli*
wish.
You could win one of our door
Humane Society
prizes or one of two certificates
for a free spay or neuter operation for your pet or that of friend
ing a booth at the show offers an
or relative. These certificates are opportunity to hand out informaThe Murray State University valued at up to $85 each, are tion about our Pet Therapy, Educhapter of the Public Relations transferable, and are good for one cation, and Spay/Neuter Programs.
It will also help us to reach
Student Society of America year.
For the public, the show is the
many people with information about
(PRSSA) will hold its annual Propet care and training.
fessionals Dinner March 30 in the place to go t0 break winter's spell
and
get
ideas
some
about
how
to
Hours
Home
for
the
Show
this
ballroom of the Curris Center.
An Italian buffet will begin at spruce up your home in the com- year are 3-9 p.m. Friday, from
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Saturday
6 p.m., followed by a short pro- ing months.
There
will
lots
be
to
see
for
and
noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday,
gram led by chapter officers which
will feature highlights of the chap- the whole family with over 90 February 21. The show is free to
exhibitors expected and ample the public.
ter's activities.
Since pets are such an imporThree 15-minute sessions will refreshments at the stand inside
also be held where students can the facility. There will also be tant part of so many homes, we
hope you'll stop by our booth and
talk to professionals who are attend- plenty of parking in the stadium
share
your favorite pet stories with
parking
lot.
ing from throughout the region.
us
and
register for our prizes.
For
Humane
the
Society,
havThe cost of the dinner is $10.
Checks can be mailed to PRSSA
c/o Department of Journalism and
Mass Communications, P.O. Box
9, Murray, KY 42071-0009.

Humane Society to have
booth at Home Show
Humanely
Speaking

3.111.1
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PRSSA to
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dinner
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302 N. 12th St.
Murray
753-5842
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Specializing in Dean
and General Tires

Auto Insurance

Western
Kentucky
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Agency, Inc.
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.48
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Lb.
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Lb.
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Baby Carrots
Kawai: Winner of such world
class competitions as Van
Cliburn,
Tchaikoysky.
William Kapell, Dublin &
many more.

Young Chang:

The largest
Grand
manufacturer
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Pianos in the world.
Yamaha: A respected name
in pianos world wide.

3333 Irvin Cobb Dr.• Paducah, KY • 443-4121
9 A.M. - 6 P.M. Mon.-Sat. • Cloned on Sunday
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Kentucky may
have defensive
surprise for
Georgia's Jones

Lakers finish
season sweep
of CFS, 60-52
Third meeting in
tourney next week

Lakers 60, CFS 52
Calloway Co.
7 20 39— 60
CFS
13 18 30— 52
Calloway Co. — A. Wyatt 24, Underhill
13, M. Wyatt 10, Stubblefield 7, Tracy 3,
Harris 2, Patterson 1, Owen. FG: 21-50.
3-point FG: 3-16 (A. Wyatt 2, Tracy).
FT: 13-18. Rebounds: 29 (A. Wyatt 10).
Record: 13-11.
Christian Fellowship — Gibson 16,
Klatt 14, Jack Davis 8, Joe Davis 7,
Winstead 5, Morrow 2. FG: 19-46. 3point FG: 6-16 (Gibson 4, Joe Davis.
Winstead). FT: 10-12. Rebounds: 29.
Record: NA.

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
In Ron Greene's mind, Calloway County's season sweep of
Christian Fellowship hasn't settled
much.
The Lakers and Eagles again
waged a tight war at Jeffrey Gymnasium before Calloway pulled
away late for a 60-52 Fourth District win Tuesday night.
The score was 50-47 when Ben
The win gave Calloway the second seed for next week's district Underhill passed to Larry Stubtournament at Marshall County, blefield for a layup on a nifty
where they will face CFS again. give-and-go, and Underhill and
Dates and times will be deter- Matt Wyatt added a free throw
apiece on the Lakers' next trips
mined today.
down
to make it 54-47 with 47
"I don't know that beating them
seconds
left. CFS twice cut the
for a second time gives us any
kind of psychological edge over lead down to four afterward, but
them; if we would have won by came no closer.
Greene said the inside combo
a large margin, then maybe,"
Greene said. "We never could kick of Wyatt and Underhill being on
the court at the same time is workthe door open (Tuesday).
ing
well for Calloway. Wyatt scored
"We know we're going to have
to play them again and I think 10 points and pulled down nine
we'll have to play a little better rebounds while Underhill scored 13.
"This was probably Matt's best
than we did (Tuesday)," he added
"They run their stuff well and we game of the year," Greene said.
have a lot of respect for them. "We hadn't been playing two big
We'll have to be ready to go next guys together, but in certain situations the last couple of games
week."
Calloway (13-11), leading 48- we've tried to utilize our size, and
40 with around four minutes to I thought it's created some misgo in the game, found itself back matches in our favor."
CFS jumped to a 7-2 lead, and
in another scrap as CFS' Tim Klatt
scored on a putback and Josh Gib- after Calloway tied it at 7-all, the
son nailed his fourth 3-pointer of Eagles ran off the last six points
the night to cut the Lakers' lead
to 48-45 with 3:10 remaining.
• See Page 3B

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County's Matt Wyatt tries to get past Christian Fellowship's Tim Klatt
in Tuesday's 60-52 Fourth District Laker win at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Wyatt, one
of four Calloway seniors playing his last home game, scored 10 points and
pulled down nine rebounds.

Hickman downs
Tigers 70-46
Tuesday night

MI See Page 38

Lady Lakers crush
CFS 81-14 to force
tie with Marshall

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Hickman County took a 15-4 lead after one quarter
and never looked back in beating Murray 70-46 in
boys' high school basketball action Tuesday night at
MHS.
Hickman (13-9) extended its lead to 39-21 by halftime and 56735 after three quarters.
Markise Foster led Murray (1-23) with 19 points
while bobby Smith added 13. The Tigers were 9-of-14
at the free throw line.
Ben Rushing, who scored 22 points in the first half
for Hickman County, led the Falcons with 30 points - including seven 3-pointers -- while Anthony Beard
added 18 and Michael Evans 13.
Murray closes out the regular season Friday night at
home against Fulton County, the team which the Tigers
beat for their only win of the season. The girls' game
starts at 6 with the boys to follow.

Coin flip to decide
district's top seed

Hickman Co. 70, Tigers 46
Hickman Co.
15 39 56— 70
Murray
4 21 35— 46
Murray — Foster 19. B. Smith 13, Compton 7, Trice 5, J. Garland 1, M.
Smith 1, Duncan, T Garland, Kelleher, Villaflor, Young, Seavers,
Masthay FG: 17. 3-point FG: 3(Compton, Foster, Trice). FT: 9-14,
Rebounds: 21. Record: 1-23
Hickman County -- Rushing 30, Beard 18, Evans 13, Edwards 5,
Byassee 2, Mathis 1, Perkins 1, McClure, Stephens, Ward. FG: 29. 3point FG: 7(Rushing). FT: 5-12. Rebounds: NA Record: 13-9.

By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky coach
Tubby Smith may be ready to resort to some
defensive gimmickry to keep up with Georgia's Jumaine Jones.
Three weeks ago, when the teams played
in Athens, Jones burned the Wildcats with a
mesmerizing 34-point performance that mixed
slashes to the basket for uncontested layups
with 4-of-9 shooting from beyond the 3-point
line.
The 6-foot-7 sophomore forward nearly
gave Georgia the upset win in regulation,
just missing an off-balance game-winner at
the buzzer. In the overtime, Kentucky's Scott
Padgett scored 10 of his 23 points and the
Wildcats escaped with the win.
With Wednesday's rematch looming, Smith
paid tribute to Jones' versatility.
"He (Jones) is that type of talent that calls
you to adapt and adjust and implement new
defenses to try to contain him," Smith said
Tuesday.
The coach acknowledged the possibility
that he might have one player shift out of
the Wildcats' normal, ball-line defense to play
man-to-man against Jones in a modified boxand-one.
"We can take one guy out of the ball-line
and tell him to go solo and try to deny the
ball, which gives you the same principle" as
the box-and-one, Smith said.
And with freshman guard D.A. Layne also
averaging 12.9 points per game for the Bulldogs, "I can see how the triangle-and-two
would be something you could utilize against
two players of their caliber," he added.
Smith said his top candidates for such a
difficult defensive assignment would be freshman guard-forward Desmond Allison and senior forward Heshimu Evans.
"There's so many things that have to change

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County's Tiffany Lassiter dribbles past a Christian Fellowship
defender Tuesday night. Calloway won 81-14 to tie with Marshall County for the top seed in next week's Fourth District tournament.

Lady Lakers 81, CFS 14
Calloway Co.
25 35 61-- 81
CFS
2 4 6-14
Calloway Co. — Norsworthy 22, Arnold
13, Cleaver 7, Rogers 5, Stonecipher 5,
Pigg 4, Thomas 4, Mason 4, Morton 4,
Lassiter 3, Ragsdale 3, Lencki 2, White
2, Bogard 2, Miller 1. FG: 32-63. 3-point
FG: 2-16 (Ragsdale, Stonecipher). FT:
11-17. Rebounds: NA. Record: 19-7.
Christian Fellowship -- Davis 6,
Davidson 4, Knees 2, Winstead 2, Lee,
Larson, Donohoo, Rich, Hadley,
Nichols. FG: 16-45. 3-point FG: 0-4.
FT: 2-8. Rebounds: NA. Record: NA.

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Calloway County's Lady Lakers wanted to make sure they beat
Christian Fellowship Tuesday to
force a tie atop the Fourth District with Marshall County.
Calloway did that and then some.
Scoring the game's first 21
points, the Lady Lakers were never
challenged by CFS, posting an 8114 blowout win at Jeffrey Gym- ty for the top seed in next week's
nasium.
district tournament at Draffenville.
"I told our starting five to get A coin flip this afternoon will decide
us off on a good foot and get us the top seed, who will play CFS
in control because I wanted to in the tournament's first round.
sub in other players to get them The loser of the coin flip will
some varsity experience," said Cal- have a decidedly tougher time,
loway coach Scott Sivills. "In a meeting Murray in the first round.
game like this someone could get
"Everything now is down to a
injured, and I didn't want to keep coin flip," Sivills said. "We'll
the starters in too long."
either have a good chance of getWith the win, Calloway (19-7)
finishes tied with Marshall Coun- • See Page 3B

Louisville puts hurt on Houston 106-78
By TIM WHITMIRE
all of them at Louisville.
AP Sports Writer
"We were playing so well," Crum said.
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — Houston's "You can't tell them not to score, or hold
Gee Gervin had a simple explanation for the ball. I played everybody we had."
the steady rain of Louisville dunks and
Using their press to near-perfection,
layups that he and his teammates watched the Cardinals jumped out to a 17-2 lead
fall through the Freedom Hall nets.
on five steals and 10 resulting points in
"When you can't get the ball past half- the first three minutes.
"We were kind of rattled early, turncourt, that's why they had a lot of highlights," Gervin said following Louisville's ing the ball over the first few minutes."
106-78 victory Tuesday night.
said Gcrvin, who led Houston with 22
Twenty-seven Houston turnovers — 11 points. "It was all downhill from there."
Soon, the Cardinals were off on a 10of them by Gervin — led to 44 Louisville
points as the Cardinals piled it on in 0 run, then a 22-4 burst that made it 53Denny Crum's 900th game as a college 18 with 4:35 left in the half. By halfcoach.
time, it was 60-28.
"I like to win, but I don't like to beat
The only suspense in the second half
anybody that bad," he said after going to was whether the Cardinals would reach
640-260 in his 28th season as a coach, 100 points, which they did with 2:07 left

on a pair of free throws by Eric Johnson.
Alex Sanders led five Cardinal scorers in double figures with 26 points, tying
a career high. He also pulled down 12
rebounds as Louisville took a one-game
lead over Cincinnati in the American Division of Conference USA.
Sanders, a senior center from Houston, finished 8-of-12 from the floor, including 3-of-6 from 3-point range, and 7-of7 from the free-throw line.
Cameron Murray and Nate Johnson
each added 19 points for Louisville, Tony
Williams had 16 and Eric Johnson had
Louisville (15-7. 9-3 C-USA) has won
five straight games, four of them since
learning they will be eligible for post-

season play this year following an NCAA
decision upholding their appeal of sanctions.
"The guys are playing good," Crum
said. "They are a pleasure to watch when
they pass the ball the way they did tonight.
They looked like they are coached."
William Stringfellow had 13 rebounds
for Houston (10-14. 5-9), which had been
on a roll before coming to Louisville.
"We knew they were coming in on a
three-game winning streak and we didn't
want to give them any confidence early
in the game that they could win," Sanders
said of the Cardinals' early pressure.
Houston's first-year coach, Clyde
Drexler, took the beating in stride. For
part of the first half and much of the
second, the former Houston standout and

NBA great sat on the courtside scorer's
table, hand to his chin as he calmly
watched the action, calling out occasion-al instructions to his players.
"Louisville was magnificent tonight,"
he said. "Their press set the tone. ...
They had arms all over the place. They
had arms as long as their bodies."
"Nights like tonight aren't going to
make me lose any more hair," Drexler
said with a laugh. "It's a character-builder.
It hopefully will inspire us."
Louisville — which is now 87-0 alltime when scoring 100 points or more
— broke the century mark on an alleycop pass from Nate Johnson to Eric Johnson for a slam dunk, then finished their
scoring on a putback by Jeff McKinley
as time ran out.
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L.A. Lakers wait on Rodman
By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP)The Los Angeles Lakers have
waited for Dennis Rodman. And
waited, and waited, and waited.
Perhaps their patience is wearing a bit thin.
"Two weeks into it, the same
questions are there, it's hard to find
the answers," Rick Fox said after
scoring 20 points to help the Lakers
overpower the Charlotte Hornets
116-88 Tuesday night. "If he's
coming, the sooner the better.
"Tonight we put all that stuff

aside, the trade talk, the Rodman
talk. This has been a night we've
been waiting for, and we went out
and made it happen."
Before the game, Lakers coach
Del Harris said he placed a moratorium on Rodman discussions with
the media.
"I'm telling my players that I
would prefer they don't give any
more answers to trade rumors or
acquisition rumors," Harris said. "I
think we've done enough. I don't
think it's healthy."
The Lakers first expressed an interest in Rodman more than two

weeks ago. The eccentric seven time NBA rebounding champion
reportedly decided last week he
wanted to play for them, and a
source close to the team told The
Associated Press late Sunday he
was expected to be signed by Tuesday.
It didn't happen, which really
shouldn't be considered a major
surprise since Rodman has proven
to be anything but predictable in recent years.
While responding to questions
about a civil case involving Rodman on Tuesday, attorney Richard

Howell was asked if he was Rodman's civil lawyer or his sole lawyer, and whether his client would
join the Lakers.
"I'm his lawyer lawyer, I know
everything," Howell replied.
Messages left for representatives
of International Creative Management, Rodman's new agents, weren't returned.
"Whenever he decides to come,
if he decides to come, is fine," said
Lakers center Shaquille O'Neal,
who had 20 points and 12 rebounds
against the Hornets despite sitting
out the final 17 minutes, "If he de-

Press poll.
Like Kentucky, Georgia (14-10,
5-7) has split its four games since
the two teams last met, losing to
Auburn at home, winning at Vanderbilt and at home against South
Carolina, and losing last Saturday
at home to Florida, 75-64.
Wednesday's game marks the last
of four regular-season family
reunions over the last two seasons between Smith, the former
Georgia coach, his older son G.G.
Smith, a senior point guard for
the Bulldogs, and his younger son,

Saul Smith, a sophomore guard
for Kentucky.
"I'm just glad we don't have
to go back to Athens and play
him again," Tubby Smith said
Tuesday when asked about facing
G.G. "It's always tough to play
against people you respect and
know and love."
Saul Smith said the end of his
on-court sibling rivalry will be
sad, "like losing a brother."
"This will be the last time I
get to play against him," he said
of his older brother.
With the NCAA tournament
looming, Smith emphasized the
importance of his players focus-

ing on Georgia and their three
other remaining SEC games - at
Arkansas, home vs. Vanderbilt and
at Tennessee - rather than worrying about what kind of seed
they will receive or in which region
they will play their games.

IIKentucky...
From Page 2B
Members of the Murray Middle School 6th grade intramural
championship team were (front, from left) Chelsea Riggins,
Nicole Darnell, Kate Reeves; (back, from left) coach Tim
Anderson, Amy Stevens, Marcella Cavitt, Kim Culp and coach
Mark Riggins.

CORRECTION
In Tuesday's Ledger & Times, it was incorrectly stated that the Murray's loss
to Lone Oak on Monday was the Lady Tigers third straight loss. It was actually only Murray's second straight defeat. The Ledger apologizes for the error

SCOREBOARD

as far as the principles" of defense
when a player steps out of the
ball-line to play man-to-man, Smith
said. "You have to have a pretty
smart player that can do that."
Kentucky (20-6, 9-3 Southeastern Conference) is coming off a
74-40 win home win Saturday over
South Carolina that snapped a twogame SEC losing streak and helped
the Wildcats move from No. 8 to
No. 6 in this week's Associated

ELady Lakers...
From Page 2B

Jane

Rogers

Ins.

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
7 5 3 - 96 27

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

High School Basketball
Monday's Games
Boys:
Tuesday's Games
Boys:
Allen Central 90, Cordia 62
Allen Co -Scottsville 86, Warren Central 65
Ashland Blazer 65, Rowan Co. 57
Barbourville 74, Rockcastle Co. 70
Bardstown Bethlehem 63, Adair Co.
54
Bell Co. 76, Harlan 47
Bellevue 71, Heritage Academy 57
Boone Co. 60, Scott 58, OT
Bowling Green 69, Russellville 62
Boyd Co. 80, East Carter 60
Bracken Co. 52, Mason Co. 50
Bullitt Central 83, Cloverport 55
Calloway Co 60, Christian Fellowship
52
Campbellsville 78, Green Co 72
Carroll Co. 72, Owen Co. 48
Central Hardin 66, Hart Co. 51
Christian Co. 74, Caldwell Co 65
Clay Co. 63, Wayne Co. 56
Corbin 84, Somerset 56
Gov Catholic 59, Coy. St. Henry 45
Cov. Holmes 63, Simon Kenton 57
Coy. Holy Cross 73, Newport Catholic
64
Cumberland Co. 63, Glasgow 92
Danville 70, Russell Co. 62
Dawson Springs 74, Crittenden Co.
54
Deming 68, Bath Co. 66
Elkhorn City 68, Fleming-Neon 48
Elliott Co. 55, Lee Co. 48
Evansville (Ind.) Day 87, Hopkins Central 74
Everts 51. Pineville 43

Fairview 68. Wayne Co. (W.Va.) 49
Feds Creek 78, Phelps 72
Fort Thomas Highlands 64, Conner 47
Franklin Co. 57, Anderson Co. 45
Gallatin Co. 92, Eminence 74
Grant Co. 77, Trimble Co 38
Graves Co. 61, Reidland 41
Greenwood 66, Edrnonson Co. 51
Harrison Co. 60, Campbell Co. 55
Harrodsburg 70, Richmond Model 69
Hazard 78, Breathitt Co. 61
Henderson Co. 69, Daviess Co 62
Hickman Co. 70, Murray 46
Landmark Christian 63, Academy of
Louisville 52
Lawrence Co. 52, Raceland 41
Leslie Co. 74, Whitesburg 60
Lex. Catholic 59, Fleming Co. 54
Lex. Christian 65, Williamstown 64
Lex. Dunbar 71, Clark Co. 64
Lex. Henry Clay 107, Jackson City 59
Lex. Lafayette 109, North Laurel 31
Lex. Tates Creek 82. Bourbon Co. 64
Lincoln Co. 84, Mercer Co. 69
Livingston Central 52, Heath 38
Lone Oak 62, Ballard Memorial 53
Lou. Ballard 119, North &Hitt 53
Lou. Beth Haven 66, Lou. DeSales
57
Lou. Butler 73, Lou. Fern Creek 65
Lou, Evangel 78, Lou_ Collegiate 71
Lou. Holy Cross 78, Lou. Country Day
51
Lou. Male 103, Lou. Christian Academy 75
Lou. Seneca 87, Lou. Brown 45
Lou. Southern 66, Lou. Moore 55
Lou Western 79, Lou Atherton 64
Lyon Co. 47. Webster Co. 39
Madison Central 75, Boyle Co. 48
Madison Southern 44, Lex. Sayre 30

ting to the regional tournament or
we'll be in a dogfight with Murray High. "We've got a 50-50
chance for a good draw. In the
past, Calloway hasn't had much
luck in the first round, so maybe
we're due."
Tuesday's game was decided in
the first few minutes. Jessica Norsworthy, one of two Calloway seniors playing in her final home
game, scored 14 points in the
opening period to spark the Lady
Lakers to a 25-2 edge. .
Calloway, its reserves taking
the court, then put away any
thoughts of a CFS comeback in
the second quarter by pushing its
lead out to 35-2 before the Lady
Eagles' Julie Davis scored late for
a 35-4 halftime score.
The third period was the most
convincing of all, with Calloway
outscoring CFS 26-2 for a 61-6
lead. Norsworthy added eight more
points in the period.
Lisa Arnold scored eight points
in the fourth quarter while Kacee
Stonecipher hit a 3-pointer to put
the finishing touches on the victory.
"I thought our freshmen and
sophomores did an excellent job
of executing our offense," Sivills
said. "We wanted to take our seniors out on a good note."
Also playing her final home
game for Calloway was Tiffany
White.
Norsworthy led all scorers with
22 points while Arnold finished with
13. The Lady Lakers were 32 of
63 from the field, 2-of-13 from
3-point range and 11 of 17 at the

free throw line.
Julie Davis, an 8th grader, led
CFS with six points. The Lady
Eagles were 6-of-45 from the field,
missing all four of their 3-point
tries. CFS was 2-of-8 at the free
throw line.
Calloway has a chance to
accomplish one of its season goals
Thursday night in the regular season finale at Hickman County.
"We're 19-7 now, and one of
our goals for this season was to
win 20 games," Sivills said.
"The other goal was to get to
the region," he added. "Whatever
happens (with the coin flip) we'll
work hard, no matter who we play.
It doesn't really matter to us because
we know that if we're going to
win the district, we'll have to beat
either Murray or Marshall County anyway."
Sivills said Norsworthy and
White have provided good leadership for the squad in their senior seasons.
"0 ir seniors have really worked
hard, as have all of our players,"
he said. "They've all listened well
and responded to what we've wanted them to do."

SCHEDULE
TI URSDAY
BASKETBALL
•MSU at Tennessee St. (DH)
Nashville, Tenn. - 5:45/7:30
*Calloway at Hickman Co. (D1-1)
Clinton -- 6
FHIDAY
BASKETBALL
Murray vs. Fulton Co. (DH)
MHS -- 6
).XY

From Page 2B
of the first quarter for a 13-7
advantage.
Austin Wyatt and Kyle Tracy
each hit 3-pointers early in the
second quarter to bring Calloway
to within 16-15. After a pair of
Jack Davis free throws, the Lakers scored the last five points of
the period on a basket and free
throw from Austin Wyatt and a
putback by Matt Wyatt for a 2018 halftime edge.
CFS regained a 23-20 lead at
the outset of the third, but Calloway scored the next nine points,

field and Payton Patterson.
Calloway closes out the regular season Thursday night at Hick
contest for both Wyatts, Stubble- man County.

didn't think we took care of the
ball at times."
The game was the final home

/Order $20 Tickets for\
West Kentucky Tribute
to Senator Wendell Ford
NOW BEFORE FEB. 24

BASKETBALL
•MSU at Austin Peay (DH)
Clarksville, Tenn. -- 5:45/7:45

GM

rRurvaay 11 PIN

•••••••••••••• •••••••41......
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Veterinary Medical Center
212 South 12th St.• Murray
(Across From Haverstock Insurance & Law Office)

753-7011

Dr. Jeannine Buchanan

1998 Murray State
4%* F42•414b all

Banquet
Tickets On Sale Now
$15.00 Each

March 1 6:00 pm
Curris Center Ballroom
00f00,0000000
Keynote Spcaker

Program Includes

Mr. 13ob Burton
HSU Football Mum
CEO, World Color Press

Buffet Dinner
Awards
Highlight Video

Call 762-6181
Reseruations Required by February 23rd

E-Mail: dtaylor@Idd.net
Affn: Andy Foley

Call 759-2560 or 753-7591

Fun for the ENTIRE Famil

NEW LOCATION

Internet Car Sales

• Buffet Dinner •
Murray State Curris Center
6 p.m., Saturday, March 6, 1999

seven by Austin Wyatt and two from
Underhill, for a 29-23 lead.
TICKETS NOT AVAILABLE AT DOOR.
Again the Eagles battled back,
*'\
closing to within 31-30 on a 3pointer by Ryan Winstead, but Calloway responded for a second time \ Sponsored by Calloway County Democratic Party
with eight unanswered points, four
by Wyatt and two each from Underhill and Stubblefield to lead 3930 heading into the fourth.
NUMMI PRONIZIS
Than, Fri, Sat fi Sun
Austin Wyatt led all scoters
74# ,
h,
with 24 points while also grabebruary 18, 19, 20 & 11, 1999
13th Annual
,
bing 10 rebounds. The Lakers were
cla
Ife4Tennessee
Fairgrounds and Civic Center
21 of 50 from the field, but just
3-of-l6 from 3-point range while
Jackson, West Tennessee
making 13 of 18 at the free throw
S
.
/Ilene-we -.41
,1,41en.
a•
Emily EihnifTerr
Jo*y71/1m144.14.4cort.
,
.
line.
41/11111441. nAkCi L-111111MCO rds
Gibson paced CFS with 16 points
cott
Et ram el %Noriolc ler y
while Tim Klatt added 14. The
FREE Admission Thursday Night
Eagles were 19 of 46 from the
To ALL Senior Citizens 8 Children Under 12
field, 6-of-16 from long range and
a perfect 10 for 10 at the free
ow Times:
Admission:
throw line.
Thursday - - - 4 p.m.-10 p.m
Adults
- $5.50
Friday
4 p.m.-10 p.m
Children
$2.50
"I thought we played well at
Saturday - - - - 10 a.m.-10
St. levtary and Graves County last
Sunday
12 p.m.- 6 p.m.
Show info Contact:
(901) 554-7880 or (800) 225-7469
week, but this one leaves some
question marks." Greene said. "1
•

"I think that's a problem for some
of our players to start with," Smith
said. "I won't let the staff talk
about it. Lord knows, I have enough
to do without worrying about that."
Padgett, who has played in the
national championship game each
of the last two years, said the
Wildcats will be ready for March
Madness.

ANDY FOLEY

For A Picture And Description
Of Our Previously Owned
Vehicles, Log On To
www.automobilesonline.com
10 Atli••

TOYOTA(c)

Inwp DWAIN TAYLOR Ezgi e)
CHEVROLETINC.
(
Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat..
Fax (502) 753-1629
Email address -- dtaylor@Idd.net
Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(502) 753-2617

OF MURRAY )

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri. 8-5 Sat.
Fax (502)759-9918
Email address - dtayloraldd.net
Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(502)753-4961
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES

753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
Ads MUM Run Withs, dOss, Pesusd

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

AU Deadlines
Public,h

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Lux Ads 16 01)isimesaInes. tx per aord per day or each addelmal coascsine ray
snsuGorki S.2.00misa kx NMI kw Ma.
Chaefieh
S2.00 run tor

Fri 11 •m
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
.TUea. 3 p.m.
.Wsd. 3 p.m.
.T11 urs. 3 p.m.

.11010110.4.2

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

010
Legal Notice

165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

010
Legal Notice

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES
lx2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRE RESCUE will
be accepting sealed bids for a 40x80 preengineered metal building "shell".
Building specs and Forms for Proposals can
be picked up at CCFR station 1 on East
Sycamore.
For more information please call 753-4112.
Deadline for sealed bids will be March 22.
LEGAL NOTICE
A final accounting
settlement of accounts
has been filed in
Calloway
District
Court
by
Shawn
Edward
Stout,
Anthony Dale Stout,
co-administrators of
the estate of William
Robert
Stout,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before March 17,
1999.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

frrzILLrLL1.JzIiI

In The Classifieds'
7IlIf ruILLiztur

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.: 91-CI-178
FIRST COMMERCIAL BANK,

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court entered January 12, 1999, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
February 22, 1999, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., cat., or
bout, the
following described property located in Calloway Co
tucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Beginning at an iron pin located in the we
Kentucky Highway 94, said pin also being
west corner of the Arthur C. Wallace pr
In
Book 155, Card 1869, in the Office o
unty
Clerk; thence parallel with the ri
ntucky
Highway 94 South 02 degrees 05 mi
est for a
distance of 230.93 feet to a stake;
ti the right
of way of Kentucky 94 South 05
36 seconds
West fora distance of 216.31 f
e parallel with
the right of way of Kentuck
h 06 degrees 57
minutes 36 seconds West
.59 feet to an iron
pin; thence North 67 de
• seconds West for a
distance of 1502.80 fee
-.rice North 02 degrees
10 minutes 14 second
nce of 924.00 feet to an
iron pin set at the )
ickory; thence South 62
degrees 02 mina,
for a distance of 1257.86
feet to a steel pe
degrees 37 minutes 11 seconds West for
49 feet to a steel post; thence
South 64 der
3 seconds East 422.40 feet to the
point a be

0
4?

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in
Calloway
District Court by Jan
Clark Pigg, executrix
of the estate of Lorene
Ellis, deceased. 97-P00239
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway.
County District Court
on or before March 17,
1999.
Ann Wilson
Circuit'Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Edith Sledd, executrix
of the estate of Reba
Jo Roberts, deceased.
98-P-00112
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before March 17,
1999.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Calloway County of
the estate of James E.
Bloomfield, Jr. 97-P289, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before March 24,
1999.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary
appointments have been
made in the Calloway
County District Court.
All claims against
these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary
within
six
months of date of
appointment.

Estate
of:
Keith
Kennedy,
1510
Cardinal St., Murray,
KY
42071; 99-P00037; Co-Fiduciary:
Krista
Thompson,
1512 Oxford, Murray,
KY 42071 and Mark
Kennedy, 500 North
7th St., Murray, KY
42071;
Appointed:
Feb.
10,
1999;
Attorney: Sid Easley,
204 South 6th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.

Special Price

same property conveyed to Albert
arketing and Developing, Inc., by deed,
987, of record on Microfilm in Book 171,
,ounty Court Clerk's Office.

LE
Pit Tract 1 of said property as recorded in
Deed Eh,
, Page 907, containing 1.6667 acres. Property
conveyed te hady Hills Resort, Inc. by deed dated November
26, 1987, of record on Microfilm in Book 171, Card 907,
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the purchase price, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 1999 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 21st day of January, 1999.
MAX W. PARKER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

Estate
of: James
David Lassiter, 100
(C-6) Fox Meadows,
Murray, KY 42071; 99P-00020; Fiduciary:
Pam Kay Lassiter
Murphy, 515 Pyle
Lane, Hopkinsville,
KY 42240; Appointed:
Feb.
10,
1999;
Attorney: None.
Estate of: Valta V.
Ross, 1719 Keenland
St.,
Murray,
KY
42071; 99-P-00034;
Fiduciary: James F.
Ross, 1719 Keenland
St.,
Murray,
KY
42071;
Appointed:
Feb.
10,
1999;
Attorney: None.

The family of

Shirley Greenfield Hurt
Here is living proof,
That age doesn't kill,
Cause Don's way, way
over the hill!
I-laappy 51'!
From U know who!

Estate of: Shirley G.
Hurt, 1004 Olive 'She's gonna be leaving us, and
that's okay
Street, Murray, KY
42071; 99-P-00036; , But we didn't want to forget
Fiduciary:
Eleanor
her on this "Special Day"
Ann
Miller,
659
Protemus
Road, / So this is for Jolana, a nicer
Murray, KY 42071; c. person we couldn't find
Appointed: February . A Great Big
10, 1999; Attorney:
Robert 0. Miller, 201,
South Fifth Street, r:from your friends at
Murray, KY 42071.
h the Ledger & Times
„.

Classified
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Wish to express our deep appreciation to everyonefor the many acts of
love and concern shown in so many
kind ways, especially for your prayers
and words of comfort during her illness
and death. She loved people and will be
missed by many.
A special thank you to the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home, to Mike Wyatt
and the singers, who sang her favorile
songs, and to Ben Justice and John Dale
for their kind and comforting words.
May God bless each of you.
Ferris & Eleanor Miller & Family
Ronnie cfc Beverly Ray & Family
1.Duie & Carolyn Greenfield & Family
Kelly & Dawanna Woods & Family
Dan & Kathryn Wyatt & Family

Latn.31414y

A

rfiappy Anniversary

Lost and Found
0 .' 0
.41 0

BEANIE BABY
SALE
Sat., Feb. 20
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
at Racer Inn
Murray, KY
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See 8 Sew
753-6981
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.
FOR Good Clean Fun,
Stop by
CORNER POCKETS in
Almo Heights. Formerly
Thweatt's Service Station.
There's games for all ages
including pool. There's
even snacks.
Open every evening except Wednesday and
Sunday. We even book
parties.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER
Packages starting at $99,
14yrs experience. Lifetime
member International
Freelance Photographers
Organization. 753-1001.
WYANT'S CAR VALET
Handwashing, detailing,
wax lobs, free pickup and
delivery service in town.
Quality products and Satisfaction is Guaranteed!
Gift Certificates Available
Handwash & Detail $20
Vans, Trucks, SUV's $25
Wax Jobs $45 & $55
753-7262

'
Being
McCI
da
C.

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

Card of Thanks

INVITATION TO BID

The City of Murray, Kentucky is accepting
bids for the purchase and installation of a
wheelchair platform lift in the City Hall
building located at 207 S. 5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky. The installation will be on a
straight, steel stairwell with nineteen steps,
7-1/2" risers, 11-1/2 treads with 1" overhang,
4'5" width, 19'6" from edge of top step to bottom landing and cinder block walls. The bid
is for an inclined wheelchair platform lift
that travels on rails along the edge of the
stairway to serve two landings with two
stops. The platform should be 30" x 48" and
be capable along with the ramps of folding
and unfolding electrically. The platform
should be rated at a minimum of 450 pounds
and automatically stop for obstructions and
be capable of operating in reverse. Other
desired options include fold-down seat, grab
rails, and one-year warranty on unit and
drive train. Must meet or exceed ASME A17.1
and ADA accessibility guidelines. Bids will be
evaluated according to price, quality, servicing capabilities, company experience, guarantee and features. Bids should be submitted
to the Murray City Clerk, City Hall, 207 S.
5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 by 4:00
p.m. on March 5, 1999. The City reserves the
right to reject any or all bids. Questions can
be directed to 502-762-0309.

SHADY HILLS RESORT, INC.,
HARBOUR COMPANIES, INC., ET AL.,

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

010
Legal Notice

BID FOR
STAIRWAY WHEELCHAIR LIFT
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY

VS.,

ADJUSTMENTS

TAX
DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.

Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available!
100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets!
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal.

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

FOUND. Male dog found
2/14. Chestnut and 7th St.
Claim at Animal Shelter.
LOST: White shepherd
mix male approx. 1yr old,
answers to Baby. Lost in
Coleman
Trail
area.
Child's pet, please call
753-4220 if you have
found him.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060

Help Wanted
ANNA'S Farmhouse Res
taurant, Aurora. Taking ap
plications. 354-9875.
ASSISTANT Manager. Assist general manager with
day to day country club
operations. Knowledge of
golf a plus. College degree
preferred. Good people
skills a must. Computer literate. Weekends required.
Send resume and cover
letter to: Mayfield Golf and
Country Club, Attn: Todd
Butts, 1301 West Broadway, Mayfield, KY 42066.
AVON
Earn extra income by representing the #1 cosmetics
company 1-888-669-6820.
IND/SLS/REP.
ENTRY level accounting
position
at
Sportable
Scoreboards
Entering
sales orders, posting orders, AP and AR. For
more details call Becky at
759-1600.
CONTROLLER- National
wholesaler needs experienced person with Accounting degree. Benefits
package and salary commensurate with experience
less than 5 years need not
apply Resumes to PO
Box 309. Due by February
22
DRIVERS
NEEDED
LOOK! Get your COL and
a great lob Train Locally
Earn up to $800 or more
Get weekends off
1800-398-9908

V•sllyx

Vx•114•11.0

Nappy 59th fo
anitiawati io

FULL TIME MEAT
CUTTER NEEDED
Benefit package avadat
Send resume to
P.O.Box 1040H
Murray. Ky. 42071

..111
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•
:
°
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EXPERIENCED, Experienced, Experienced wait-

-at
•

Amin man"

ress, Mon- Fri. Apply at :
Olat &
Pam's, 410 Main. No •
• qr • gir • .41.
phone calls please.

•
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To thoughtful friends
It has been over a year and a half since Lynn C. Griffiths left an
indelible mark on this community. Her fight to overcome the sickening disease of Acute Myeloid Leukemia ended in her untimely
death. Through hard work and generous giving of many individuals and community organizations she continues to touch our lives
each day.
The need for this aphersis center was realized during the 3 long
weeks of intensive care prior to Lynn's passing. Karen Olson,
Lynn's co-director of the Murray Core of Girl Scouts, spent many
hours on the phone arranging donors to go to Nashville to give the
gift of life to Lynn in the form of blood platelets. During her illness,
Lynn received hundreds of units of blood and platelets. lb Karen
we will always be grateful and most certainly to the many people
who donated to Lynn.
The seed Karen Isaacs sowed, became a reality last August with
the formal dedication of the Lynn Clarke Griffiths Aphersis Donor
Center at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Several community
organizations realized this need for an aphersis center and the necessary nourishment was provided by Martha Andrus and Linda
Scott of the Murray Womans Club as well as the Murray Lions
Club, both of whom worked together, to raised the necessary funds
to bring this project to fruition. Mr. Jim Taylor, Sr. Administrator
at MCCH and President of the Lions Club, refused to say no to the
many obstacles which are always present when dealing with blood
related products. He cultivated that seed through his foresight and
the realization of what services this community needs. Mr. Stuart
Poston, President of MCCH,also a leader of this community in the
healthcare field nurtured that seed which is continuing to grow.
Two families also helped champion this project as well. It is
through loss that often times great things are accomplished. The
families of Kay Hart and Elizabeth Whitmer expressed their wishes that memorials be given to this project in their memory. Kay was
a platelet recipient throughout her battle with cancer and
Elizabeth met her untimely death in a recreational accident. These
two families are still in our thoughts and prayers as we say thank
you for your contribution to this worthwhile project.
The coordination of this project would not have been complete
without the efforts of Kathy Hodge, Director of Public Relations at
MCCH and her assistant, Tammie Riggins. Each spent numerous
hours diligently working on this project. Their hard work and that
of their staff and volunteers has been appreciated!
This project is not over as it is now up to each of us to help one
another through this gift of life. Make your appointment today by
calling the MCCH blood bank and donate your blood or platelets so
others may benefit from your gift. It is only your time that you are
really giving.
Our families have been and will forever be grateful to all that
made the Lynn Clarke Griffiths Aphersis Donor Center a reality.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bill, Carrie, Christine and Courtney Griffiths - Murray, Ky.
John and Lynn Clarke - Pinetop, AZ
Steven and Deborah (Clarke) Friedlein - Plano, TX
Bob and Joanne Clarke - Rockford, IL

-
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DRIVERS

OTR DRIVERS
ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking experienced OTR Drivers for
our MURRAY, KY
operation.
WE OFFER:
438,000 per year
aver.
*Excellent Benefits
*Paid Holidays
01 Week Paid
Vacation in 6 mo.
*2 Weeks in a Year
*Company Paid
Pension Plan
*401K, Safety Bonus
*Late Model
Equipment
*Home Weekends
and During Week
WE REQUIRE:
*2 years experience
in last 5 years
*Minimum 23 years of
age
*Good Driving Record
*Pass DOT
PhysicaVDrug
Please call
1-800-782-8759.
Ask for Ben or Mike

Adidas
For ilski

FULL time Receptionist for
local firm Busy office,
computer skills, good people skills dependable
Send resume to PO Box
1040-R,
Murray,
KY
42071
HENRY County Medical
Center has a full time
HVAC technician position
open. Requirements, Refrigerant transition and recovery certification, 2
years HVAC/R experience,
background in general
maintenance, valid TN
drivers license & insurable
Apply in Human Resources M-F, 8a-3p.
IF you are from Canada or
have Canadian contract
and would like to make extra money call 753-9786

Part time &lull time
Deli Worker. Part
lime nik..at ‘rapper.
Appl) in person.
0ens Food Market
lain St.. Mtirra
10 PI
Call.
Plea%c

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED
04/01/99 to 10/31/99
04/01/99 to 12/01/99
04/01/99 to 12/31/99
Wages: $5.92 per hour and $7.00 per hour
depending on job performed. 75% of hours
listed on job order will be guaranteed. All
tools will be provided at no cost. Free housing
provided to those beyond local recruiting
area. Transportation and subsistence paid
when 50% of contract is met. Contact local
state employment service office.

POSITION AVAILABLE
The Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Ad department has an
immediate position available.
Must have computer knowledge,
be able to type, answer multiple
phone lines, be enthusiastic &
courteous. This is a full time
position with benefits, vacation
& sick days. Please submit
qe-Suirie to:

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
The National Scouting Museum, located on Murray
State University campus, is looking for enthusiastic,
self-motivated individuals to fill the following positions:
Gift Shop Clerk & Custodian Weekends only,
March 1 through November 30. Sat. 8:30-5, Sun. 125, and Tuesday and Thursday nights for six weeks
during summer. Minimum wage.
Public Programs Assistant. Must be good with children of all ages, outgoing, and have leadership skills.
This individual is responsible for booking and managing visiting groups. $6.50/hr., 25 hrs/week, TuesFri. 8-3.
Research Assistant. Must be organized, computer
literate, and able to handle multiple tasks. This individual is responsible for handling research requested
by the public. Wages depending on experience. 20
hrs/week.
Please come by and fill out an application with museum secretary, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. NO PHONE INQUIRES PLEASE.

PUBLIC INVITED
Temple Hill Supper
6:00 p.m., Friday, Feb. 19, 1999
Located 3 miles east ofAlmo
County Road 464
Chili, Hot Dogs, Buns, Relishes, Good
Fellowship, Hot & Cold Drinks & Dessert
Donation $4.00

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now writtinifi,10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Alio
,age 65 to 65V2,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toil free:
1-800-455-4199

HIRING EVENT
Inexperienced and
Experienced Drivers
USA Truck and Prolessionai
Truck
Driving School
veal be conducting a
hiring seminar
Our dnvers gam up to $850 each
week their first year, start up to
34/m4a and ri paid weekly
They drive Late model conventional, with salsa% communoca
bons on board At USA Truck, we
keep you rolling,

BUSINESS
FOR SALE
Master Tire Serv.
753-7342
759-1777
MARKETING in herbal,
botanical, skin care, cosmetics, nutritional products. Unlimited income.
Call Pam Perry,
502-522-8758,

1Yhan
Wednesday February 17th
10 am, 3pm & 7 pm

Whin
Ramada Inn
5135 Cairo Rd Exit 03 of 1-24
Paducah KY
For more nformabon or d you're
interested but can't attend blase
call
E xpenenced USA Truck
800-2374642
riexpenencrid 800396-9908

EOEI
USA TRUCK
www usa-truck.com
E0E.WF/FIA/
JANITOR part-time, 20-25
hrs/wk, MWF, 7a-3p. Good
position for retired person
wanting to supplement income, good working conditions, pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person only. Fern Terrace Lodge.
1505 Stadium View Drive.
E0E.
NEW Insurance Agency
seeks office support staff.
This is a tremendous opportunity for a team °dented professional. Competitive salary and negotiable
benefit package for the
right person. Insurance experience and licensed preferred, but will train enthusiastic newcomer to industry. Send resume with two
references to: P.O. Box
1040 C, Murray, KY
42071.
NOW hiring cooks, experience necessary. Apply in
person, Martha's Restaurant, 1409 N 12th Street.
NOW taking applications
for all positions. Apply in
person at Heartland House
Restaurant, Hwy 641 N.
NURSE practitioner or
physicians assistant position available for busy family practice. Phone for
more info. 502-527-8331
or fax resume ot 502-5271476.
POSITIONS Available to
work with High School Students. [Whitney Young
Scholars Summer Institute]. June 19th- July 1st,
1999. Teachers: Math,
Foreign Languages. English, Science, Art, Computers, Gymnastics, Health
and PE, Certified Lifeguard for swimming, other
elective courses will be determined by applicant expertise. Residential Counselors. Bachelor Degree
required for Academic
teaching positions. Residential living experience
on a college campus required for counselor positions and a minimum of 30
college credit hours. Resumes and a list of 3 references need to be sent to:
Doris Clark-Parham, Murray state University, African- American Recruitment and Retention Dept.,
PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071. Must be received
by March 3rd. Interviews
are one day only on March
8, 1999.
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime bakery attendant. Please apply in
person. 926 S. 12th Street.
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
has several full-time inside
sales positions available.
Hours are M-F 8am-5pm
Call Charlene in Sales after 3:30pm. 759-1600.

Computers
BROTHER 5600 word processor, used one year,
$150. With computer desk,
$225. 489-2577.
"COMPUTERS are entertaining, educational and
useful for numerous tasks
such as creating greeting
cards, typing letters or reports, and managing money. Get on the world wide
web with a Hawkins Research computer. Get
ninety days same as cash
financing with payments
equal to $11.23 per week
at Hawkins Research, Inc.
Used computers available1304 Chestnut Street,
Murray, Kentucky- 502753-7001."
MDM Computers
Repairs, upgrades and installations. Custom built
systems to your specs. On
site service by certified
tech. 753-2316 -pager
742-1552.
Want to Buy
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1
piece or all. Call 753-3633.
WANTED: Riding mowers,
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
need work. 436-2867.

4 BEEF calves, various
weights, .80Ib on hoof will
deliver to processor. Super
C Farmall with cultivators.
Straw $2 bale. Belgian
mare Baby doll rams. Antique wooden wheat drills,
good condition. Older
model refngerator.
753-9075
COMPUTER desk/ entertainment center, paid
$140. Sell for $100. Wood
finish, new. 759-1154.
FOR Sale: T-Shirt press
for transfers. National
Brand. top of the line,
w/heat set & timer, hardly
used. Perfect condition,
$450. Call 474-8704 after
5pm.
FULL length royal blue/
sequins prom dress. $200.
759-1576.
GOLF Car golf cart, good
condition. 759-9302 or
489-2753 leave message.
MINOLTA EP 2152 Pro
copier with document
feeder. May be seen days.
Call 753-9240.
PAGERS $20. Only $8.33
per month. 753-9786.
PROM dresses, garters.
shoes, jewelry &
tuxedo rentals.
Merle Norman
98 W 5th St
Benton, KY
502-527-8899
RADIAL arm saw, Delta/
Rockwell, 10" with stand,
good condition. $225. 7531163 after 6pm.
SEE us for your bam or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
STRAW
for
sale,
$2 00/bale 435-4113.
185
Appliances

Domestic &
Childcare
BABYSITTER needed to
9 month and 5yr old Call
759-0442
BABYSITTER needed in
my home. 436-2481.
BABYSITTING
in
my
home. References. Daytime only. 753-4287.
CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
PRIVATE DUTY
NURSING
In your home, hospital or
in a provided residential
home.
Experienced, Certified,
References
24 hour service, 7 days a
week.
4.89-2763 or 489-2753
WILL babysit in my home,
Almo Have references
Call 489-6180.

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713

TWIN Maple bed $200, full
size stove w/self cleaning
oven $200, microwave
$60, new twin mattress only $50, 13" TV w/remote
$60. 759-0196 after 10am.

LAWN tractor, Case 16hp
48" cut, all hydraulic, pre
season bargain. $850
753-1163 after 6pm.
SNAPPER lawn mower,
Bhp, 30" cut. $400. obo.
Call 435-4002 ask for
Clint.
TROY built (pony) 5 horse
rear tine tiller, like new.
$700. Call 753-6344 after
6pm.

1973 CHEVY 60 Series
grain truck. 16FT bed, twin
cylinder,
harsh
hoist,
$6500. 435-4294.

1975 CHEVY Grain Truck
500 gal. Sprayer with Foamer, Tandem flatbed trailAA**
er. 492-8516.
For Sale
$9,000 VALUE double 2 ANTIQUE full size beds, 1997 5500 JD tractor only
160 hrs, 2 outlets, 2 wheel
crypt at Murray Memoria
chest, night stand, white drive,
like new. $21,000.
Gardens for $5,000. 502- wash oak coffee table, 2
Call 759-4019 days or
753-7394
end tables. 753-5644.
753-8151 nights.
JOHN Deere 450E Dozer.
6-Way Blade, Good U/C.
"Come See Us"
Case 580C Backhoe, runs
Visit with representativesfrom
great, tight machine. Call
436-5543.
150

160
Nome Furnishings

Murray Estates,
Crossfield Subdivision, Timber
Trails & Bogard Trucking.
The Lawn, Garden & Living Show
February 19-20-21
Regional Special Events Center
Booth 57

Keep your
computer in

Top Shape
call the

Taintagstlapotalist
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrade, Training & Installation
502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

CARPET & FLAAPCOVERING
You've tried the rest, now come to the best! If you're
tired of not getting the service you paid for, come let
the Knights take care of you. 56 years combined experience and product guarantees means you AN tign
go wrong with us. We're not happy until you're happy?
Jim Knight
Murray
Jay Knight
Tom Taylor Rd
Mitch Knight
Hwy. 611 - 1-1/2 Miles South of
Murray to Tom Taylor Road. Right
Knight's
1500 yards.
Hazel, KY

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Tobacco Float Supplies
Blacy Plastic - Guaranteed Not To Leak!

16'x100'-$30.00
20'x100'-$35.00
Float Trays Not Dispo%atilc - - $1.20
288 and 338 cell size available

CONVENIENT store in
Coldwater for sale, has
BBQ pit Selling due to
owners bad health 4892146 or 489-2372

2PC living room group,
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
3PC Sectional sofa. Pastel
colors, excellent condition,
$125. 753-8052.
3PC. living room suite,
blue cloth, $500 4354330.
BASSETT floral couch,
Lane recliner, swivel rocker, solid oak end tables, 2
beautiful lamps. Asking
$1100 for all. Also 2T
stereo TV $200 753-8200.
BEDROOM
group,
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
COUCH & chair, 3yrs old,
$400. 753-6980.
DINING table with 4
chairs, $200. 435-4330.
FUTON bunk bed, 1 year
old, $250. 435-4330.
OAK table with claw feet,
54" dam, 2 leaves, matching buffet, and 6 chairs,
$950. 502-767-0895.
SIMMONS queen size
hide-a-bed sofa $400,
Wing back recliner $200,
glass top end table $40,
floor lamp $40. 753-3293
after 6pm.

Large Selection

753-7728

070

Home Furnishings

Burley Gold soil media
57.20/3 cubic foot long • it/ sail media
Why pay more?
Call 502-435-4131 to order. Pick up 7 to 9 a.m. Oath
or by appointment at Rob Morton's farm.
1561 Rayburn Road. Murray. KY

Firewood
STOVE wood-seasoned
and green wood, 520/rick
U-haul 753-4109
Musical
PIANO or organ lessons
Prefer older beginners and
adults 753-1810
Mobile Homes For Sale
12X60 delivered $2500
753-7975 or 753-6885

LOT for rent 492-8488

Office Space
Various size units

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

Apartments For Revd

Houses For Rant

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU
Inquire at 1210 Main St
753-1252 before 5pm.
753-0606 after 5pm
NICE 2 bedroom apartment 753-5731
NOW taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr
Equal Housing Opportunity. 759-4984 TDDS 1-800247-2510.

2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease
& deposit required
753-4109
2BR, 1 bath, available
March 1st 306 N 5th St
$325/mo plus deposit Call
489-6186 after 6pm
2BR, 1 bath, house near
MSU $550/mo No pets
767-9393 or 753-0443

2BR, 1 bath, living room,
kitchen, washer, dryer,
COMMERCIAL building
stove, refrigerator With
over 1800sq ft , 3 overshed on 1 acre shaded lot
head doors Location 5
$350/mo plus deposit
points More information,
RED
OAKS
APART753-6885
Rogers Enterprises
MENTS: Make it your
753-5140
home! Great 1 or 2br 28R, gas heat, extremely
OFFICE or retail space in apartments with great low utilities. 415 S 10th.
the Southside Shopping price, central h/a, laundry Call 759-4696
Center. 753-6612 or 753- facilities. Office hours 3 BEDROOM, 1 bath
4509
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri. house in town. No pets,
(502)753-8668,
Equal $375 mo, deposit & refer320
Housing Opportunity.
ences required. Available
Apartments For Rent
SMALL 2br new campus, March 1st. 759-1519.
3BR
house,
garage,
1 & 2br apartments. $200 no pets. 753-5980.
fenced in yard, central h/a,
$290/mo, no pets, deposi VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath no
pets, near campus.
required. 753-8848 before duplex w/garage, applian- $500/mo
plus deposit
ces
furnished,
central gas
9pm.
502-527-8585
h/a, $550/mo. lyr lease, 1
1 BEDROOM apt, $215
mo. deposit. No pets. 7533BR, 1 bath, washer, dryper month. Call 753-6716.
2905.
er, refrigerator & stove fur1 BEDROOM Apt for rent
VERY spacious 2br Dunished. $425/mo plus seclose to college $250/mo.
plex, Northwood Drive,
curity deposit No pets
759-4138.
large kitchen/ living area,
1310 Sycamore. 753-0932
1 OR 2br apts. near down- w/d
included. Call owner
days.
town Murray starting at Max
Parker 753-3153 or
$200/mo. 753-4109.
3BR, 2 bath house LocatStan & Wanda 753-1706.
1403B
VALLEYWOOD
ed at 9909 State Route
2br, 1 bath, large closets,
121 N, $500/mo plus dekitchen/dining area, living
posit. Available 2/3/99
room, w/d hook-up, utility
489-2296
Mom
area, stove, refrigerator, SLEEPING
3BR, 2 bath, 2 car garage
$150/mo
Coleman
RE,
dishwasher, carport, ga$800/mo. 759-4282.
753-9898
rage size storage building
COTTAGE located near
in rear. $450/mo $450 delake area. Serious inquiFOr Rad
posit, 1 year minimum
ries only. 474-8056.
lease, no pets. You must
LARGE 4br, 2 bath home,
care for 1/2 yard. 753- 1YR old, 3br, 2 bath home only 2 blocks from MSU.
3018 753-6147 leave mes- $660/mo. Mur-Cal Realty. $650/mo lease possible.
753-4444.
sage.
759-5967.
1BR apartment across
street from MSU. Unfurnished, has w/d, no pets,
Four Star Mobile Home
lyr lease. More informaParts (.4 Service
tion, Rogers Enterprises,
753-5140, night 767-9230.
Vinyl Underpinning
K-Rok Underpinning
1BR apartment, no pets,
14x70 28" avg. hght. 1 pc. white rubber roofs
near campus. 753-5980.
$305.00
per sq installed
1BR apt available, all apCombination Door
Treated Decks
pliances furnished. Murw/completed handrails
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
$235.00
1BR, 11/2 blocks from
6x10 $425.00
Single Blank Door
MSU, $240 rent plus deiox2o
$1100.00
$120.00
posit, no pets. 753-3949 or
10x50 $2700.00
Aluminum & Vinyl Windows
759-3050 after 6pm.
1BR, 11/2 blocks from
5 miles south of Murray on 641 Hwy. 502-492-8488
MSU, w/d hook-up, new
carpet. $285 rent plus deposit. 753-3949 or 7593050 after 6pm.
1BR, near MSU, $200/mo.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR, near MSU, utilities
furnished. Coleman RE
759-4118.
1BR, water & appliances
furnished, low electric, no
pets. $225/mo. 753-3949.
2BR apt, central h/a. Wiswell Rd, $350 rent & deposit. 753-3415 or 7537123.
2BR Duplex at 1304-A
Valleywood. $375/mo.
759-4406
2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances
furnished.
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
2BR, 1 bath apartment,
Wiswell Road, all appliances. Call Mur-Cal 753"Paul Lamb"
4444.

1973 64x12, 3br. $2,295
Call 437-4465.
1983 FLEETWOOD 3br, 2 2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
bath, all electric. Built central h/a, appliances furhouse, need to sell. nished, $475/mo, lyr
$6,500. 753-6337
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
1986 DOUBLE wide Mo- 2BR, 2 bath, duplex, fully
bile Home, 28x64, 1680sq. equipped kitchen, includft, 3br, 21/2 bath, fireplace, ing microwave, washer &
3 porches included. Must dryer. Beautiful carpet &
be moved. $18,900. 502- tile. No pets. Security de489-2417 or 759-9533.
posit & lease. 753-9240
1991 CLAYTON 14x76, 2BR, 2 bath, gas utilities,
2br, 2 bath, stove, refriger- 1180sq ft, garage, tile, all
ator, dishwasher, new car- the extras, super nice.
pet. $11,900. 753-7975 or $600/mo. 436-2834. 903
753-6885.
N. 20th.
FLEETWOOD 2BR, central gas h/a, ap1998
14x60, 2br, 1112 bath, re- pliances
furnished.
frigerator, oven, w/d, cen- $300/mo. Coleman RE,
tral h/a, partially furnished,
753-9898.
blinds, curtains stay. See 4BR, 21/2 bath Townat B-17 Fox Meadows. house, 1217 North 16th.
759-0737 after 5:30 or Available now. Coleman
leave message. $16,500 RE 759-4118.
or take over payments.
EXTRA nice 2br duplex, all
appliances, 1819 RidgeCREDIT problems? Been wood, $450/mo.
turned down? Don't think 2BR, 2 bath duplex w/gayou can buy a home? rage,
1706
Oakhill,
Don't give up, call
$600/mo. 753-7457.
Wilson Home Center, 641
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
N., Murray, KY.
central gas h/a, appliances
1-800-540-7956.
furnished, including w/d,
NEW Year, New Goal, in- $375/mo, lyr lease, 1 mo
ventory clearance sale. deposit, No pets.
Must make room for the all
753-2905.
new 1999 homes now ar- HAZEL Apartments, 1st &
riving! Come early for best Center Sts, Hazel, KY is
deals.
now taking applications for
Wilson Home Center.
immediate
occupancy.
Hwy 641 N., Murray, KY
Call 492-8721 TM)*
1-800-247-2510.Equal
1-800-540-7956.
Housing Opportunity.
TURN that Tax Refund inNEW lbr apartments, all
to a down payment on
appliances w/d with dishyour new dream home
washer, smoke alarms, 1
Wilson Home Center.
block
from
campus.
Hwy 641N. Murray, KY
$350/mo 905 Coldwater
1-800-540-7956
Rd. 759-4448 leave message.
Mobile Hornet For Rant
NEW 3br Condoplex, all
appliances, central h/a
MOBILE home, 759-9730
Now taking applicants for
NICE 2br trailer, no pets
rent 03/01/99, lyr lease
753-9866
759-9835 or 753-0834

$1.69

M & T Painting

Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

502-7594979

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Tree Trimming
Full Line of
Stump Removal
Equipment
Hedge Trimming
Free Estimates
Lkensed dr Insured - 24 Hr. Service

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
A

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trial
& accessories in stock. Also pall
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

(rags)
it
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday'Discount Prices.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-kinnball -Universal -Broyhill
Pulaski -Restonic -Bassist •Kosler

Downtown
Murray

Free
Financing

<
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530
Services Offered

Potfob

By Pei
NICE large, 2br, 2 bath
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, garage, deck
1Yr lease, 1 mo deposit.
No pets 759-5238
PANORAMA Shores- 2br,
1 bath lakefront, central
119 Main • 753-6266
h/a Partially furnished, references required Availa- NORTHWOOD
storage
ble 03/01/99 $400/mo presently has units availaplus deposit
ble 753-2905 or 753436-2136
7536
SMALL house on lake
527-3113 Leave message

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

Neon Beach
• Mini-Storage
"
'•

All Size Units
Available

'-, 753-3853

CALL Olive Branch Realty
2br home $34,900 14x70
Mobile home with land 40
toot houseboat $9500
Building lots $0 down
Lake lots $0 down Call
Mike Conley at Olive
Branch Realty 767-9900
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all pnce ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous
and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main

COMMERCIAL
PRIME
PROPERTY Two adjoining
Lots For %le
lots located on 79 N. Last
corner in Pans city limits. 1 1/2 ACRE lot, has well and
100'x230',
lot
also septic, north end of town,
135'x230' corner lot. Total 10 minutes from Murray.
hwy frontage 235'. Will sell Call after 5pm. 759-4008.
one or both. Financing
available. Call 901-6443039 or 642-7784.

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

143 ACRES with 5 bed
room house, 3 tobacco
barns, tool sheds and to
bacco base 435-4560 afBoston
AKC
Terriers ter 5pm.
shots & wormed, perfec
43.1 ACRE farm, 8 miles
markings $225 436-2113
east of city, black-top road,
AKC Golden Retriever beautiful building sites,
puppies. Champion blood- spring fed creeks. $1750
All Sizes Available lines, fully guaranteed. per acre, bank rates.
$200 247-8059.
753-4984
AUSTRALIAN Shepherd
455
puppies, registered. 502AM111011
251-3231 or 502-247-8591
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses ask for Randy.
5 TO 275 acres, owner fi
on Center Drive behind DOG obedience classes or
nancing possible. Coldwa
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
private. Serving Murray 17
ter 489-2116 or 753-1300
759-4081
years. 436-2858.

641 Storage
e53-5585

:1

1700S0 it 3br, 1 bath
many updates including
roof, central gas h/a, septic system. 3125 Old
Salem Rd. 753-1159.
ELBOW

HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER
Located on cul-de-sac in Gatesboro Subd. 4
bedroom, 3 bath, large den, formal dining, living room, kitchen with butcher block island
and eating area. Two large brick fireplaces,
double garage, built-in cabinets,,wet bar,
10x14 Cypress Storage bldg., 4000 sq. ft. on
1.5 acres with full size soccer goal. Backs up
to field for privacy. Shown by appt. only. Call
after 6 at 753-8310.

Now is A Great Time to Build
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. with bluepnnts & specifications
we can give you a contract price before we start. If
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake homes,
large or small

Bruce Green
Buditng Contractor, Inc_

ROOM

PLEASE. No problem
in this two story brick.
Four bedroom, two and
a half baths complete
with
bonus
room.
Spacious master bedroom with huge walk-in
closet, jacuzzi, separate
shower and more. Call
Renee, 753-1651.
WISE
STARTER
HOME. Refrigerator,

new stove, and satellite
go with this southwest 3
bedroom, 1 bath home.
Nice, quiet subdivision
within one mile of city
1imits. $64,900.
SURPRISE YOURSELF. This 3 bedroom,
2 bath A-frame is a real

charmer. Located in
edge
Marshall
of
County. Now is the
time, call 753-1651 for
appointment.
BANKeR
WOODS & ASSOCIATE
414 S. 12th SI
Murray, Ky 42071
753-1651

INSIDE SALE
National Guard Armory, Hwy 121 N.

Feb. 17th-20th
Feb. 17th 12-7, Feb. 18th 10-5,
Feb. 19th 9-4, Feb. 20th 10-3
Half Price Sat. the 20th
Wee Runs 6th Semi-Annual Children's
Consignment. Ruffles "N" Rough Necks
out of Paris will be here. Interested consigners call toll free 1-877-753-5551
Deadline for consignment is Feb. 14th.

2 OR 3br house on 2
acres in a country setting
only 5 minutes from town.
2 out buildings, central h/a.
$72,000. Call 753-3962
leave message.

2BR, 1 bath brick home.
Central h/a, gas logs on 5
acre wooded lot. 32X32
masonry block building.
Small 1 car garage. Call
435-4014 anytime.
2BR, gas heat. carport,
utility room, refrigerator,
stove $34,900. 415 So.
10th. 759-4696 or 4354602.
3BR brick, full basement
with apartment on 3 acres.
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS! 11 miles east 94. Call
SATURDAY, FEB. 271}1, AT 1:00 P.M.
767-9750.
. Mr. & Mrs. Billy Raspberry
3BR, 2 bath, brick mainteNEAR MURRAY, KENTUCKY
nance free home, in the
From Murray Take Hwy 121 Southeast
$70's. 753-8245.
10 Miles To Just Past New Concord To
3BR, 2 bath, large rooms,
Winchester Road, Proceed South 1
2 years old. 9/10 acre, 4
Mile To The Beechy Road-Winchester
miles
north
Murray.
Road, Split
Continue On Winchester
Road .7 Mile To Tracts 1 &
$89,200. 762-0144.
.Continue
On Beechy Road .7 Mile
2..'To Tracts
3BR. 2 bath, ranch, built in
,3 4 5 6 7 8 & 9. Si•ns Posted!
1994, 4 miles northwest of
Murray. Price $82,000.
a ALens
Call 748-5900 or 753In 9 Tracts & Combinations 0443.
SOUTHEAST CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
4BR, 1 bath farmhouse,
NEAR THE NEW CONCORD COMMUNITY
quiet road, 4 miles SE
1 THE FARM IS LOCATED 10 MILES EAST OF HAZEL, KY I from Murray on wooded
lot, $49,900 753-4204
0 64 Acres 0 10 Acres 4 15 Acres 4BR,
2 bath, 2 car garage,
0 9 Acres 09 Acres 0 4.2 Acres
11/2 story, excellent loca0 70 Acres 0 26 Acres 0 42 Acres tion 395-7591
FARMLAND - HUNTING LAND
4BR, 2 story home, near
WOODS LAND - HOMESITES
university, dining room &
GET AWAY'S - RECREATIONAL TRACTS basement Priced in $70'5
753-1040
Moly divvy Inudlisresilsasal Tract
Ccorvatsinueificsirs Of Trasimits
BY owner. 3br, 2 bath
, Or 'This Erste/rim F"irCliiPtilw111/111 , brick ranch
Central h/a,
Accessible From All Directions!!
two car attached garage.
Fronting Winchester - Beechy - Grubbs Road
storage building. WestSellers Portion Of The Wheat Crop
wood
On Tracts 1 a 7 Goes to The Buyer!!
subdivision.
115%1:DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!' $65,000. 759-5144.
EAST Y Subdivision 3br,
Auction Will Be Held In
brick ranch, $80's
. Hazel, Kentucky At The Community Center
753-0444
3 Blocks East Of Dees Bank On Barnett St.

b"''
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(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
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At 1:00 P.M. - Be There!!

JAMES
R. CASH
- --

RC

s
-',AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE 8RNER -F
FANCY FARM. KY- 502-623-8466
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THE SELLING MACHINE
- IR
CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

SPACIOUS family home
located in Murray 3br, 1 5
bath, central h/a. 2 large
living rooms, and a fenced
in back yard with storage
facilities. $81.000 Call for
an appointment 759-9746

INCOME TAX
• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

RANCH Style home for
sale 3 Bedroom, 2 bath
2350 square foot under
roof, 2 level deck on extra
large lot Call 753-8674 or
753-0212
RENTAL property, 2 & 4br
houses located within
walking distance of University. Ph 753-1040.

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th

753-8107

Used Cars

Electrical
Standby Power

1982 RX7, new motor
$1,000. Call weekends
and after 6pm weekdays
436-2514.

Electrical Generators for
Residential, Agricultural
& Commercial use

1985 OLDSMOBILE 98,
$700 obo. 489-2711.
1988 CHEVY Celebrity
wagon, terrific condition,
75,xxx
original
miles.

Sales and Installation

Ph. or Fax 502-382-2333

$1800. 753-0717 or 7537733 ext 104.
1990 BONNEVILLE, excellent condition, $4950.
489-2218.
1991 HONDA Accord LX,
white, 4dr, 5sp, 120,xxx
miles, p/d/I, p/w, a/c.
$5400 obo. 435-4040.
1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
ROYALE, 4dr, p/w, p/I,
cruise, tilt, white w/blue interior, new tires, garage
kept, serviced every 2500
miles. High mileage, but in
very
good
condition
$4900. Call 474-8704.
1994 HONDA Chic LX,
navy blue, 4dr, 5 speed,
power everything, 65,xxx
miles. $8,000 obo.
759-2487
1995 CAMARO, 67K,
Bose cd, p/w, p/I. $9,500.

RIK\

Why

Rental and Sales
112 So 12th Murray. KY 42071
Phone:753-6910
Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

1996 PONTIAC

Grand
Pnx SE, red, 2 door, loaded, GTP package. 7591274.
1996 TOYOTA Ray 4, auto trans, loaded, clean,
47xxx miles. Call 4892041.
1996 WHITE Chrysler
Sebring JXI convertible,
22xxx miles, leather, loaded. 753-2816.

1LECTRIC

ry*c, "STOP"
‘I
Pay Higher Prices
LTA On A Rental Vehicle?
HALEY'S

502-345-2545

Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed

www.automobilesonline.com
Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

*100
Online Cub Rebate

DWAIN
TAYLOR
C.:Aeurole/
Of liSURRAY KY

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have
been turned down before.
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers. No cosigners needed. Must
have at $750 cash or
trade-in
Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit
Repair Hotline

1-800-566-2277.
PRICED to sell 1978 Cutlass, 2dr, att. p/s, p/b, air,
260V-8. $800. 753-8124 or
see at 1104 S. 16th Street.

comweu..

(502)753-11343

J

NICE starter home, 2br,
recently remodeled North
Murray on 464 $42,500
759-9466.

Used Trucks
1978 BOX Truck, 50,xxx
miles on motor, 30,xxx on
transmission. Very sharp!
$3500. Can be seen N
16th extended. 759-3473.
1986 CHEVY 2 ton, 366
has, 5 & 2 speed, ps, ab,
16' Knapheide bed & hoist.
49,xxx
actual
miles.
$13,500. Call 759-4019
days or 753-8151 oights.
1988 FORD F150, XLT,
Lariat, 302V-8, 5sp. $4400
obo 435-4040.
1988
FORD
Ranger,
$2800, books @ $3200.
Will take offers. 753-6980.
1993 CHEVROLET 1500
Silverado 4x4 350 automatic, loaded, excellent
condition, 149,xxx miles,
long wheel base, red, cloth
seats, $10,000 or make offer. 502-435-4350.
1994 F150 V8 XLT. metallic blue, great condition,
power
everything.
$11,000. 759-5937.

IERIEWPW
IIC CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

•

All Types of:
Custom Woodworking

1kitchen

&

Bath Cabinets

Services Offered
A-1 Tree Professionals
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying Serving Murray.
Calloway Co. since 1980
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.
ANDY Hafner- The Appli
ance Works Servicing major appliances 753-2455

Where Quality Counts
Decks, Painting, Remodeling, Repairs. etc
No Job Too Small. 24-Hr
Emergency Service
502-492-6267
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & junk clean-up
436-2867
AFFORDABLE, Quality
Construction.
Framing, Roofing, Siding
Concrete finishing, Decks,
Fences, Porches, & Home
Repair. Free estimates.
753-8007
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction • Remodeling• Repairs. Custom Cabinets• Concrete
Work. AGC Certified
435-4272.
ALL ELECTRICAL ALL
CARPENTRY Garages,
Additions, Restoration. 24
hour service calls. References, Licensed & Insured. Call Larry Nimmo.
L&J Home Builders
753-9372 or 753-0353
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
ARE you looking for a
Quality,
Economical
Lawn Service? Small 1
man operation- No big hding mowers- 10yrs in business. David Bailey.
436-5085
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.

Improvements
7V-0563
CARPET cleaned by Ceti
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience.
753-5592.
CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, fencing, carports
garages, hardwood floors
installed & finished. Affordable rates. 753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
CUSTOM tractor work.
Garden tilling, bushhogging, small jobs, box blade
work. Free estimates. Gerald Carroll 492-6159.
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DENSE grade rock for
sale. You can haul or we
can haul for you. 759-4019
days, 753-8151 nights.
DON'T let spring rains ruin
your home! Call STOCKWELL METAL ROOFING,
offenng new stone- coated
steel. 753-6585.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley.
759-1519.

FOR dependable and reliable lawn mowing, mulching, landscaping, and odd
jobs, call Kenneth Howard
at 767-9939 and leave
message
References
available upon request
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
plumbing,
yard
work,
proches & decks Any lob
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water Removal, Furniture, FREE Estimates. Call Today

753-5827
PLUMBING
REPAIR
SERVICE All work guaranteed Free estimates
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional. Residential, Commercial or Industrial. 502-435-4645.
ROOFING,
re-roofing,
wood deck, vinyl siding,
exterior painting, and other
wood work. References
Call 502-251-3128.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TOMS WINDOWS
All your cleaning & PAINTING
needs. Pressure
washing etc. Dryvit cleaning. 759-3463.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authohzed dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5,30.
753-0530.

HOROSCOPES

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

Tony Henderson
Plumbing

Mayfield
Kentucky

‘1

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair
Phone:(502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
Pager:(502) 742-1039
Hardin, KY 42048
Licensed & insured

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hodge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Owned 6 Operated By
Tim Lamb

Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds every
day for a month - incl/Shopper $195.
Call 753-1916 for details.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. Feb.

18, 1999:
Hold on to your seat as you are propelled
into a wonderful, pivotal year. You are able
to zoom in on what you want because of
your caring and communicating style. You
also gam through your day-to-day life. You
are likely to buy "toys" that help your life
work better, like a car or state-of-the-art
computer. If you are single, meeting people
is a snap; however, you'll have to choose
from throngs of admirers. If attached, this
is a banner year. in which you connect with
ease and learn to appreciate each other even
more. ARIES relates easily to you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; 3-Average;
2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apnl 19)
***** Your smile works wonders; use
your knowledge and assets You discover
that everything goes your way. Opportunity knocks on your door. Listen carefully
to a friend. Though you usually dismiss this
person's ideas as frivolous, you now find
them inspirational. Tonight: Whatever
pleases you.
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
*** Think of what is right for the long
term. Don't give in to impulse or the unpredictable. Canng and understanding others
are important. Look within for the answers
you seek. A boss has a valid point of view.
Stay anchored, no matter how enthusiastic
you are about a work idea. Tonight: Aim
high.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Don't hesitate to pursue what
you want. You could feel overwhelmed by
what is going on. Think before you act,
though you might be very excited about a
special opportunity. Keep the bottom line
in mind, and you'll come out on top. Tonight: Smiling away.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Reach out to another. Work is a
source of happiness. Put in your best effort
to improve conuitions creativity surges
You see events in another light. Let your
aspirations grow as lofty as you wish. A
partner proves unusually resourceful Tonight: Show your willingness.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Allow others to open doors and
present new ideas. Don't 'automatically
resist when you should listen. An offer
seems too good to be true. A partner is
thrilled with what is going on and feels good
about news Excellent interactions are emphasized over the next few weeks_ Tonight:
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Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st time buyers,
had credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800)874-056
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YARD TECH
Full Lawn Care
With the best equipment
available to serve your
needs. Call for early bids.
437-4723

GEOSOLD

LICENSED & INSURED
1994 LOWE 24' pontoon
and trailer, 115 Johnson
motor, radio, electric anchor, trolling motor, extra
seats $7,500 436-5099
LIKE new. An 8tt water
scamp, 2 man boat
Comes with 2 cushion
swivel seats and a 24Ib
thrust Minn Kota trolling
motor. Call 753-7992,
leave message

ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS

BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders. 502-436-2007.
BUILDER & Home

Drop by and see our showroom
S. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940
''..
.•-•-,11114.0
Nal••••emeteril

Campers
1996 COACHMEN 30'
Camping Trailer EXCELLENT Condition $11,900
negotiable. 436-2225.

Al Al A Tree Service,
removal, tree
raking,
spraying, leaf
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

Stump

1

Share your feelings.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
1 -*** Defer to another; allow feedbaUk to come forward. Another means well
an4 will do anything to make your life
eas r. Go along with a suggestion. Don't
feel lke you must be in control. Working in
a p nership enhances your work potentialiA;o
Anight: Think positively.
LI
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Others are clearly in control;
frankly, you're thrilled that they offer so
many possibilities. You can't quite believe
that another is so well-intended. A relationship takes another twist or turn, especially
if it involves your work. Tonight: Let
another tempt you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Work gives you many possibilities. Be willing to take a leap of faith. You
could be inspired by another and his feedback. Someone you meet today could have
a long-term impact on your life. A love
relationship takes a caring turn and becomes even deeper. Tonight: Begin an exercise program.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec. 21)
***** Your playfulness adds to your
day. as well as to others'. Enhance a personal relationship that means a lot to you.
Be spontaneous and open to a loved one.
Follow your intuition on an emotional
matter. Another appreciates your sensitivity. Tonight: Start the weekend early.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You feel much better about a loved
one or roommate.Sharing is close,creating
new avenues and different connections.
Your instincts about a money matter are
right on. Follow through. and you'll gain
However,avoid extremes. Tonight: Home
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You are nostalgic as you look at
another, a relationship and what you want
Communication bnngs amazing news. Allow a loved one to tell you what he feels.
You can't believe what you are hearing. You
might decide on a major purchase to improve your day-to-day life. Tonight: At a
favorite spot.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You are about to reverse a pattern
Follow through on a strong intuitive sense.
Money matters are promising. You are
coming out of the doldrums. Be careful
about spending money before it comes in.
Build your coffers first! Tonight • Balance
your checkbook and pay bills.
BORN TODAY
Director Milos Foreman (1932), artist/
singer Yoko Ono(1933).actor Matt Dillon
(1964)
* ••
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

DEAR ABBY. Please help us to
babies Furthermore, folic acid supplemake a decision. Our 81-year-old
ments have been shown to decrease
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 50 years old. levels of homocysteine, a substance father likes women — females of
any age.
Should I be taking extra vitamin C? that is often associated with heart disIn the past, he pursued a teenHow about beta carotene and folic ease. Consequently, many authorities
age neighbor girl to the point that
acid?
are now recommending folic acid supher family moved away. His adoptDEAR READER Despite the plements for any person with cardio- ed granddaughter
calls him "a dirty
hoopla surrounding the supposed ben- vascular risk factors (such as high
old man" and won't come near him.
estabwith
homocysteine
or
levels)
efits of vitamin C supplements, no sciAs I understand it, he pursues,
entific study has yet shown that long- lished coronary artery disease. looks,
touches, hugs, kisses, but
term use produces any health advan- Finally, a recent study at Harvard doesn't
rape.
daily
folic
that
showed
School
Medical
tages, according to Dr. Andrew Wold,
My
mother
tries to save face.
the
reduced
greatly
supplements
Professor of Medicine at University of acid
Our problem is that Dad and MothVirginia Health Science Center in risk of colon cancer.
er have moved to another state,
CharlottesviLlg, Va. He concludes that
As long as we're on the subject of away from us. They are now living
vitamin C supplements are unneces- supplements, let me remind you that next door
to a wonderful young cousary.
calcium and vitamin D are important ple who have a 3-year-old girl.
Similarly, beta carotene was a nutrients that help protect against
So far, Dad just watches the
knight in shining armor a few years osteoporosis. The recommended daily child when they visit and he only
ago, based on preliminary studies that calcium intake is 1,000 milligrams for gives the young mother elaborate
seem to show that it protected against men and menopausal women, 1,500 hugs and makes risque remarks.
heart disease and cancer. These ben- mg. for older women. For vitamin D, Mom admits that "she watches him
eficial results were not confirmed, the appropriate daily amounts are 200 like a hawk" when she baby-sits the
unfortunately. In fact, a Finnish study international units for people 50 and little girl.
showed that smokers who took beta younger, 400 IU for those 51 to 70, and
Abby, we are worried the day
carotene had a HIGHER rate of lung 600 IU for persons older than 70.
will come when he is alone with the.
cancer. Thus, beta carotene and vitaTo give you related information, I child or the parents make the mismin A supplements are not recom- am sending you a copy of my Health take of asking him to baby-sit. Do
mended for general use.
Report "Fads I: Vitamins & Minerals." we warn the parents and ruin the
Folic acid is a different story. It is Other readers who would like a copy neighborhood camaraderie? Talking
recommended for all pregnant women, should send $2 plus a long, self- to Dad won't help, as he seems to
in a dose of 400 micrograms a day. to addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. think he has no problem. What do
prevent neural tube defects in unborn
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New you think?
HIS FOLTR CHILDREN IN TEXAS
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR HIS FOUR CHILDEAR DR. GOTT: When my par- DREN:
If the four of you and
ents divorced, I was 15 years old. At your
mother think your father
that time my menstrual cycle became has
a problem, then he has one.
very irregular. Can a tragic experi- The
child's safety must come
ence like a divorce disrupt the cycle? first.
Now 1 am 16 and still irregular.
Tell your mother that if she
DEAR READER: Stress can alter doesn't tell the neighbors about
the menstrual cycle. Grief, illness and your father's background, you
malnutrition have also been associat- will. If your father tried to do
ed with discontinuation or irregularity something inappropriate to the
of the cycle. Once the stress has child — or any other — it could
resolved, the menses usually return to cause enormous damage. You
Expecting a tax refund? IRS Ode
normal. As time passes and you learn
would have moral liability for
is the fastest way to get it.
to adapt to the divorce, your periods his behavior, and, of course,
Or do you owe more tax?
will probably become regular again.
your father could go to jail.
You can e-tile now, wait until
Nonetheless, you continue to have difApril 15th to pay. See your tax
***
ficulty: therefore, it would be wise to
professional for information.
check with a gynecologist
DEAR ABBY: Many times over
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
the years I have meant to write to
you to express how grateful I am to
live in this country and be able to
CLICK. ZIP
FAST ROUND TRIP.
express myself freely.
When I was a corporal in the
U.S. Army in 1947, as an informa/orcrna/ P. ona- !>, ft h
tion and education specialist, I had
the honor of escorting a female Jewto put vervirelirvt
ish doctor from Schweinfurt, GerL__''°'
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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LOOKING BACK

many, back to her home town in
Trutnov, Czechoslovakia. She had
been interned by the Nazis from
1933 until after the liberation in
1945, and then in a displaced persons camp until I escorted her back
to her former home.
She made such an impression on
me, telling me what she'd had to
endure all those years. Then, 30
years later, in 1977 she unknowingly walked into Maas Bros. department store and bought a color TV
from me. The flashback was there,
as if by God's wish. It had special
meaning to me being of Irish-German descent.
I am now a 73-year-old senior
citizen, privileged to live with this
beautiful memory. It makes me
more compassionate, knowing what
the Jewish people went through at
the hands of those insane madmen.
Thank you, Dear Abby, for letting me express my gratitude.
VICTOR H. COLLAR,
ST. PETERSBURG,FLA.

Ten years ago
The Purchase and Pennyrile
Young Farmers Association had a
banquet at Calloway County High
School cafeteria. Attending were
150 young farmers, wives and
guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Griffin were
married 60 years Feb. 11.
Births reported include a boy
to William W. and Jenny Furgerson Jr., Feb. 8; a boy to Nita and
Kenneth White, a girl to Donna
and Randall Dick, a boy to Mary
and Albert Wheeler and a girl to
Kimberly and Randall Duncan,
Feb. 10.
Twenty years ago
Construction on the Wrather
Hall Museum Project at Murray
State University will begin about
June 1, according to MSU President Constantine Curris.
Published is a picture of 14
new members who were inducted
into the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees at a special meeting.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers beat Murray High
School Lady Tigers 59 to 58 in
a basketball game. High team scorers were Mina Todd for Calloway
and Jaina Washer for Murray.
Thirty years ago
Airman First Class Thomas G.
Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
R. Walker, is serving at Phu Cat
Air Base, Vietnam.
Steve Arant, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ervin Arant, and Sheila StalIons, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

DEAR VICTOR: Thank you
for expressing it.
Everybody has a problem. What's
yours? Get it off your chest by writing
to Dear Abby, P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90069. For a personal
reply, please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.

Does the IRS

owe you?
Or doy011
owethe IRS?

talrat>

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

Walton Stallons, have been select-

CONTRACT BRIDGE
East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q J 7 4 3
J 86
• A5
4.KQ2
WEST
EAST
# A 82
•K 10 9 5
V2
Q 53
• Q J 10 4
•8 7 3 2
49 6 4
44 A J 10 8
SOUTH
6
V A K 10 9 7 4
• K 96
ole 7 5 3
The
South West
East
North
1V
Pass
Pass
1 os
4V
Pass
2
Pass
Opening lead —queen ofdiamonds.
To make a souffle, you must
first break some eggs; to make a
game or a slam, you must often
make delicate preparations before
you can accomplish your mission.
After dummy appears,the first
thing declarer does when playing a
suit contract is to count his losers.
In so doing, he starts by assuming
any tricks that can be lost will be
lost. On this deal, South therefore
notes at the outset that his possible losers at four hearts are a
spade, a heart and two clubs.
He realizes that with a little
luck there may be no trump loser,
and that he will lose only one club

bidding:

CATHY

1 TuesDAN I

—1'

A weomsce,
-----1-]

qooAa UOWED TO &IVE
UP ALL SWEETS

cl:00Ass VOWED TO ONE
UP ALL FAT

9.4110ms VOWED TO 516E
UP ALL CAR8OH4DRATEs

YELLED AT
91 15
TWO CO-WORKERS

61'.15Aatt SCREAMED AT
DELIVER4 PERSON

9:15Am: SHRtEKED
AXITHE R ON PHONE

151". ZONA ATE A
CHOCOLATE DONUT

9:2,0Am: ATE A
CHEESE DANISH

9:20mi: ATE A BAGEL

THREE DA45 INTO A14
PROORAIA, AND ALL I'VE
SUCCEEDED AT CUTTING
OUT ARE THE HUMANS.
0

fa \

A

if West has the ace ofthat suit. But
the basic premise he pursues is
that he will be unlucky in both
suits.
Declarer's next step is to look
for a means ofovercoming the presumed bad luck. He notes that if
the missing spades are divided favorably, he might be able to avoid
one of his club losers, and that this
possibility can be tested without
relinquishing his other chances of
making the contract.
Accordingly, South wins the
opening diamond lead with the king
and leads his singleton spade,East
taking thejack with the king. Let's
assume East returns a diamond to
the ace, whereupon declarer ruffs
a low spade.
is next trumped in
dummy and another spade is
ruffed. As it happens, West's ace
falls on this trick, establishing the
Q-7 of spades as tricks.
The A-K of hearts are now led,
revealing that West has a trump
trick coming. Declarer then plays
a club to the queen, taken by East
with the ace. It makes no difference what East returns, because
sooner or later South crosses to
dummy's king of clubs and discards his last club on the spade
queen.
Declarer thus winds up losing
only a spade, a heart and a club
thanks to his careful approach at
the start of play.
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
WELL,HERE IT IS. • THE.
WARNING- OFMy 50114
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1 Billiard shot
6 Sunfish
11 Mineral
12 Degraded
14 Sign on door
15 Vegetable
17 Depend
18 Escape (s1.)
20 — Zimbalist
22 Be sick
23 Gator's kin
25 Fairy
27 Sodium
symbol
28 Nine-headed
monster
30 Mexican
state
32 Lampreys
34 Tibetan
priest
35 Jail
inhabitants
38 King of
Judea
41 With (pref.)
42 Australian
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44 Tart
45 Olympic org
47 Parody
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50 Brother of
Jacob
52 Talk-show
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Winfrey
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55 Schoolbook
57 Twirled
59 Laugh
boisterously
60 Goose genus
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Tomorrow: Be thankful for small favors.
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31.

ed at Mr. and Miss Murray University School.
Becky Jo Robertson, Susan
Nance, Kathy Berry and Fred Stalls,
all from Murray, are members
the cast of the Campus Lights
production at Murray State University Feb. 20-22.
Forty years ago
A zoning ordinance for the city
of Murray was passed last night
by the Murray Planning Commission and has recommended that
the Murray City Council adopt it,
according to Verne Kyle, chairman of the commission.
In high school basketball games
North Marshall beat Murray High,
Cuba beat Lynn Grove, Almo beat
Hazel and Kirksey beat Farmington. High scorers were Doyle, NM,
Robert Lee, MHS, Seay, Cuba,
James Adams and Pat Butterworth,
LG, Furgerson, Almo, Waters,
Hazel, Danny Edwards, Kirksey,
and Smith, Farmington.
Fifty years ago
William David Hamrick Jr. of
Murray has been appointed superintendent of Kentucky Lake State
Park.
Murray High beat Madisonville
for the championship of the West
Kentucky Conference Basketball
Tournament. High team scorers
were Hargis for Murray and Riddle for Madisonville.
Births reported include a boy
to the Rev. and Mrs. Van Bogard Dunn, twin girls to Mr. and
Mrs. Royal Parker and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Gene Alexander, Feb 9.

11 Zero
13 Singer Bob
16 Parts airport
19 Computer
accessory
21 Old
Testament
book
24 Haunted
house noise
26 Titles
29 Singing
voices
31 Fortunetelling card
33 Harbor
35 Frostier
36 Loops
37 Spill over
39 Wrongful
dispossession
40 Fear
43 Chief artery
46 "Misery" star
48 Young deer
51 Salad herb
53 Towel
inscnption
56 Teutonic deity
58 Neon symbol

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 17,
the 48th day of 1999. There are
317 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 17, 1801, the House
of Representatives broke an electoral tie between Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr, electing Jefferson president. Burr became vice
president.
On this date:
In 1817, a street in Baltimore
became the first to be lighted with
gas from America's first gas company.
In 1865, Columbia, S.C., burned
as the Confederates evacuated and
Union forces moved in.
In 1897, the forerunner of the
National PTA, the National Congress of Mothers, was founded in
Washington.
In 1933, Newsweek was first
published.
In 1947, the Voice of America
began broadcasting to the Soviet
Union.
One year ago: President Clinton, preparing Americans for possible air strikes against Iraq, said
military force is never the first
answer "but sometimes it's the
only answer." A jury in Fort Worth,
Texas, convicted former Naval
Academy midshipman Diane Zamora of killing a 16-year-old romantic rival. An Iranian crowd cheered
as U.S. wrestlers carried the Stars
and Stripes into an international
meet in Tehran. The U.S. women's
hockey team won the gold medal
at Nagano, Japan, defeating Canada 3-1.
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West Kentucky RECC sponsoring youth tour program
A deserving high school junior
from the West Kentucky RECC
service area will be awarded an
expense-paid trip to Washington,
D.C. in June of this year as a
participant in the 1999 Rural Electric Youth Tour Program sponsored
jointly by West Kentucky RECC
and the Kentucky Association of
Electric Cooperatives.
This is the second year that
West Kentucky has sponsored the
Washington Youth Tour Program.
The Youth Tour winner will
spend a week touring Gettysburg,
the Smithsonian Institute, Arlington National Cemetery, the FBI
Building, the National Zoo, Library
of Congress, U. S. Capitol, the
White House, the Kennedy Center, plus a visit with Kentucky's
congressional delegation and perhaps even the President of the
United States.
To be eligible, a student must
be a high school junior in good
standing and his/her parent or
guardian must be a member of
and receive electric service at their
principle place of residence from
West Kentucky RECC.
In addition, each Youth Tour
participant must complete an application form, receive a favorable

report from a guidance counselor
and a high school teacher, be
involved in school and community activities, and complete an essay
and agree to abide by the terms

and conditions as specified by West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation.
Students interested in applying
for West Kentucky RECC's 1999

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8:00-7:00

I 97112.a.tA
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

9iteuit 942od
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We Do Custom Bar-B-H Turkeys, Hams 8c Shoulders

Sirloin Tip Roast
f

,

1 Lb

Sausage
S149
Lb.

Owen's Best Family Pack

Ground Beef
3-4 Lb. Pkg.
Martha Whlte
7-7.9 oz

Mushrooms

Muffin

1 5 oz

939

89,

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite
Diet Caffeine Free Coke,
Caffeine Free Coke

2 Liter

99

Martha White Plain or SR.

Flour
5Lb
Campbell's Chicken Pasta

10-110z 79'

Soup

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
$129
Mello Yello
12 pk.

Plates
Rose Acre Farms Grade A Large

Eggs
Gravy

99'
59'
79'
)2

10-10.5 oz

BBQ Ribs
$329

Campbell's Vegetable

Soup

Owen's Best
4 Legged Fried

Ham Salad
$239
Lb

Brownies

99
'

13.5-19.5 oz.

Green Giant

Green Giant Frozen Corn, Peas or
$

Soups

26 oz.

129

Mixed Veg.
Pillsbury Farms

Velveeta

3is 1 oo

Pillsbury Assorted

12 oz. Slices

2/$400

Whole Milk

$ 1 89
15 oz

16 oz. Bag

99'
$1 19

1/2 gal.

PhDtur2
Large
Head

Golden Ripe

lettuce

Baty Swiss

Large Slicing

BBQ Beef

Cheese

Tomatoes

$429
Lb

Bananas

$

79'

Owen's Best

f

11-15 oz.

Campbell's Family Size

Baked Ham
39?

$289Lb

Green Beans

Asparagus Spears

8 .3st 2 Thighs-2 Wtr,Qc

Ovens Best
Storemade

Green Giant Frozen Corn, Peas or

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite
6 pk. 1/2 Liter Btl. $219

Owen's Best
Honey

Chicken
589
4 Lags-3

10 oz. 79'
$ 1 99
40 ct.
I

Sheets

Dozen

Franco American

99c

Bounce Fabric Softener

Solo 16 oz Cups or 9"

Owen's Famous

Other topics included accident prevention and reporting, operator
maintenance, and motor marches.
Wyatt is the daugher of Jeannetta F. Washer of Old Salem
Road, Murray and Teddy R. Barnett of 1524 S. McCorkle Road.
Rives, Tenn.
She is a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High School, Murray.

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

U.S Choice Boneless Rolled Rump or

Wyatt
graduates
Army Pvt. Tammy L. Wyatt has
graduated from the motor transport operator advanced individual
training (AIT) course at Fort
Leonard Wood, Waynesville, Mo.
During the course, the soldier
received training in the operation
and maintenance of light and heavy
military vehicles during on-and
off-road and blackout conditions,
, and instruction in transportation of
personnel, equipment, and supplies.

nessee Valley Authority.
Locally, West Kentucky serves
over 30,000 consumers in Calloway,
Carlisle, Graves, Marshall, Livingston and Hickman counties.

Prices Good
Feb. 17 thru
Feb. 23

Program
to begin
March 6
March Super Saturdays at Murray State University is just around
the corner. The Super Saturdays program brings together the region's
best school students, top quality faculty and intellectually stimulating
study topics, with the best physical resources available.
Programs are held four Saturday mornings, 9:30 am.-noon on
March 6, 13, 20 and 27. Courses are designed for gifted and talented youth in primary school level
one through grade five.
The course topics offered in
Super Saturdays are intended to
challenge the students and to provide enriching opportunities at a
more rapid pace and in smaller
groups than are usually found in
schools.
Primary levels 2 and 3 (traditional first and second grades) have
the opportunity to enroll in four
courses: Let's Dance, Math Mania,
Buzzing Through Brazil and
Impressive trnpressionist.
Courses designed for primary
levels 3 and 4 include Homely Habitats, Urban Architecture, Let's
Speak Spanish!, Get Up and Shake
It!, Sign Language and Designing
at the Keyboard.
Fourth and fifth graders can
attend interesting courses such as
Calder's World of Sculpture,
MicroWorlds Multimedia Laboratory, Mysteries of History and.This
IS Rocket Science!.
Parents can take advantage of
presentations each Saturday at 11
a.m. in the Curd Auditorium.
Speaker Dr. Joy Navan, Super Saturdays coordinator, will be covering The Rights of Gifted Children
on March 6, Social and Emotional Needs of the Gifted on March
13, and Twice Exceptional-Gifted/LD on March 20. The last Saturday will be reserved for an open
house in the classrooms for parents.
Applications are now being
accepted and must be accompanied by the registration fee of $75
for the four-week course. The fee
covers instruction and materials.
Early registration is recommended
as courses are limited to only 15
students.
A limited number of partial
scholarships are available based
on financial need.

in 1938 for the purpose of providing lowcost, dependable and
reliable electric power to it's member-owners. West Kentucky RECC's
power is supplied by the Ten-

Washington Youth Tour should contact their high school guidance
counselor.
West Kentucky RECC, a "notfor-profit" corporation. was formed

69

Grapes
$ 1 19
•

Carrots

39,

Red or White
Seedless

c

Florida 1 Lb. Bag

1

5 Lb. Florida

Grapefruit
$1 99

